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At that

momentflican only be adequately

‘¢ Oh, why am I made to suffer this
wrong?” Al 10.35 the sacrifice was
pleted. He breathd his last calmly
peacefully. At the final moment the
owing Jersons were present: Mrs.
field and Mollie, Drs. Bliss, Agnew
Boynton, General Swaim, Colonel

crnel
com
and
folGarand
and

rs. Rockwell, ‘General Stanley Brown

within

days, and $3.50 Af‘not.

find Danie! Spring.

.
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THE RESULT
a

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 28, 1881,

IN
President
gon, and the
riam.” The
poem, which
to

and

which

himself

were

2

after

more

his

than

onee

accession

to

the

Presidency, have a new and melancholy interest]
and significance now,

He was, indeed—

OF THE AUTOPSY.

statement in which he says, after review:
ing the results of the autopsy, that there
were no means of knowing where the

ball had lodged ; that it was

completely

encysted, and its presence in the locality
where it was found was not the immediate
ause of death; that had there been no)
other lesion it might

have

been

carried

for many years without causing death: or
ven

As some divinely gifted man

inconvenience;

that

it

could

nol

Andon a simple village green;

possibly have been reached and recognized by any form of surgical probe; and

Wie breaks ‘is birth’s invidious bar,

that death would have been the imme

Whose life im low estate began,

And grasps the skirts of happy chance,

diate and inevitable result of any attempt

And breasts the blows of circumstance,

©

flito remove it.

And grapples with his evil star;

tn

Who makes by force &is merit knowa,

FOREIGN

And lives to clutch the golden keys,
To meld a mighty State’s decrees
And shape the whisper of the throne.

SYMPATHY.

:

The public manifestations of sorrow.
and sympathy with the late President's
Hfamily and the American pation, are

~

And, moving up from high to higher,
Becomes on fortune’s crowning slope
The pillar of a people’s hope,

aniversal throughout the British empire
The public signs o
and all Europe.
mourning in Canada are as marked and

Che-center of a world's desire.
—N. Xo Tribune.
BiB lA
ss LL RL

almost as general as in the United States.
Bimmediately upon the receipt of the news
of the President’s death, Queen Victoria

LAST

MOMENTS

OF

A GREAT

MAN.@sent the following

despatch

to

Minister

The followingparticulars of Presidentflil.owell at London:
Garfield's death, as recorded by JudgeWith deep grief I and my children
Advocate ‘General Swaim ‘in his privatefllearn the sad but not unexpected news
.
v
:
inc
Blof the fatal termination of the sufferings

diary, will be found intensely Interesting ‘Bot the President. His loss is a great misEripxroN, N. J.,
J SEPT, 201.15, : A.M. fortune. I have learned with deep sor-

—Thie was my night to watch with thefirow that the President has passed
President. Ihkad been with him a good
Th
1

desl of the

time

the afternoon.

o'clock

T

from three o'clock in

A few minutes before

left

Colonel

Rockwell,
;
:

© Queen

tenfliat Long

with

away.

telegraphed Mrs. Garfield

words can not ex press the

entering 1 found Mrs, Garfield sitting by
There were

sons
in the reom.

no

other

deep ; ‘sym-

know,

but

Commenting upon

The

Queen's

brief

message

utters

these

:

message

to Mrs.

afield comes straight from the heart of
a woman

who knows, by sad experience,

she did notfwhat her sorrow is.

No more

you will watt a moment,

touching

word has been said since the President
a milk
always been
held
Then I said, ‘* Ife died.onThe Queen hasSulways
be

the dectot’s
room and see

| will step

into

what is to be

given himuring the night.”

in

chivalrous

regard

eople, but the DE

by

the

it

American}

es

engaged in study,

of time,

finding

that

many

met

with

serious embarrassment in prosecuting ' to

a sufficient extent literary studies, it was
decjded to appropriate a limited

and it was very limited

amount,

indeed, to such

position, that

those

thus aided would in

he end pursue the theological course. To
this end a certificate was add®d to the
orm of application, certifying to the

applicant's intention to enter the Theological School, after completing his academical studies.

churches

and

gen-

erous individuals in the denomination
see to it, that this ¢ intention” shall be
arried into effect by those who greatly
desire, that in good faith it should so be?
[ am now talking about the very root o
our educational enterprise, so far as the
ministry is concerned.
Shall the contributions be increased
to correspond with the increase of applicants? The amount paid into the
treasury for the last two months, ‘off’
months to be sure, as July and August
usually

are

in matters

of religion, has

been meager indeed. To meet the most
reasonable demand, they must be at least
rribled above what they have been for
the two first mouths in the academical
year.
:
:
Two of the students have already engaged schools, others will be compelled

to take the same course with great detriment to their studies,

not be

true:to God,

to

our

sisters

unless something

more is done by the churches than hither

@-&
+04

THE WOMAN'S MISSIONARY SOCIETY.
BY E, 8. BURLINGAME.

propriations.

side

with

3

And

it, is

yet,

our

Rea

not an easy thing for

soon.”

dent’s roots and had some little conversa-

tion with Mrs. : Garlield.

She feltof the

President's hands and laid her hand on his
forehead, and said: ‘He seems. to be in
a niee condition,” and passed out -of the

room. Timmediately
felt his hands, fee
and kmaes.; 4 thought that his knee felt a

To Secretary of State,

such enlarged

views

of the

work he

of

ta

:

;
Of ee
its origin—how

Washington. U.S A:

That

Wise first

work

of he Sociery

Was

“They ave riot as strong

as they

were this

which

Her

Majesty’sflHome and Foreign

work in one

Money
sentEY for the purpose,
YT
:

the room

Shortly

to

exceed

two

is

itting,

ds

t

:

bie giving
not sitting;
thus toprevented
formal ands
expréssion
the sor-§"and we could hardly

and sympathy universally felt

after this the President

awoke,

WSwaim, this terrible pain!” placing his

Tight hand on his breast above the region

«of {

heart:
the the heart:

asked himhim ifif I iI could
II asked

d

Id

A

be expected,
:

at

‘patience

shown by

man

Daniel, who came in during the time 1
was getting the water, Afterwards

i
a napkin
n and wi es hisi forehead,

as

took
h 3

usually, perspired on gawakin
He
wr pain!
then said, “Oh, Swaim, this terrible
press your handon it.”

J laid

my

on his chest, and he then threw

AR"

communion of sorrow unites the ocean-Jfef

A
ETRE:
Lr

THEOLOGICAL

ini

both

hands up to the side, and about on a line
his head, and exclaim ed, ‘Oh,

unite Home

and

treasury for that purpose.

Another

:

Home

Missions, er

;@society, which

else organize

in a denomination

ern

not only

>

partieularly flattering, heeause many of

those who desired to enter this fall, found
themselves embarrassed in the matter o

after a. thorough

preparatory

ourse in college and elsewhere.

Several

°

thre minutes. . I told Daniel to

brin o]

a light and light a candle which habitual-J
ly stood behind a screen near the door,

Fy

convention that organized

the Edu

> O® Society declared by formal vote.

that it A did sot consider a literary i education, ’ however
¢ xtended, : an adeq
equate

I
his face
on Dr,
oy thet helight
FU TIIY wi dioling.
oie 1
was shone
dying. fullWhen
Blissfllpreparation
for the Christian
“ministry,
:
fame, a moment afler, I said, *“ Doctor, and at the same time significantly denom

you any stimulant? 410
to Ave
be/dying
P* “He took
hold ofHehis ‘seem
wrist,
iff
0

tollivg

you

bell,

have all

come

lowed to suffer.

oe

first duty

to

- We

you are

calipurged

must

remember

’ ares
to

away

be

and

that:

A hii

dy

a

oy.

strength

? given:

3.

oh yc thy
of

prominence como to Al

prominent

responsibility.

4.

tois

by

itself will too probably make him more

than friends,

thefheautiful!

and that

‘II.

activefout

:

Duration.
forever.”

If high professions andflldwell.”

‘He shall go
¢ One

family

no

in

more

Him

we:

Likeness of character fits for co-

Boromises should give way at the pinch, underfiloperation.

Those

who

have

the

charac-

the amount of regular appropriations. Thisflition and party exigency; if, for example, the
places

the Society

in the

position

wherefliPostmaster General should be allowed

to fall

it will be necessary to do onevof threcfflike the late Pension Commissioner before thefl
things,—incur debt,retrench,or rally to se-J°!amor that rages against strict and honest ad-

SOmpAnY plat. have Ems ‘elore,=they.
The

speak

De

cure more thorough co-operation dud deep%
er interest in the Work during the coming
year. Debt must not be thought of. To retrench is to take backward steps: will
that honor the Master? The women of this
denomination are well able to double these

ministration; or the vacancy on the Supreme
congregation,
Bench should be filléd with a notorious seryitorfllclosing hymn
of the railway kings, by the aid of all his fellowjllpersed.

appropriations

place in the Government should be prostituted
to reward personal services in politics—there|
would be no popular indulgence to ignore such
a thing in President Arthur, and this pen of]
mine might then spare, if possible, its quite

and

meet

the

payments

promptly.
Itis because wehave not done]
what we could that there is any lack.
Let
lus not talk of retrenchment then. But le
us seek to awaken a wider and deeper re-

servitors in the Senate and against the united
judicial strength and purity of that body; ora
political prime minister of the railway dynasty

should he called to the Cabinet;

or any

superfluous gall.

VIDI.

give wisdom and guidance to those who!
meet to plan the work for the coming year,

gates who had

NEW YORK LETTER.
NEw
THE

DOUBLE

YORK, Sept. 23,

1881.

EVENT.

The national and international grief is not a

We do not suffer in or for our-

man

could hold

to every soul in a great

and character than by

high °Fand

strenuous

and

long,y

office,—

service

character acter

con-

"0" ociile and brave. For his
proudest ten#"thit:” nay,
is the deepest
from the com-

of our

republic; as President a truer

Sept. 12, the

dele

at Apalachin, to-

gether with a goodly number of the citizens of the place, assembled at the church
and listened to a sérmon by Rev. G. P|
Linderman of Phoenix,
The time on Tuesday, until evening, was

publicly

domestic,

with wife

WE

species, concocting dark

ant’s own

tive Committee, and

in hearing

L?L
PRE REPHb

The people

the

of this

denomination,

made by those who

vicinity,

upon

assurances:

represented

the

de-

nomination, that both funds and scholars
would be furnished, adequate to the run-

ning of the school, but—to our discredit.
be it said—the conditions have been seriously disregarded.
i
The school has never been self-sustaining, and but for the interest felt by one

requestsfoutstanding

J. S. Harrington, of Michigan, had

obligations—at

present,

beenfinterest.

The

temporary suspension

is

secured in place of Rev. G. W. Knapp, whollikely to become permanent,unless a new:
had-been
compeited
from
failing hes
Ofideparture be at once inaugurated.
resign the charge.
The congregations and
Dudley P. Hall, Esq.,of Lyndon, offers
Sunday-school is increasing and
therefd, give ten thousand dollars as a per-

seems now a good prospect of selling thelanont endowment, provided the denom- -

present church edifice and of building in alin ation will raise a like sum for the samemore desirable locality.
priations besides the aid

But few
rendered

appro
Elmira

Rev.G.J.

the conditions on
promised Pheonix

church, and asked for the amount pledged.

[for the consideration of the new Board

o

purpose.
On the same condition,
Tollar of outstanding obligation is

every
prom-

Lh

ised to be cancelled,
And also, several
thousand
dollars already
subscribed,
contingently,

will

be

secured.

The:

peril to our FEducational interests in
crthern : Vt. and Southernle Canada, ard.
will
Our
stand
;be averted.
a1
£1if denominational
>
]
ured

lease of

Now, shall

liic apparently Secare i

the sum

be

raised?

Shal

the denomination thus secure,—
Association was called
1st. The Institution itself?
Ball, who called upon
2nd. Upwards of seventeen thousand
to offer prayer. Afterfdollars debts?
i
a
.
+
E
vi
the President spoke in
3d. The gift of ten thousand dollars?

substance as follows :

mysteries

eS ee
le

for aid from needy interests. The situ.ffamounting to between seventeen and
ation at Elmira seemed very hopeful. Rev Jeightee Roussniiolier principal and

and

ey

The choir then sang a
and the congregation disJ. H. DurkeE, Cor: Sec.

Owing to financial embarrassment thefall term of our School here was suspended. On the same account the friends of education, in this region, look upomw
the future of the school as being gravely

And those whom he thus identified with him-Jwhich the requests were laid on the tablefiing and

;

Bout

employed by the Trustees in reviewing theflian,—not a Free Baptist—must years
work done during the year by the Execu-lsince have been abandoned.
There are

It was voted that the amount be paid.
Other
requests4 for aid ; were presented
andj
mother, drew a large compensation in popu-|
:
:
larity for whatever it cost in official dignity their; respective merits considered,
after
S
so

honors

ET

to

Annual Meeting of Central Association.
arrived

ER

invested about twenty thousand dollars in
the building, which they cheerfully gave:

methods of working, to help the perplexed
ones.
In the meantime let there be fervent and united prayers
that God will

evening,

d

high)

Denominational Hebos,
Monday

J

Lyndon. Institute : A few Facts.

imperiled.

On

P

='°
Peaker yi owe
rouguou
ke entire sermon by a large sud syientive

4th.

From three to five thousand

One object of our meeting here as we do is@lars contineently
toXlevelop us. God has met with us on for-J8
BonLY

How,
5th. A Free Baptist school,
shaliglently endowed for the future ?

Sin isolates; Christian:

——

It is a misfortune to be re-

:
tual help and acquaintance.

dol-

perman-

Pr

Indiana Yearly

Meeting

Say

The Indiana Y. M. held

its

;

annual

ses--

ion with the Zion church, Ripley Q. SeM.
R
In
>

gladgSept. 9—11, Rev. A. M.

are

We

subscribed ?
Subscribe,”

Moder-

Simonton

balance in our work.
Men are impulsive inbenevolont matters
Women are equally, perhaps more so. The

lifts up his voice to
but tobe acai: We Want you to enter intoffSimonton, Asa Pierce, Thomas Grimes, N..
EE ask what is loft usio
the
meeting,
and of gthe upAsso.lpyard,
Wm. Tucker, M. R, McKee aud D:
in itsSpirit
aims ofandthisplans
for buildin
the

with the mest earnestness is apt to receive

better than that minister of Jesus who prayed

of retribution and bombastic

phrases.

A poe

cause that is presented to them last andflknows how to voice the vulgar feeling, I fear
:

for Guiteau and whom a clerical editor praised

the

in

cause of Christ.

I feel that we are to haved: Tucker.

a profitable meeting.
:

meetings

of

A ourfiator.
:

to See new faces

Ministers

. present:

Revs.

A.

M.

The business
of the Y. M. was transact
;

:

A large and enthusiastic choir whichjlled harmoniously| and we hope and pray.
was constantly in attendance then sung,@jthat great good will be the result. Rev.

but confessed Re could not imitate. The chie
this
case seems to me
with the importanceof the subject they arefli®”obstacle to prajerin
\
:
“To the work.”
A selection of ScripturefiAsa Pierce met with us as Corresponding
presenting, by comparisons, to the disadvan
the difficulty of | eglizing that the creature hasfllwas read and the choir again sung: ¢ Ho
[Messenger from the Northern Indiana Y.
a soul. He is pyobapBly the . consummate fool as|
pr:
tage of other departments of work, and thefl
1 a8 villain GAS
ox but snch enctaleso
réapers of Life’s, harvest.” Vall "In the absenc BM .,y whose presence
added much to the » inin:
cause is often injured
thereby.
End are.
WEF
15 respocsibl mo al
of Rev. B. D. Peck of New York, who wasjllterest of the meeting. Rev. A. M. SimonsSi

:
9
Now the work of any benavolent, societyflldogs, ad justice ath safety and the DivinefficxPected to preach the opening sermoofgton was appointed Messenger to the above:
should never be a spasmodic one. Thellllaw are eqdslly conghitet\in the stern extermi-Jbut was prevented, by deaths in his con.juamed Yearly Meeting.
Rev. Thomas

needs of the

fleld or flelds entrusted tofjnation of them.
But,
t Bave

gregation, from being’ present, Rev. T. [J

President
historically,
b
fortunate. Garfield
In th couldflStacy, of Fairport, was

introduced

JiGrimes met with us "as

to thefliMessenger from the Sand

Corresponding

Creek

Associa-

2
not havef beenitions,more by which
fortunate. so many
In the mostiglaudience
as'the-speaker
for the evening.\ .Jlition of Separate
Baptists. Correspond-aRLire
!
.
h
tryl
EY'Dg found
Of hosillons,
Wile to be anyjudged
NAVEEN 8:12.
Rev.
Stacy chose
for his
text,
ence this
Withyear
the byabove
named body. contin
wanting, heJY stands
p Mr.
:
1
cr
He began
by remarking
upon’ Rev,
thefiued
letter.
not by the testof actual administration, ’ but human ability for helpfulness. hThis the
.
dh were well attended;
od”. es=
as:
The
meetings
by inaugural words and purposes. So the sore
ker
ill illustrated db by the
y
speaker
example of thatfnecially
meeting.
ends public heart has decreed, and so ; let@llittle
P Rev. y A.theM. Sabbath-day
and. tender
company of primitive Christians, who
Simonton y preached 8 a telling
it be3-and so'let it be understood,gpPresidentflisold their possessions and distributed asfsermon Friday night; subject: ¢ Existing.

Arthur, too, is fortunate in having touchedfleach had need; they remain an examplefdifference between the world and the true:
that sore heart tenderly by, his behavior in a 00th of the needy and the desire for help-Bchurch.” Rev. Asa Pierce preachéd, Sat

ffinterfere with the assumingby auxiliaries

Special objects of aid, for this can easily

rying position of late; and as if that wereflj

vines.

The last hundred years has

wit-Burday,

a very practical discourse;

subs

beh e adjusted
headless public
heartJll0°55¢1
thefiiect: Pierce
Rev. .
the Bappropriating
Board has ap- - something
deyelopment
of this tendency
iple. towards
> “Christian
money. +BwithBut the
A fterBoard:
blindlywonderful,
to the newthe President
with confi.
yelop 8 growing
principle.
The figurefAsa
preached development.”
a very; able, sympa-,
-Mlof the text contains a truth for all time. Itfthetic and
argumentative
sermon on the
propriated money for different purposes inlljo;ce that one who felt for a murdered prede-Mlwas a message to one living—therefore
riod 4 subject A
rons Pretihe
India,4 at Harper's
Ferry
Be
ey or elsewhere, if, essor will be sure to follow out his best plans practical. A reference is made to Solo-Ming & Sunday
§
\ evening . by A. M. Simonton
on

acting

upon

the

impulse of

thé moment,

and the best principles of their common party.

Bev number of auxiliaries ‘should desireBHappily there is better reason for this confi:
that their money should go in one ' particu-fildence than

the sentimental

public heart

re.

mon’s temple.

The speaker proceeded

tofthez subject en
of the working of faith; text:

make two general divisions: (1) What
constitutes a pillar.’ (2) Its duration.

Ag is your faith so be it unto you.”
The social meetings were well attended

ap!fand many gave testimony to the benefits
the foundation.andWewe aresimply@of
Arf to I.let Christis
who talk\f of President
Sifection
I!
Srplexk results.” Thefljmembers. People
perplexity
much
lar direction,
others do our
#
i
Christian religion. The preaghing
y
hur as President
Garfield's excoutor
in thefll on 0 0 0 Soethinking
Any one can do thelllwas thetimely,
spfiituah and powerful, and
workers in India and
at
Harper's
Ferr
;
P
ork of political reform, betray a dense igno latter ; few dq-the former. When we. find@lthose that were favofed with the opportu-

Arthurfllicy must because I ought,” , we have galnedBinity of attending
:
:
sayOng idler ar 8 child oi fh dl JOTthebe meetings
00 Dao: join
geen in hee.
father 2 valuable ToaRe J
py to do iv with. If such requests accom
this
1s
stability.
-A
few
convictions
arefSurely
it
was
a
feast
of
good
things.
~%he {
Hh
eal,”
thus recognizing the sensible eons
of civil service reform than avy other man, in
ries dying.” ~1 then said to Daniel, ‘runfelusion, that a service eminently religions@ilpany money paid in, as to require an undueflithis country. It is not for Jute or theoreticalliworth a world of loose ideas. 2. Strength,
D. A. Tucker, Clerk,
a8

eeling for his pulse,and said: ¢‘ Yes,
[i

J

inated-the
school) it established, ** Bibli
eal.”
th

have been told that they can go on and

rance of

plan their work and expect so much mopv4
f

recent history. \ President

IMhimself is fn in a more practical sense the

a

a
a

be permit-feained by a godly life. The speaker: feelsas his last@lliegly narrated his acquaintance with an
intentions{iold lady bowed down with the weight of him. The ears abut Neausiml in Je heayonly hght

exacting extreme of public criticism;

the treasury, Home Mission work hasfgrable’ vengeance encloses the guilty author offfity unites.

the most ald. Speakers often, very unwisely, attempt to impress their hearers

Tar

00 Spscute, Some people are forever:
La Suse ki Deglecting amy oils;

lnc bebe macros
comin by bro
vo frfiBeauty.
The human form is draped
once
imperiously seconded
the people.
Madd to its beauty. The choicest beauty

S¢ 80d safe, taking into account the stateffiflorid pathos of its orators; and an immeasu-lihe strengthened.

hough a suitable course of preparation,
onsistent response, from those; who are
hat part of training most essen
thefllvorking to aid the society.ih This does
es not

and saw that it was ten minutes past tenfllthe last partof the above statement. The
oclooje* Dr. Bliss came in within’ twe Very.co
0
i
or

It will be his

size J of ours seemed undesirable. Just as
that cares] mer occasions; he will meet with us
rapidly therefore as it has been deemed@Mlittle'for the outward baubles of sorrow or thellyr we pray one for another we

LJ

severe spasm, and called Danfel, she
highest success in the Christian ministry,
he denomination itself has stood behind°f
andi
Bliss
Dr.
tell
to
door,
the
at
was
Mrs. Garfieldto come immediately, and
glanced
at the
smallover
clockthe hanging
thefl§™®the
in the
its Aleaders,
at least,
chandelior,
nearly
foo oF hison badlior
last person
forty ofyears,
ery
in emphasizing

watches,

but theres quite a deficiency in meetingllthe tremendous pressure of organized corrup-gteristics of which we have spoken join the

Gi whi Tn
edi
itRL Violated
saneilly snd peacs.
is an immeasurable mourning

seriously questioned, . whether they had their care should be carefully considered
Swaim, can't yon stop this? and acai
JOO better delay entering fora year orfllin connection with the probable amouat to
:
“Oh,
Swaim!”
I
then
saw
him
loo
ing[lltwo,
as we regard it, :a sharp chanceflioeiodoexpended
by those whose for
business
it is
y
:
4
at me with a strange expression. . | askedllof not with,
enterin
this. Appropriations.
the WorklR:
at all. This
would
| be tofltc having
40 beens//ADDIOD
;
him if he/ was sufy sting. much pain,
acd
tego forover g oversalion
nobly
treaglog
made, there should be a steady

y
:
receiving
no answer, I repea
the Ties
tion, with& like result.+. I repeated
concluded’
he was either ‘dying: dr was having
¢

In

Pons to relieve the Executive of this scands-@lylaces

is it true that these conditionalffoes

rats

of the

God would have us:
In he

@Cougress to the work of suppressing
the mobfProminence.
A pillar is never too highof office seekers, with the force of argnmentfor too low;
never too prominent
or

ministration will be tolerated in him

snd

appropriations have been but partially met,

another

with

”

:

annual meetita is at hand

self in publicity and exaltation are part of him

Foreign

will be needed to help us in keeping a wise

SOHOOL.

ATS PROSPECTS AND ITS NEEDS.
The incoming class is one of manked
encouragement, both as to numbers, and
Lhe character and promiseof its members,
The prospect a few moaths ago was not

means,

hand

sphere o reform.

sundered members of the English race to-Jiibeen planned snd pushed with much suc-J§*uch immeasurable wrong with the perfectigstricted in our knowledge of each other
day more closely than it has ever beenfllcess. And we have now reached a pointfiret™ork of humanity as his prison and execu- One object of these meetings is to acjoner. On the surface of society, here andflquaint ourselves with each other. It pays
since 1776.
~
where mach wisdom and divine guidance there,
gather clots of fool scum, of the miscre-Jii" ll for us thus to come together for mu-

BY PRO¥, J. ¥ULLONTON, D. h.

his na i Bie Th
el a: l = 1
\
he drank the water very’ naturally.
I

then handed the glass to the colored

as real and as deep)

Bas if he had been a ruler of our own.

anpthing I forwent him.
Walter.”
tothe Heothersaid,sida ‘Some
of the
ithalf
to him
to drink.
the and
glassgave
of Poland
water Heintotook
a glass

attempted te do,

3

and &
20.

much needed Girls’ Industrial School atjlihost of newspaper applauders will not be at ber one ot vid rig nike ry
oe Jou
Midnapore, when'it should be sent to theflis service. Nothing less than impeccable ad-Bhuilt upon Christ; strong, prominent,

his homely simplicity,
that~'Elopenly sharing official

in theitime when the organization of a new soci-

A year ago to-day not one Englishman

do]

room and poured about an ounce and

national

hg Hustrions sufferer.
GRANVILLE.
Mission work. None of our sister organi-flfstill in the piteous tragedy, to the tearful sight
Trustees.
Ear oat = England, Sep. 20, 181,
zations in other denominations had at-Jof fifty million mourners. To have deserved@
At 7.30 p.m. the
The following, from the Pall MallBtempted such
a unjon in their work.
and won, andatonce to have lost all by thefllso order by Pres.
Gazelle, ie a fair sample of the sentimentsfll
It soon became evident however, that welli05t immense as well as foulest robbery, thisfipey wm, Walker
is the culmination of pity on the Garfield fam-|
expressed
by the English papers :
must broaden our work so as to include jy.
And the nation is shamed and angry also, the opening prayer

minutesiBhis death with regret,

and he turned ‘his head on awaking. I
arose and toek hald of his hand.
remarked, ‘‘ You bave had a nies comfort
a
able
sleep,” and: he then said, *¢Oh,

to the supreme

to the amount of $1000, was to be paid to-Jl
President Arthur himself will not
ward the new Chapel at Harper’s Ferry, tedto satisfy the public so easily
then just being planned, and $400 was toflltwo predecessors. Good natured
be devoted to the establishment of thellland domestic virtues will not save

government have received the anunounce-@ltion. The calls from India were so pite-J§symbol of our public sovereignty than any
ment of the President's death. Parlia-B8..c that their echoes filled all our soulsHl®vored condition could produce. Thus, too,
ment
from
row

night

were to be met first, conditional appropri-Jithe subject: The repetition of President Grant'siliz
eign : work.

It was made.

dike our SRaraciers.

At the beginning of this year, in addi-§land public will which th is monstrous culmination to the regular appropriations, whichition of the spoils system bas concentrated on

oeniuy

organiza-

of

and
and:

necled Lia work of these two practical pio-J§to these experiences when all seems dark.
Beers—both of ther since ¢alled by Providenae Fraud is prospered, while honesty is al-

have been made during the year.

with

hasfcomes.

administrations, not to have

P. Linderman reported
which $300 had been

grief

Tt

necessity,

ofthe

afternoon, bus RLY oi
1 Ak
He) in a thousand had heard Garfield’s name
seems to and
be doing
he to-dayin there
will scarcely
be anob Englishanswered,
passed well.”
out.
HeYes,”
was notfman
a thousand
i
will
rate

in

and

fmon people by his own heroic energy up tothe

courage, dignity and

and I also heated another cloth and laidi
over
right hand,
a chairhis beside
his bed.and Ithenwas sat notdown
morein
than seated when Br. Begnton came in
and felt the President's pulse. I asked
An how they seemed to him. He replied

the

I request you to nssure Mrs. Garfield entirely for Foreign Missions is easily ex- highest trust and work of man, our murdered
and the government of the United Statesfli#lained. Our people had never connectedf@President
was, therefore,
dear ; to the very
i
;

it at the fire aod

his limbs,

administration.

e two.succeeding

welllident Grant.

may do more for both departments
have neither crippled thereby.

service

it was called into be-f

Grant's

Biges been the bhosst, albeit

PLAT; 8 in its crude state from mine
by the hand of : the workman
pftisan It is Sred, chiseled;
molded
1
BW
15) tho thing we
QUAITY

basfwith a vantage that was not permitted to Pres-BMwhich

Mnation, and that man precious still more by

little evel, and got adlanael cloth, heated
over

While it iol

alled us to do, that as we go forward,

thoughts bearing upon the aims and meth-fone

country, a feeling which has been deep- ety was felt to be a thing of such magni.
he |long suspense
:
ened by the
and by theftude, to do what our brethren had never

laid it

gates

zation.
In order to and in securing suchfselves.
It is the grief
of intense sympathy, first
cooperation,
we wish to present a few
lifor one who held a singular relation that only

:

tofliciye pillar, but think of the history of that

help to havelli, this great. sphere the new President enters

said, ‘There is beaftea down stairs
;fldent and his family have endeared herflfélt by women in different localities, to dof =.
origin, too, we felt the
Daniel knows where to get.it.” I thenflinamete this whole nation.
something to help our almost discouraged,
. «A man is a man for
siep d inte the ogios® Foom. 1 found
Earl Granville, Secretary of State for] workers in India, we have been too often. ooo the more a man for that,
there, during
aud saked the himnight.
wimt was
told to make ignorance excusable.
of American sentiments. Sprung
toJr. be iisgiven
He Foreign ARairs, sent the following:
up 3
sill1 guess
bring diad
dt in heer
to you fxpretty
J then went back into the Presi-

which

work Judiciously » Wisely, in these different

She thenfllher unaffected feeling toward the Presi-Jifi"s ® tlie result heaven=given
of a
impulse ©

answered:
list, and 1

work,

one organization to

channels, we hope by God’s

rying out the plans and aims of the organi-M¥selfish one.

ods of the Society.

fice, that furnishes at once proof and pattern

standing side byfllof President

Home

j6.can nok, must not, ignore,

Inorder for our Woman’s Missionary Society to be the help in the work, that it}
can and ought to be, it is necessary that,

we have a more general co-operation in car-

80. The pure and non-political administrationflimeasure to him who when the din is over
of the New York Custom House and Post OfJmust wait and watch. You admire a mas—

all our hopes for the rescue of the public ser:
there, nor to ourselves; unless we stand
vice from engulfing corruption, was originated
firmly by the work we have undertaken
and established by General Arthur and’ Gol,
there, seeking each year to enlarge our ap-lJames, in their respective offices, in the outset

to. This is a necessity to. an extent in
ours, known to the schoois of no other de-|
terest in the work, then go forward, trus
nomination in New England to my knowling that He, whose work it is, will supply)
edge. The brethren and friends have the
the wherewithal for its accomplishment.
facts, and their verdict is anxiously wait- {In another article, we will suggest some]
ed for.

friends of his reform to teach him to foster hisflStrength is necessary to him who does
own offspring now that he has the power to dofllbravely in the dinof battle; but in greater

over

ations were made for both Home and For-

i

And now, will the

proportion to go in one of these directions,
he other workers are crippled.
It must always remain true that the
work in India was our first love. We cap

qi:
SRA am

had given’ him

punch.at eight o'cleck.

by

in the Theological School. But in process

Balmoral.

the latter

‘‘Howlllthe New York : Tribune
She replied, admirable words :
.I.then said,

replied that

she

THE QUEEN,

I seid to her,

is everything going?”
« He .is slegping nicely.”
] think yow had better go to bed and
rest.” 1 then askedher what had been
prescribed dor him to take during the

night, and-e8e

,

per-l

solely to such as were

Branch as follows:

whom 1 hae becn talking for somelyqiny I feel with you. May God support
minutes, in tke lower ball, and proceeded M4 comfort you as he alone can
up stairs to the President's room. On
T
1eEN. Ealporal

his bedside.

for

us especially needed Help in our colléges
and academies, but always on the sup

Dr. Hamilton, one of the attending surBoeons of the late President, has made a

Garfleld’s favorite’ post was Tenny
poem he loved best was “ In Memo:
following familiar. stanzas from this
he quoted in an address on the dea

of Lincoln,

applied

MEMORIAM.

prepared

Colonel Rockwell came in, and Dr. Blissjlla religious education and training.
gad 3 ” ios Bs rub his Jiumhe
icy we Besides, when the Society first began to
ollebdlon
doin ¢ What nln does Main this appropriate aid directly
to Sidents
students precame
in and said,
ee
mean ? ” and a moment later exclaimed :@paring for the ministry, it was' limited

;

fd

.
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S. 3. Bepartmend.
Sunday-School Lesson.--Oct. 9.

DAILY READINGS.
The tabernacle. Exod. 40: 1-16.
God’sglory. Exod. 40:17—38.
The tabernacle consecrated; Lev. 8:1-—13.
. Duty of the Levites. ' Num. 1: 47—54.
Sacred things in tabernacle. Fxod. 25: 10-40,
Love for the place of worship:P3. 8+: 1-18,
A type of Christ. Heb. 9:1-—28.

M.
T.
WW.
T.
8.
S.

GOLDEN

Then

TEXT: —*

answers

40: 34.

it enters and communes with

1-16,

Moses

was directed to

set it up on the first day of the first
month, and to arrange its. furniture. He
was then to install Aaron and his sons in
the priestly office, and to establish the
regular and formal religious services as

directed by Jehovah.

When

God,

the taber-

nacle was fully set up, God manifested his
approval by filling the structure with
his glory, and covering it with a cloud.
While this cloud rested upon the tabernacle the people remained in their encampment; when it was taken up they
moved forward in their journey.
The cubit is variously reckoned at [rom
18 to 21 inches, and thus a tolerably accurate idea of the size of the tabernacle
may be obtained. Its length was three
times its width. The Most Holy place
was a square room at the rear, or western
end ; the Holy place was twice as long as
wide; the length of the court was five

with-

the

priests.

entered,

and

into

It was a structure of great beauty.
were

of

the

which it was

most

precious and

kinds. They were wrought by the most
skillful artisans, endowed with special
wisdom for the work. All the resources
of art were brought into use to form its
elaborate -and
beautiful
decorations.
Nothing was too good, too costly or too
beautiful for it. It was, in a certain sense,
Hl

the dwelling-place of the Most High upon earth, and must be, so far as it could
‘oe, suitable for its sacred: purpose.
All the services conducted in it were
performed with the decorum and dignity
befitting its character and holy occupant.

Rev. E.

W. Packard.)

a minister

be

the

speaker,

is

net

the

II.

~——_

The

anointed

priesthood, , The

and were to give themselves wholly to
this, and that the grace of the Holy Spirit
was applied to their hearts as a preparation for the right ‘discharge of their
duties.

Sp now'should the tabernacles and the
" ministers of religion be such as are symbolized, or indicated, by these of God's
own appointment.

While God may be worshiped truly
and acceptably in any place, it is right,
and desirable for the.religious welfare of
mankind, that houses should be built for,
and dedicated to his service. They need
mot be costly, as was the Jewish tabernacle, though they may be beautiful and

attractive. They should be built, as that
was, by the freewill offerings of the people, and paid for when they are built;
they should be consecrated to sacred uses

and kept for them ; and never

defiled by

-unhallowed rites and~ceremonies.

III.

The true tabernacle.

* We have such an

Paul says:

High Priest,

who

is

set on the right hand of the throne of the
Majesty in the heavens ;a minister of the
sanctuary,

and

of the true

of it.

And

again,

a

short,

find

we

Chaldea,. the

first

great

monarchy, founded by the Hamite Belus
or Nimrod, who for many centuries was
worshiped in Babylon as the god Baal.
The first kingdom had an area of 23,000
square miles, noted for its marvelous fertility ; wheat, an

indigenous

plant, bar-

ropes,

sheep,

charcoal,

honey,

food

for

cattle

vinegar,

etc.

Now

“The praise of the whole earth”

with nearly all the

countries

which

that

included. The Chaldeans were probably
a brave tribe of Armenian mopntaineers,
at first, subjects of the Assyrian monarchy which was established in Babylon,
and becoming somewhat civilized gained
the Chaldee-Babylonian dynasty.
The
first Assyrian kings sought their country’s glory in daring deeds of valor,

while the later kings became

not only

through the cen-

bled waters;” even

upon the sea,
angry

as Christ walking

hushed

into

billows, so will

he

so

there

is

no

such

measure for eloquence. Young speakers
ought to keep this in mind.
We are not
heard in prayer for our much speaking,
and much speaking is a weariness to the
flesh of the hearer, as much study is.
Better is one word to the point, than a
thousand pointless words.
‘Aud Mr.
Moody's briet advice, compacted into
one

sentence

of five

words,

permanently

is far

effective

for good, than it would have been had
he stretched it out fo the length of a
yard.
Hereafter when a tedious orator has
exhausted the patience of his hearers, we
shall say ¢‘ he is talking by the yard.”—
N. Y. Observer.
meneame

lofted

—

Toe SUNDAY STONE. There is a wonderful stone in a coal mine in England,
called the * Sunday stone,” and this is

becoming indignant thdt brave
men
should be ruled by so degraded a monarch, with others, formed a conspiracy
against him, about 750 B. C.

eral

battles,

After sev-

Sardanapalas retreated

to

Nineveh, cowardly hiding himself in his
palace, feeling assured that he should not
be captured as Nineveh was so strongly
forfified; bat during the third year's
siege, as foretold by the prophet Nahum,
the overflow of the Tigris threw down
more than two

miles

of the

city

walls,

opening a passage to the enemy. He
then ordered a pile of wood made in his
palace and setting fire toit burned himself and all the people in the palace, together with his immense treasures. From
the ruins of this vast empire were formed
three

kingdoms;

that of the

Medes,"

of

the Assyrians of Babylon and the Assyrians of Nineveh.
N.bonassar
ruled Babylon
twelve
years,

succeeded

by

his

son

Berodach

years.

Ninus the Younger, the first rul-

er of Nineveh made many conquests, and
his empire was the most celebrated in the
East. Shalmaneser succeeded him, and
reigned fourteen years, followed by his
son Sennacherib, noted for, great cru-

elty.

Becoming

intolerant to his

own

family, he was killed by his sons when
lying prostrate before his god Nisroch;
his son Esarhaddon had a long and prosperous reign, during which he reunited
Syria and Palestine to his empire and planted idolatrous colonies from beyond the
Euphrates in the cities of Samaria, whose
descendunts were called ; Samaritans;
and from this time the deepest animosity
existed between them and the Jews.
Availing himself of the troubles in Babylon caused by the extinction of the roy-

mult of thy soul with perfect
Peace! What
a magic word; full of all
healing in its wings. Dost thou long to
possess ‘it, and hast sought it in vain?
Hast
thou
sought it amid the gay
and festive throng, and after the excitement of the hour had passed, hast felt
an aching 'void the world can never fill?
Or perchance thou hast sought it in the
Temple of Fame, and after patient endurance of weary toils, and many privations,

reached the highest

pinnacle,

by the black and white layers, and Sundayis marked by a white layer three

times the usual’ width,80 that when a
section is dug through at the bottom of
the mine, the days of the week can be

world and its homage lay at thy feet. In
a rapture of ecstasy, thou didst gaze
around, thy whole being thrilled with
mingled pride, joy and hope, that in this

ble, which indeed dazzles for the brevity

of a moment, but bursts and disappears.
at the slightest pressure; so hast thou
found that the acquisition of fame, which

first enchanted thee as the lurid glare of
of a brilliant meteor, can not satisfy ‘the
wild unrest of thy heart. Frenzied with
disappointment, grief and despair, thou
criest out, *‘Is there no goal of peace and
bliss?”
Thou hast not sought at the
trone

fount,

free

to

all

mankind,

Unseltish people are always polite,

be-

of gelfishness., They are the doing unto
others as we would wish to be done unto.
’

Once

“+e

a minister

>

asked the poor chil-

first heralded on the earth by the song of
angels, borne op-the midnight air to the
wondering shepherds, as they followed
the star till it stood over the humble manger where the infant Saviour lay. List-|
en to his cheering words, as he closes a
life * made perfect through suffering:”
+ Peace
I leave with you, my peace I
give unto you; not as the world giveth,
give
I unto you.” He gives the peace
which the world

can not

anything be truer?
40)

‘There is nothing 80 trustworthy on
which the Lord pitched, and not man.”
_ “T'wo views of the ** true tabernacle ” have earth’as the Word of God. That which it
tbeen presented. One that it is heaven, discloses of God's nature, God's purposes,
of man’s

duty,

of man's destiny, is ab-

give, nor

away. Drink from this
fount the Elixir of Life,
haunt

and

vain

take

never failing
and the ills,

ambitions,

this present life, shall

which

flee as the

sun,

and

thou

shalt know by a blissful experience of ‘‘Lthe
peace of God which passeth all understanding.”
BeAE

(ih dh 2 J asc

SANOTIFICATION.
We have on this subject, about
there

is

so

much

said

without

which
definite

ideas of what is meant by it, the following from

Rev.

G.

F.

Pentecost, in

the

National Baptist:
In the examination of the subject beconfusion

has

arisen through attempts to limit
meaning of terms. God’s words are

fore us, we find that much

the
not

bound, and must not be, to the small the-

ories of any party sect.

The words sanc-

tification, consecration, and

holiness, are

Saise family.

Per-

haps, one form or—¥nother of the word
sanctify is used more popularly than
either of the others. It is a word sacred

re-

in the Scriptures; and the use of it ought

from Syria, Judea
against Media, he

not to alarm God's people, as it sometimes does; as, for instance, in a mixed

vowed the deepest revenge upon them. . religious assembly, it can scarcely be
After a victorious return from Media he spoken without sending a chill of fear
sent Holofernes, saying, * Go against the throughout the congregation, lestit be
west ‘coantry’ because they have dis- the herald of a coming address on * sinobeyed my commandment.” He spread less perfection,” of which the speaker
terror and desolation in all the countries presently will announce himself an exthrough which he passed by his vindic- ample.
The word and the doctrine
tive destruction of their cities, their ought to be rescued from the mouths of
fields, their flocks, showing no mercy to these specialists, and restored to its
age or sex; he destroyed their gods, say- Seriptural place and comprehensive

ing, ‘All nations shall ‘worship Nebuchadnezzar. » While at Bethulia, near

meaning in our doctrinal terminology.

_ There are practically three parties who
claim the word as exclusively theirs; and
made what is well known these three are contrary the one to the
as * Judith's famous enterprise,” bring- other. First, those who gay it defines a
ing back with her the head of Holofernes ; standing, and not a state; 4. e., it dethis caused the complete overthrow of an clares our relations to God, and does not
immense army which had set God at defi- describe an experience; so that an unof

the Beatitudes,

a He-

ance. Ladanus; who ®%ucceeded Soasduchinus, being so inefficient that Nabopolassgar usurped, and with Cyaxares

drén before him, * What is holiness?" {destroyed Nineveh, when Babylon became
A poor little Irish boy, in dirty, tattered the only capital of the Assyrian empire;
rags, jamped up and said, ** Please your
reverence, it is to be clean inside.” Could

and

In

traced, and the ** Sunday stone ” is plain- the mountain
ly seen.
‘| brew woman

cause good manners are only the absence

the

Soasduchinus, or Nebuchadnezzar I.
fused all assistance
and other nations

with the lime-stone, and a black layer is
formed. Day and night are clearly shown

and

they all belong to is

water

after ruling twenty-one years he took his
son Nebuchadnezzar II. as partner and
at his death left him ruler of Chaldea,
Assyria, Arabia, Syria and Palestine,
over which he reigned forty-three years.

If only these three parties could,

by some divine solvent of truth and pow‘er, be fused into one, we would have re

alized the Scriptural idea of a sanctified

ignated as “ saints,” ‘‘ sanctified” ones,
*¢ holy brethren;

certainly these

stances, the Epistles (in which
the
churches are so addressed), were written
to rebuke sins in those very churches.

Again, we are constantly exhorted to holiness, to its attainment and practice;

e.

g-, “Be ye holy, for I am holy.” * Follow . . . holiness without which no man
can see

the

Lord.”

This, certainly, has

reference to life, not to standing or work.

And then we are exhorted to be ¢ perfect
unto every good work; ” to set ourselves
apart for service, even as our Lord Jesus
Christ sanctified himself for our sakes. It
seems to me, by holding these three sides
of this great truth in view, we may gain
much comfort and strength from the .doetrine

of

sanctification, and

at

the

same

time avoid the dangers incident to a too
narrow apprehension of the truth. There
are no less than three maggpificent views
of the Matterhorn, from as many different points of view. Each view is wonderful ; but he who has not seen the Matterhorn from all three points can not be
said truly to have seen it at all. From
each point of view, the same stupendous

peak is seen, and yet, the approaches
that peak are all different.”

to

"A NEW COLLEGIATE DEGREE.

.

It is one of the admirable provisions of
Nature, more particularly of American
Nature, that every
popular demand
speedily creates its own supply. So that
-mystic cult, of the alphabet which bas
grown up among'us of late years, and
which leads so many excellent men to
yearn for a string of capitals after their
names, as boys put tails to their kites and
for a_similar reason—to give them a factitious elevation before their fellow men
—has been met by an amiable zeal on the

part of our institutions ot learning to gratify this harmless vanity.
Yearly every
college inthe land hastens at its annual
commencement to endow

a

capital letters already alluded to as possessing a large portion of our adult population.
But from the manner in which these
decorations are bestowed,

Doctor

of Philoso-

phy could discount both together in general and multifarious ignorance.
Thus

to whom the appellation C. U B. may be
at first sight detestable, these trifling
drawbacks can not offset the general merit of the system.

It is confidently expected, therefore,
that the new plan will meet

with

enthu-

| siastic approval, and the new degree be
formally enrolled by all our college fac| ulties. No man need be ashamed to be
kuown as a Benefactor, and the college
which has secured $20,000 for a trifle of

two or three capital letters may surely
feel that it has by no means the worst’ of
the bargain. .—The Hour.
;
*+-o+re

PREACHERS’

WIVES,

Preachers’ wives are under no greater
obligations to serve the church than are
the wives of laymen. They are private persons; in no sense pastors or preachers,
and the churches in which their husbands

preach have no more claims
than

they

women.

have

upon

upon them

other

Christian

Instead of being at the head of

missionary societies and charitable organ-

izations, it would generally be better that
such positions should be filled by persons
who are permanently identified with the
charge. The preacher's home and family
are not public property, any more than
are the homes and families of others.
Their privacy and domestic seclusion are
entitled to respect and protection the
same as others; and because preachers’
families are continually subject to removal, and to be thrown among strangers, it
would seem right that they should
guarded with peculiar delicacy and considerateness.
The demands nradg’ upon the pastor's

wife in.the-way of visiting is often most
unreasonable. Other wives have a limited number of visits

to

return,

but

the

preacher's wife is expected to visit all the
families of the church. This is almost
impossible if home duties are properly

attended to.

Her own family and house-

keeping are paramount. What shall she
do? neglect her home, or incur reproach
for slighting those well-meant ‘courtesies
she is pot able wholly to reciprocate ?
‘We suppose it can not be helped altogether that preachers’ wives should be regarded as the servants of the church, and
as subjects of criticism, almost as much
as the preachers themseives. And yet
we strongly protest against the ‘custom.
We would plead for their right to be considered as private
ioditidaals,
whom the church has no other

upon
claims

than she has upon all Christian women.—

Chris. Advocale.

:

EI
ae cas non

IN DARKNESS
A

timid

traveler,

whose

across the higher Alps
no broader than

a

ee

oe

EY

TRUST.
on

route

lay

a path

that,

mules foothold, skirt-

ed a dizzy precipice, where the foaming
river far below seemed diminished to a
silver thread, found it safest to shut her
eyes, nor attempt to guide her course
or attempt to guide the bridle, where a
touch might have been fatal, throwing
steed and rider over to bound from shelf
to shelf and be dashed to pieces in the
valley below. And there are times and
circumstances when to be saved from fallinglinto sinful doubts,and even into blank

despair, the believer must, it we may so
speak, shut his eyes, and committing his
way to God let the bridle lie on the neck
of Providence, and walk not by sight
but by faith, determining to *‘ crust in
the Lord, and stay ourselves on God.”—
Selected.
*
:

A. 8. WHITLEY.
The Rev. A, S. Whitley died at his res-

idence in Wilseyville, Tioga Co., N. Y.,
of heart-disease having been a sufferer
from’this cause for more than a year—not
complaining, but speaking in the language of Job, * Though He slay me
will I trust in Him.”

yet

the pious and reverent-worship of the alphabet is brought into widespread disrepute and reviling, greatly to the grief of
its sincere well-wishers and upholders.
Considering these things, and embold-

Having borne his sufferings patiently
and with Christian fortitude, he passed
from us August 8, 1881, aged 81 years

ened

1885. Since thattime he had been an
efficient laborer in the ministry; having

by

praiseworthy zeal for the

grat

ification of the national craving without
too great a stultification of our colleges,

and seven months.

He was ordained as an

evangelist in

won many friends and many souls to
Christ a8 seals of his ministry. He took
He proposes to,
“a firm stand in the contest for the aboli-

an alumnus of Dartmouth comes forward

with a notable scheme.
create n new degree to which anybody
tion of slavery, and has lived to see the
shall be eligible on payment of the trichains broken and the captives set free.
fling sum of $20,000 into the college
He has “ceased from his labors and his
treasury, and which shall be known by works do follow him.”
sanctified man as to heart and life may the letters D. C. B., signifying BenefacH. C. JACOBS.
:
Moreover,
still claim and rejoice in a sanctified tor of Dartmouth College.
Weltosville, K, Y., Sept. 14.
standing. Second, those who use it to. this degree shall have the farther advan.
O-b-O--b
baal nil 58 FR
desigtiate a peculiar religious experience, tage over all former degrees that it is to
Luther said: If a man is not handfairly
in the which an absence from all sin (ex- be hereditary, and that being
40
;some at 20, strong at 30, rob
perimentally) has been realized; i. e., it bought and paid for and representing and rich at 50, he will never bd handdescribes not only. a sanctified standing, only what dt claims, any man may wear some, strong, learned or rich
n_this
ns the talented

buta personally holy state. This class pay

it without a blush. This,

more than
most attention to personal experience, “jnventor very truly says, is
are largely self-centered, being interest- many D. D's and LL. D's can do. It
This illustrous monarch was, followed by ed almost entirely in the spiritual culture will be seen that although in its incipience
his son Evil-Merodach, who made him- | of the Christian life. They are more in- the new degree is limited to Dartmouth
its benefits can readily be extendself so odious that his relatives put him to intérested in an unsanctified Christian College,
death after reigning ‘two years, When than in an unsaved soul. They care edito every one of the several hundred

Land is manifested to angels and glorified -golutely true, and shall find its fulfil) ment
saints.”—A. Crarke, "This is the view of’ beyond ll question Heaven and earth ‘two others of the family had ruled a short
shallpass away, but God's Word shall | time Nabonid, or Belshazzar, son of EvilMerodach, came to the throne; and with
‘stand forever.
a

Uni-

versity, who may object to being known
as B. U. B., or the benefactor of Cornell,

it incessantly

happens that there is often a ludicrous
incongruity between the. capacity of the
recipient and the acquirements his letters
are supposed to represent. The D. D, is
often as innocent of theology as the LL.
D. of law, while the

assurance that

instance to the benefactor of Brown

certain num-

ber of American citizens with the privilege of magnifying their signatures with,
varing assorted capitals, D. D.; LL.
; Ph. D.; signifying that the bearer is
De in divinity or law or language, as
the case may be. From the discrimination usually shown in selecting the bearers of these honors, it seers to have been
the custom of the various faculties to
open the nearest directory and take therefrom the first names that offered or that
sounded best.
To constitute yearly a
a certain number of Doctors of Divinity
or Laws or Philosophy, appears to be
regarded as a sacred and imperative duty
by our colleges, and is undoubtedly a
response to that mysterious cult of the

pride

he has attained the very first of alphabetical honors. And if in some other cases
the result may seem less happy, as for

desig-

nations refer to their standing, and not to
peace.
their spiritual state; for in many in-

his empire; having restored the glory of
Assyria and ruling these united empires
thirteen years, he was succeeded by his'son

stone in the mine, and the

and the coal dust is flying about, it mixes

tu-

substantially of one meaning; "at least,

the twelfth year of his reign, being

is

the

al family about 687 B. C., he united it to

There is limethat

calm

its

dissolute but effeminate. Sardanapalus,
the last king of this powerful empire,
which had’ subsisted more than 1,450
years, exceeded all the others in wicked- 1 sea of perfect bliss, thou shouldst float
ness, spending his time in an infamous down the river of time, and on through
seraglio, dressing and painting himself the eternities, when suddenly thou wast
hurled from thy pedestal of glory, and
like the women, and working with them
awoke to find the illusion as uncertain as
at the distaff.
The governors of Babylon ‘and Media, an empty, gorgeous, glittering soap bub-

the way it gets its name:

always trickling down carries with it this
limestone, and all aleng the botlom of the
pit it is continually making a layer of
white, which, little by little, hardens in
stone. But when the miners are at work,.

quietude

literary

A.B. C. with the proud

4 Now, there are, to my mind, glaring
defects in each of these one-sided views.
The first partly spends itself on doctrine,
and neglects spiritual culture; the second partly spends itself on experience,
and neglects work; while the third partly spends itself on activities; 6ftentime to
the neglect of both doctxin€
and experi- |

ence.

a

can call himself, by a slight variation,

meet-

church. A sanctified relation to God; a
oases somewhere over its broad expanse, sanctified personal life; and a sanctified
and shuddering to gaze into futurity, not| service. For certainly the Scriptures
knowing what cup ot bitterness thou
teach very distinctly these three truths,
shalt be called upon to quaff; let these
in connection with the word in question
tender messages sink into thy soul, calmAs for example, in all those addresses to
ing and soothing like oil upon the trou- the churches in which believers are des-

morning mists before the

yardstick,

of

bled,” “Peace I leave with you, my
peace I give unto you: not as the world
giveth, give I unto you.” Weary traveler gazing backward upon the thorny
pathway thou hast traveled, and perhaps
even now traversing the burning sands
of the arid desert, straining thine eyes
eagerlyto catch a glimpse of. the fertile

rangue.,
As poetry ought not to be measured by
by the

words

“Let not your heart be trou-

turmoils,

tabernacle,

e (God in his essential glory dwells,

Sweetly floating down

turies of time, come the loving

as

assuaged by the right to attach H. U, B.
to his name. The benefactor of Amherst

ings, ete., ete.

IOLA.

pertinent and pithy speech does more ex- Baladan (2 Kings 20: 12), but little .is
ecution than the longest-winded
ha | known of the rulers after hinr for many

more likely to be

apart from all other work and business,

I

out

BY

ords

beside moldering heaps of brick rubbish
fulfilling the prophecies of. Isaiah and
Jeremiah. Chaldea in its widest sense
embraced Mesopotamia, also Assyria,

that

religious services of the tabernacle were
putin charge of, and conducted by, a
chosen class of men, specially prepared
for, and
solemnly set apart to the
sacred office of the priesthood. They
were washed
and
clothed in clean
robes to signify that they needed to be
purified and clad in righteousness before
entering upon the solemn duties of their
office.
They
were
anointed with a
peculiar anointing oil as indicating that
they were consecrated, or sacredly set

the

III. The atonement stands in front of
a Christian life ; we must enter by . that
way.
TOPICS FOR THOUGHT AND STUDY.
I. The spiritual significance of the
tabernacle and its furniture.
II. Christ our High Priest.
III. The symbolism of the Jewish

them

durable

of

doms,”

(From

All

causes

nothing remains of the * glory of king-

The tabernacle teaches us that we can
approach God only in his own way. The
people could not hurriedly, promiscuously, independently draw near to God in
his holy place, for they had forever forfeited such a privilege. No; they could
come by their - representatives, come by
sacrifice and confession of guilt, come at
stated times and by carefully prescribed
means.
Nor has this necessity been
abolished in these latter days of
od
ant liberty ; for it still remains true that
no man cometh to the Father but by the
Son, who is alone the way and the truth

composed

the

of clean hearts and pure lives.

Most Holy place, a windowless room be- length of his discourse. O tentimes it is
‘hind a thick curtain, only the high priest, | just the reverse. It is not unusual for a
into a
and he only once a year. Such was its speaker to preach his hearers
good frame of mind and then to preach
sacred character.
x
the materials of

with

PEACE.

From the most authentic rec- thie*Baviour:

bread,

GLEANINGS.

its

familiar

have a local as well

all that

life; preaching, praying, holding

Thus the

benefactor of Harvard, if he be, as will
naturally be the case, a Bostonian, will

somewhat in contempt, say that the true
a consecration of ourselves, and

and exact.

ing disciple of the new cult.

we are, to the activities of the Christian

corded by the prophet Daniel.

to exist.

and

was one-half its length.
* Jd. The consecrated place. We may
get a wrong idea into our minds by thinking of the tabernacle is a place within and the life.— Monday Club Sermons.
_ Which a congregation might gather for
“DON'T TALK BY THE YARD.”
worship. It was not large enough for
this, nor was it arranged for such a pur- , This is said to be a bit of advice’ given
pose. Nothing of the kind was thought by Mr. Moody to Christian workers, or
of in its establishment. The tabernacle speakers. It would not be modest in
‘was, rather] the place appointed by him to give it specially to ministers who
Jehovah. in which he could meet the are supposed to know the rules of rhetorepreggntative of the people, who might rie.
But every man who has occasion to
there come before the symbols of his
presence and offer such sacrifices as he speak to his fellow-men in public may
had appointed, and such prayers as take a hint from this quaint and homely
would express the feeliggs and wants of remark. The measure of good to be
* the people. Into this sacred enclosure done by preaching, whether a layman or
only

asserted, our

ley ard sesame sometimes yielding three
hundred fold; palms, shelled fruit and
apples abundant ; the date palm of which
the Persian poets sang, having three
hundred
and
sixty uses, furnishing

ceremonies.

times: that of the tabernacle, and its width

often

prosperity, also the decline of those
mighty kingdoms which have long ceased

himself comes down to bless the wailing
worshiper.
THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.
I. We can not be too careful in providing for God's worship.
II. Christian ministers should be men

Notes and Hints.
5. 0
The tabernacle was a portable plghe of
worship, appointedto be used until the
Israelites should be permanently settled
in the promised land. When all its parts
completed,

come

out visible priest or altar, and where God

Torics—The
consecrated
place;
The
anointed priesthood; The true tabernacle,

were

Jerusalem,

sonal, invisible presence in the Holy of
_Holies, unapproaghable save to Christ.”
¢ God is a spirit,"ind they that worship
him, must worship him in spirit and in
truth.” The true tabernacle of: every
soul is that unseen sanctuary into which

of the Lord filled the tabernacle..”—Exod.
40:

heavenly

the

head ; in contradistinction from his per-

the tent of the congregation, and the glory

Exod.

to

been

to gratify the most fastidious

thus fulfilling the

prophecies of Isaiah and Jeremiah as re-

country is to become the fifth universal
empire, it is our imperative. duty to be-

where God’s visible presence isto be
manifested to his perfected saints and
apgels, who are united in Christ the

covered

a cloud

If, as has

us w ho are ¢ members of his body, of his
flesh, and of his bones.” This tabernacle

THE TABERNACLE.

impiety of her kings;

BY M. A, DREW.

{God in Christ meets

God dwells, is where

cruelty to the Jews and the sacrilegious

ANOIENT KINGDOMS.

tgbernacle in which

cedes for us. This

(For Questions see Star Quarterly and Lesson Papers.)

him ended the Babylonian empire, hav- ess, than .in inducing it to the active
ing continued 210 years. Her destruc- “work of ‘rescuing the perishing.”
*“A third party,who hold both the others
tion was due to her insupportable pride,

@onumunications,

commentary by®. F. & B.: ¢ His body.
Through his glorified body as the tabernacle, Christ passes into the heavenly
« Holy of Holies,’ the immediate, immaterial presence of God, where he .inter-

world.”

Beard,

*‘Statistics,”

‘‘supply

observes

this prophecy

Ur.

with 2

most remarkable fulfillment. y

The Baptist church is responsible for

Chester A. Arthur. His father was one
those sterling old men who have made
ties
s
of
United
the
in
universi
and
‘tollege
more for the Epistles than for the Gospels; are more interested in bringing States. And the various combinations of the Baptist clergy missionaries and civthe church up to their experience of holi- capital letters resulting therefrom ought ilizers,
0

°

nd-

wo”

i

:

bon

v

‘church, ony of Whom came from “a vil-

lage twelve miles away. Others, rejecting the gracious influences of the Holy

en and often the Lord has made himself

known here to the famishing sonl. No
Christian can afford to be intermittent in

attendance on this means of grace.

once there, it is best for one’s spiritual
help to pass by the back seat and take the
front.— Christian Intelligencere,
“%
PY

Christianity in heathen lands have hith-

erto almost uniformly

come

from

And

A OHRISTIAN HABIT.

those

says the Report, * that every one of the
women who have been trained in this
those

school is a neat 'house-keeper, and

who teach are the very best of teachers.”
The influence of these young women on
future of their people can not easily
bé over-estimated. The forming of neat,
well-regulated Christian homes is of im-

mense importance in the general work of
the Mission. The influences which have
been going out from this school for many
years are doubtless being felt, and the
seed here sown is already bearing fruit
to the glory of God.
"The Bantipore church was under the care
of Dr. Phillips,until November last. Duringa series of meetings held by him several were converted and baptized add many
awakened. The church feels keenly the
loss of the care and labor of its former

pastor, Rev. Jeremiah

Phillips, but its

members stand firm for the truth and
show the results of his faithful labors.
Their native pastor, Hiram Curtis, is
proving himself an excellent leader.
This church is expected to make progress in the matter of self-support, in
which it has been somewhat delinquent.
The Midnapore church has been more
than ever a working body. All its avail-

cess of our missionaries, as well as of the

apostle, that ** not many wise men after
the flesh, not many mighty, not many noble, are called.” A deep consciousness

of sin, and a heartfelt need of a Saviour,
still furnish the best openings for the

grace of God;

and, while

we may take

courage at every evidence that the darkness of error is being
light

of

dispelled

by the

truth, the most reliable testimo-

ny is found in the thorough

and

radical

conversion of the heathen to our Lord Je-

sus Christ.—Bapt. Miss. Magazine.

sweet love seemsto have place therein.
Then this habit of correct living—a habit
acquired through years of watchful prayer and persistent purpose—holds the man
to circumspectness, and keeps
little worth ; but as a strong

and thither by the

passions.

which,

silent, gradual,

be
and

pervading, are destined to permeate and
change the whole mass of heathenism
and Islamism,
PROGRESS IN INDIA.—A
missionary
says:

* In

the

twenty-four

years

I ever attended.

[I wished

them.

that

of the rate of this decay by the number of
temples which may be found in ruins;
for, while it is esteemed a work

of

ry

is gained

by

building

a

new

one.

Many of the ruined idol-houses, which
may be found in India and China, are replaced by temples recently erected. It
is also evident, on the other hand, that
the progress of Christianity in pagan
lands is not limited to the numbers
brought into the visible church. There
are large numbers of those who believe
in the truths of Christianity, but who

movements among the disciples of the
Shinto - religion’ in Japat, all caused by
contact with Christian teaching, are cited
as proofs that the heathen in those coun-

tries are gradually coming round toward
Christianity; and the hope is held out
that such movements will ultimately result in

bringing

ovef

‘those

persons

fected by themto Christianity pure
simple.

af-

and

‘o

‘This hope is based upon

the idea, that

' the nearer a person gets to Christianity,

the more likely he is to become a Christian. In actual experience it is doubtful

if this can be relied on as a geperal principle. Our pastors at home find that the

Men

are

continually

admit

influence,

the same as though it were

more

plainly

marked, but its degree is not so great.
Occasional sinnings
may not utterly
warp the nature over, but they leave their
impress, and it may never be quitereradi~
cated.
If the habit of life forbid these
wholly, how much better in the end;
Nothing
how much better even now!

short of divine grace and a rule of life
which will admit no exceptings, can
save men.—A4. A. Hopkins.
4
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OLERICAL ORATORY.
Why do not our preachers study oratory? As preachers, not pastors, their
business is to work a certain

effect,

What the true preacher seeks to do

another is that those

with

more

aptitude for preaching do not.yet

under-

stand the means to be employed to

attain

Sometimes the preacher has |
of human

fature, and
knows the truest truths
fail to move when put before men in a
dull, dry way ; perhaps he does his best
to acquire a good style, and succeeds in
making an ably-written discourse. But
when he comes into his pulpitto give 1t
to his people, where is the impression it
should preduce? What becomes of his

al-

choice words, his

considered

sentences?

There they lie upon the page he holds;
he proceeds to read them. Why do they
fail of any result? It is for want of delivery, of the oratorical art of making
mere words “tell,” His faithful effort
goes for little ; he seems to his hearers to
be reading something to them—as he is—
not to be speaking to them from the
heart.— Atlantic.
Guard Against

Disease.

If you find yourself getting bilious, head
heavy, mouth foul, eyes yellow, kidneys disordered, symptoms of piles tormenting you, take
at once a few doses of Kidney-Wort.
It is nature’s great assistant. Use itas an advance

guard—don’t wait to get down sick.
advertisement.

on

the

evening to the appointed place of convocation, they go in & formal and perfunctory

manner.

Hence their vitality is low,

and the pulse of Christian life in their
church beats feebly. It is quite natural
that they, who go like slaves to the per-

formance of a task in which they have

little heart, should take a back seat in the
meeting, so that they can flit away at the
first moment which decency will permit.

But let us look at the thingin the light of

common sense. The closer and more
compactly people are seated in a meeting the quioker and more potential is
their sense of sympathy. It is easier for

the leader to get the meeting fairly start
members of their congregations most dif ed when there is not a wide intervening |
vacancy betweem himself and others. |
ficult to reach are often those who seem
The very fact of walking

well

“life.

The young man who had kept so

many of the commandments, but felt his
need of something more, was a singular

vidual

nifies

pur

presence.

Your being

there sig:

that you have come with areal

e to be and to do what you can to
er the interests of the meeting.

‘experience in Christ's ministry, and is. They who occupy front seats will
not common

jn: Christian

work

to-day.

Such persons are so good that it is not
easy for them to see that they need to be
' better,
:

be

more likely to linger for a few minutes
of social converse when the mesling is

over, and nothing helps the family

feel-

ing more thoroughly than the little in-

formal meetings and

conversations

of

It is not yet proved that the opposite is friends who exchange words of greeting
“

oy
Hh

Is made from a Simple

Tropical Leaf of “Rare
Value, and is a POSITIVE
Y edy for all the

diseases that cause

body—for

Torpid

pains in the lower

part of the

Liver—Headaches—Jaundice—

Dizziness, Gravel, Malaria, and all

difficulties of

the Kidneys, Liver, and Urinary
Organs,
For
Female
Diseases, Monthly Menstrurations, and
during Pregnancy {t has no eqnal. ltrestores the
organs that make the blood, and hence is the best
Blood Purifier. It is the onl
own remedy
For Diabetes, use
that cures Bright's Disease.
Warner's Safe
Diabetes Cure.
$1.25
For Bale by Druggiste and Dealers at
ttle in the market. Try it.
ABN
per bottle.

H. H. WARNER
Ww

& CO., Rochester,

of the Race.
is thre Hope
devl

tendency

gestion.

Healthy

Te

Reyes

of

and backache,

;

cate babe, or by

being ssi

the aged and feeble, careonly

Laboratory,

SELL

77

West

3d

St.,

my

Mgs. H. KNOWLTON.

Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.
I had a very Weak Stomach and was unable
to attend to my work, as I could not eat to
keep up my strength.
I purchased some of
Dr. Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, and
was greatly benefited by its use. I recommend it to be a reliable remedy.

:

JOSEPH WAINE.

Manchester, N. H.
This is to certify that I have used Dr. Clark
Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup in my family
for the past two years, and consider it the best
family medicine known.
When the children
get a slight cold, and are threatened with fever, a few doses will set them right. In my

own case I use it, and think: it the

agent.

‘Six bottlesfor $5.

diseases of the KIDNEYS,
AND BOWELS.
system of the acrid poison
dreadful suffering which
of Rheumatispy can realize,

THOUSANDS

OF CASES

of the worst forms of this terrible disease
have been quickly relieved, in a short time

PERFECTLY
8

1. KIDNEY-WORT
has had wonderful success, and an immense
In

hun-

dreds of cases it has cured where all else had
failed. Itis mild} but efficient, CERTAIN
IN ITS ACTION, but harmless in all cases.
It cleanses, Strengthens and gives New
Life to all the important organs of the body.
The natural action of the Kidneys is restored.

The Liver is cleansed of all disease, and the

45

Sold

thesystem,

As it has been proved by thousands that

:KIDNEY-WORT

N.

H.

Rev.

A.

B,

courses of study

for both

of Penmanship

in

ate,

Theological,

remedy

for

Whooping

Cough, and all Lung

dis-

fl eases, when used in season.

§

Fifty years ago, Elder
Downs was given up by his
physicians, to die with Con-

of

RN, Sec. & Treas.,
Lyndonville, Vi.

Theologi-

History.

ology, Homiletics and Church

cal students have access to the classes and lectures of the college. Financial aid is rendered to
J. J. BUTLER, Sec.
those needing it.

Hillsdale, Mich., July 2, 1881.
IKE SEMINARY.—Pike; Wyoming Co., New
York. This schoel was never in better condition for doing thorough work in Academic Instruction. No primary instruction. With three carefully arranged courses of study. The Classical,
Seminary
and English Course. For full catalogue.
AINE

IRVING B. SMITH.
INSTITUTE. — Pittsfield,

CENTRAL

Ba

For

Catalogue address

J. H. Parsons,

A.

B., Principal,

Full

of study.

board

~ Students

Wis.

March.
J.
a complete

Secretary.

10 GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallla
Co., Ohio. The college year consists of four
terms of ten weeks each.

The courses
of study are
the
Normal,
Commercial, College Preparatory and two College
courses, viz.: €lassical and Scientific-

Calendar. First term, Aug. 22.
Second, Oct.
81. Third, Jan. 23, 1882. Fourth, Apr, 3, 1882.
College Fees $7 to $8 per term or $25 to $28 per
year.
Board, (including room rent) $2,15 per week.
For further information apply to A. A. MoULTON,
I

A.M.

or

Rio

Zbanoy

Grande,

ACADEMY-—Puplils

ness, scientific

For

Gallia

schools

ADAMS,

further

A.

Co..

Ohio.

fitted

for

busi

or the best celleges.

B.,

Principal.

particulars,

address the principal,

ELIHU HAYES, Sec. Trustees.

ATES COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
—For further information address the Pres.
ident, O. B. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof. JOHN FULLONTON,

D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
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ICHOLS LATIN 8CHOOL.—The special work
of the school 18 to prepare the students for college. The course of study extends over three
years, of three terms each.” Expenses are moder
ate. For Catalegue address,
:
A. M. JONES, Sec.,
Lewiston, Me.
REEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY, Waterbury
Center, Vermont.
Courses of Study.—College
Preparatory,
Classical, Englich,
Commercial. Special attention ‘given to $hose preparing to teach.
Ex.
Jonges low, The best
Commercial Department
n the State. Students will be conveyed, free of
charge, to

and
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the beginning and close of each term on
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EST VIRGINIA COLLEGE. This institution is
now under management of Rev. D. Powell,
with

Prof.0.

G.

Augir,

A.M.,

principal.

Prof.

Augir is a gradvate of Hillsdale College. Those
wishing to attend this Institution will
address
Rev. D. POWELL, Flemington,
W, Va.
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steel engravings

of

Buzzell, Stinchfield, Colby, Marks, Cheney, Day,
Knowlton, Phillips, Hutchins, Burr and Quinby.
Price $1.00. Postage 9 cents.
The Minutes of the General Conference

are published in pamplilet form at the close
of every session, and the bound volumes embrace
the proceedings of the first sixteen sessions.
$1.00, including postage.
:
Sermons.
A volume of 300 pages, soniaining twenty {hits
sermons, by as Many different F'.
Bapéist
Ministers
Price $1. Postage 11 cts.

Butler's Commentary
KY
i.J. J. Butler, cone
tains two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the
other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
It is an
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help

reading.

$1.00 per vol.; postage, 12 cents,

Butler's
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Fheology
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but clearly,
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and the

all the questions
author’s views

are those generally accepted by the denominations
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occasions; Order of Exercises for ten or a dozen
different meetings; Formulas and Suggestions.
The Rules of Order

are
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yet

very concise and well arranged ; stating in fifteen

ages all the important, parliamentary rules of defberative
bodies.
Price,
Flexible Leather, 756
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The Church Member's Book
is a valuable little work, and every Ckristian
would be benefited by reading it. 25 cls; postage
3 cts.

The

Golden Sheaf by
Mrs. H. C. PHILLIPS, illustrating Hindoo lifé~
Christian experiences of Bai, a converted

and

Price 50 cents, postage 4 cents.

Rules of Order.
are the same as those
paper covers, 10 cents,
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A small book for young
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By Frederick Douglas at the laying of the corner stone, Anthony Hall, Storer College, Harper's
Ferry, West Va,
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Principal, or E. S. TASKER,

You can try it for the price
of one doctors visit.
§ D'or sale everywhere.

with

courses

study,—Collegiate, Scientific, Ladies’ English and
Classical. Send for Catalogue. Address,

board of assistants. - Students fitted for business
or college.
For further particulars address the

sumpiion.~ Under these circumstances he compounded
this Elixir, was cured
and lived to a good oid age:

Bromfield’s Greek Testament,

complete
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YNDON
LITERARY
INSTITUTE.—J.
BROWN, A. M., Principal, with competent
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of ‘our existence,

or 50 cents per dozen, and 4 cents postage.

Commercial, Pre-

the first Tuesday of Sept., Dec., and
H. Hutchins,A.” M., Principal, with

HALF A CENTURY OLD,

Colds,

Spring

D. W. C. DURGIN, President,
Hillsdale, Mich.

MORIUS

Js a sure

1881.

For Catalogue address,

Secretary, Rochester.

TANIA

Co..ghs,

21,

$2.25 a week.
Room. 40-to 75 cents a week.
Scholarship for Commercial course, unlimited time, $30,
Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.

school.
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Deoctyinal Views
is ® small book in Japet covers, embracing
the first 44 pages of the
Treatise.
Price 6 cents,

terms

paratory, Music and Art
Departments. Elective
studies. Admits both sexes.
Best of religious influences.
Thorough and ghesp.
Finest college
buildings in the
Northwest.
uition, incidental
and library fees, only $15 a year. Board, $2 to

sistants.
A first-class

several

It describes with censiderable

tage, 1 cent.

KXpenses
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NosrHwooD SEMINARY—Northwood Ridge
N. H. Three terms per year, commencing on

Always cures BILIOUSNESS, CONSTIPATION, PILES and all FEMALE Diseases.
Is put up in Dry Vegetable Form, in tin cans,
one package of which makes 6 quarts medicine.
Also in Liquid Form, very Concentrated for
the convenience of those who cannot readily prepare it. It acts with equal efficiency in eitherform,
GET IT OF YOUR DRUGGIST.
PRICE, $1.00
WELLS, RICHARDSOX & Co., Prop’s,..
VT.
BURLINGTON,
post-paid.)
dry
the
(Will send

7

with

are fitted for teaching and for college. Business
course
complete and practical.
Admits both
sexes. Secures good influences. For further information address the Principal or A.J. Russell,

MEDICINE.

DOWHS” SLLEIRY

Regular

COLLEGE.—Michigan.

Scientific,

and

The Treatise
containg a brief statement of the doctrines
held by the denomination,
and our general
usages in church-building. It 18 published by authorwy of the General Conference. 25 cents; pose.

D.

term begins February 6, 1882. Summer term begins April 24, 1882. Send for Catalogue to
REV. A. B. MBESERVEY, Principal.
ILLSDALE

hymns

of the Freewill Baptists

union with the ¥reewill

Ph.

Connected

State.

of 10 weeks each.
Winter term begins November

225

The Memorials of the Free Baptisls
give the rise and progress of this body of
Christians in New York, till the time of thei

less than in any other of like grade.

system of all mprbid secretions. It shouldbe
used in every household as a

SPRING

the

of

detail, the early events of our denominational
history.
$1.00, including postage.

the Institution is the best commercial college in
New England.
Telegraphy a specialty.
Best
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book

covers the first half century
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sexes.

small

from 1780 to 1830.

Meservey,

principal, with eight associate

sup-

Abridged book, 75 and 60 cents.
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.
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cents; postage, 2 cents.

by all Druggists. <6

Pittsfield, Me., July 11, 1880.
OCHESTER
SEMINARY.

Bowels move freely and healthfully. In this
way the worst diseases are eradicated from

Book, exten.

Sheep,
80;
MorocTurkey Gilt, 1.50,
Morocco, 6 cts;

tunes selected especiglly for prayer meetings,

Maine.
College Preparatory, Normal, Classical, Scientific courses of study for both sexes.
Full board of teachers.
Expenses low.
Winter term begins Nov. 7, 188].

:

Hymn

The Sacred Melody

constipation, biliot
25 cents per box.

address ihe Principal.

CURED.

Bald in eyery part of the Country.

TERMS;

ply of churches.

Department of Hillsdale
College.
There are two courses of study, embracing the
Scriptures, Systematic Theology, Pastoral The-

FOR

As it is for all
LIVER
It cleansss the
that causes the
only the victims

Sent by mail.

Theological

THE GREAT CURE

sent free.

worship,but is often used in churches.

Price $1.

Particulars given on application.

'KIDNEY-WORT

adults

the rate of

Lynn, Mass,

best medi-

cine I ever took for bronchial difliculty and
constipation, which has become chronic and
stubborn; but I think the Syrup will finally
cure me.
WILLIAM
McPHERSON.
Agents wanted for the sale of the Indian Blood
Syrup in every town or village, in which I have no

monthly.at

one address for, $5.00. Payment
Discontinued
when time expires.

For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex this
Compound
is unsurpassed
3
LYDIA E, PINKHAM’S VEGETABLE COMPOUNDIs prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue,

P. PICKERING.

Fisherville, Merrimack Co., N. H.
I have used Dr. Clark Johnson's Indian
Blood Syrup for Rheumatism, Neuralgia and
Liver
Complaint,
and
have
never
been
troubled since. , I never knew a well day before I took your medicine.

6 cents for

Spiritual Songs.
fo
This book of nearly 1100 hymns with tunes is
offered to our churches as the best of all books of
the kind now before the public.
The abridged
edition is a selection of just one-halfofthe hymns
and more than half of the tunes found in the
larger book . and is for the vestry and. soeial

LIVER PILLS. They cure
and torpidity of the liver,

being 70 years old, I was entirely
prostrated,
with no appetite.
I concluded
to try Dr.
Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, although
I bad little faith in it; but, to my surprise, it
soon made a great change in my appetite and
Strength, and I have had no sickness since, I
cheerfully recommend the medicine to old and
young, for purif;
the Blood.

EPHRIAM

by its use.

with the laws that govern the female system.

No family should be without LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S

Breast, and

:
Inter-

:
Series, for both

printed

sively used.
Large boek, in
ce.
90; Morocco Gilt, 1,25;
Postage 9 cents each. Small,
postage 4 cents,
%

freely answers all letters of inquiry. Send. for pamph.
let.
Address as above, Mention this Paper,

Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.

:

The Psalmody
isthe denominational

in the form of pills, also'in the form of lozenges, on
receipt of price, $1 per box for either. Mrs, Pinkham

IT.

YEW YORK CITY.
Tn 1877 I had an abscess on

Sample copies

Nervous Prostration,

¢ured

are

100 copiesto
in advance.

It will at all times and under all circumstances gct in
harmony

le in attention to directions.

DRUGGISTS

and children,

Sleeplessness, Depression and Indi-

is always permanently

£it

year, or 2b cents to single subscribers,

That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight

- It neutralizes the hereditary taint, or poison
In the blood, which generates Scrofula, Erysipelas, and all manner of skin diseases and
internal humors.
There are no spirits employed in its manu.
facture, and it can be taken by the most deli-

GA

one copy.
L
Papers
- of the International

to can-

It
motes Digestion.
:
It Nourishes, Strengthens and Invigorates.

It carries off the Old Blood and makes new
Ine
ns the pores of the skin
and
ind

4

| national lessons. for three months, dictionary,
maps and various other helps. Itis intended
be equal to the best.
>
:
TERMS: 20 cents per copy in packages for the

It removes faintness, flatulency, destroysall craving

General Debility,

:

This Magazine of 32 pages, contains the

The

It cures Bloating, Headaches,

?

STAR i8 for an older class of readérs than the
MYRTLE.
i
Terms: single copy, each, 35 cents,
Packages of ten or more to one ad:
dress, each, Tea
25 cents
Payment always in advance, discontinued when -

cerous humorsthereis chapked very speedily by its use.

Quiets the Nervous System.

Dover, N. H.

Both papers are of the same size, but the LITTLE

Is a Positive Cure

an early stage of

THE-STAR
AND BOOKS FOR SALE.
Rev. 8, M. Weeks, of Milford, Mass., has the

towards

to be very nearly Christian in faith “and the front gives an emphasis to the indi:

:

Ji

time expires, and no commission allowed on mox-

for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stomach,

See large

appointed

after

of food {a pre=

2x

Terms ;—§2.00
per Lear, if paid strictly
in advance; $2.20
id within the
first thirty days, and $2.50 if net.
Postage is paid by the publisher.
The Little Star and Niyritle
are Sabbath-school papers, printed alternatd
weeks, on superior
paper,
beautifully dlustrated

ey sent,
;
Sample copies sent free.
8. 8. Quarterly.

Xt Regulates the Bowels.
It Purifies the Blood,

It

dressed to

for all those Painful Oomplaints and Weaknesses
~
socommon to our best female population.
It will cure entirely the worst form of Female Com‘plaints, all ovarian troubles, Inflammation and Ulcera
tion, Falling and Displ
ts, and the
quent
Spinal Weakness. and is particularly
adapted to the
Change of Life.
It will dissolve and.expel tumors from the uterusin

Tt acts upon the Liver.
It acts upon the Kidneys.

is that a.majority of the men set to preach
are not;

immediately

the fermentation

vented,

the will of its hearers. Half the sermons
annually preached are, so far as human
insight goes, a waste of labor and breath.
Two things partly account for this: One

pasthey

>
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.
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gressive.
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{VEGETABLE COMPOUND,

It Stimulates
the Ptyaline in the
Saliva, which converts the Starch and
Sugar of the food into glucose,
A deficiency in Ptyaline causes Wind and
Souring
of the food in the stomach, If
the

WY

g

The Morni

LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S

This Syrup possesses. Varied. Properties.”

inform the intellect with Christian truth;
to stirthe heart, and thereby influence

ancholy, of pious and stereotyped humiliation which has lost the ring of the genuine metal: While the church-members

conscientiously

= + SOLD

is to

are out of their real vocation—goed
tors they may be, but fit preachers

Nervous debility, etc.

The Best REMEDY KNOWNto Man!
11,000,000 Bottles

and

ings are on the key of complaint,of mel-

go

GL

all helps to its production it should be a
part of their education to learn. I presume I shall Rot be misunderstood to
mean the effect of displaying self and

some conception of the needs

is an

to

and it is not the less an influence for the
bad. In essential quality it is precisely

their object.

modesty

in

it now

saying

covered, but is not the less an.

that

most universal grace. The few who sit
in front are scattered. There is apt to
be quite a Jarge area of vacant space between the leader and the bulk of his congregation.
We passed two ladies the
never makean open profession of their other evening, just as they were about to
faith; and there are many significant in- enter their place of worship. ‘Sit as
dications that the whole mass of heathen far back as possible, please,”we heard
superstition and error is becoming in an one say to the other, as they turned into
Of course, if a
increasing degree penetrated
with beams the lighted doorway.of sudden
faintness,
person be in.danger
of Christian truth.
:
there is reason in this idea; but this is an
- Just how much encouragement ought exceptional malady, and its unfortunate
to be drawn from this last fact ‘is’ uncer- victims a minority. We think the root of*
tain. Many are disposed to regard the the evil—for an evil it is—is to be found
vague and obscure feeling prevalent
least approach toward Christianity in the inin a many
minds, that going to prayerdisciples of false religions as a reason for meeting is a soméwhat solemn and sorgreat joy and hope. The Brahmo Somaj rowful duty, and not a blessed and blissof India, the ¢“ Inner Law" disciples ful privilege. Too many prayer-megt-

Among the Buddhists of Burmah, and the

held

let

their influence may not be so readily dis-

FRONT SEATS IN PRAYER-MEETING.
Why is there a general aversion to
front seats in prayer-meeting? Anywhere else people avoid back seats, but
at the prayer-meeting

habitually

own

Christian character” and
weaken
the
Christian faith. If not too often oceurring,

Selections.

imerit to repair a temple, much more glo-

their

of exceptions without absolute danger.
It is the exceptional lapses from Christian circumspectness that impair the

sion occur.
A second hall, better situated than the first, is on the eve of being
opened.—DBapt. Miss. Magazine.

some

of

have no exceptions, which can not

the whole church could have heard what
was said of the real progress of our
. able members have been employed in Ze- work, and the many indications that the
nana work, day and evening schools. time is drawing near when India shall
The attendance upon Sabbath services is- indeed be specially blessed.”
“7
—Central Chrishan Advocate.
good. Many earnest workers go out to
conduct
Sunday-schools
at different
Missionary News. :
places. The church is hopeful gnd its
FraNce.—Rev. Edmond de Pressense
prospects encouraging.
has consented to teach church history in the
ANTHONY MEMORIAL HALL,
Paris Baptist Theological School.——The
Are we all doing our best to secure the Société Evangélique de France celebrated
early completion of this much needed last year its forty-seventh anniversary.
building?
Days and weeks are fast It has preaching stations in a hundred
growing into months, and very soon it and sixty-three towns. ——By an acceptwill be wanted for actual and immediate able change of the law in regard to public
use. Shall it be ready? ‘No debt” is meetings, it now requires but twenty-four
the watchword, and ** hard cash” alone hours’ notice from two electors to obtain
will prevent that, if the work goes on. the requisite legal sanction for holding a
We are abundantly able;
we would
be
willing if we only gave the case the at- recently imprisoned for refusing to kneel
tention it demands.
Shall we let its before the wafer when detailed to march
in a Roman-Catholic religious procesclaims pass unheeded?
sion. They were only saved from courtmartial by the deputy of the department
bringing the case before the Chamber.
The Decay of Heathenisin,
——The Salvation Army in Paris is quiWe often read, in correspondence from etly
strengthening its position, and guinheathen lands, of the decay of heathen- ing ground. Cases of genuine couver-

ism; but it is evidently not safe to judge

Passion

power

themselves, *¢ This indulgence will not
Work me harm. My life shall be mainly
correct’; my self-discipline shall be rigorously maintained, with some slight exceptions; I will abide by what my conscience dictates as a rule; but every rule
has its exceptions.” And yet there are
rules of being and doing which ought to

have passed since I first came to India I
have never seen such a spirit of hopefulness and faith among the missionary
workers of all denominations as there is
now. The native Christians, especially
in Caleutta, are waking up, and becoming
conscious of power and alive to their responsibilities and privileges. The meeting of the Calcutta Missionary Conference was one of the most interesting and
cheering

hold-

and then rise to mastery, and all safety is
gone. Safety lies only in a correct habit,
not in an intention to be correct in the
main. Just here is where sad mistakes
are made. Young and old alike muke

directly measured,
but which are telling
mightily upon the great systems of the
empire, and:

cord,

check is never harmful ; but

a thou-

sand influences, whose power can not

from

ing evil tendencies in check, its value is
very great. Satan rarely tempts with
his wickedest pleasures those who go
straight on in their daily life, upheld
by
a habit strong and strengthening. He
dallies with such as are uncertain of themselves, being the creatures of their own
impulsive promptings, and swayed hither

Items.

INDIAN Missions have started

him

many things that might soil his soul.
As a saving feature, the habit may - be

Liver

\Yie
Fever &
Ague,
RheumaDropsy, Heart Disease, Bil-
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their own. JI is a common remark,”

Telugus, are from the lowest classes of
saciety, as well as those from among the
Karens in Burmah. It is true of - the suc-

spepsia,

RE

tousness,

‘The very habit of godly life - helps to |
Spirit, became bolder in sin and harder who had little to expect if they should
keep one from temptation and sin. There
depend
on
themselves
in
religious
mat:
in heart.
ters. The great additions in the Tinne- are times, perhaps, when spirituality is at |
This church, being composed largely velly district in India, and among the ‘alow ebb in the heart, and little of God's

of girls in Miss Crawford's school, suffers
loss in numbers continually, as ‘these
girls leave school. Some go out to teach,
and others marry and set up homes of

HEART DISEASE
"BLOOD.
ii) fi
(TRADEMARK)
_ .._.
»

i

o fWoman

was much revived in September last in a
series of meetings held by Mr. Marshall.
Several were baptized and added to the

Brihminism to Christianity ; but now its

most famous leader seems to be plunging
into a fanaticism more hopeless than that
from which he started, and the elements
of Christianity which have been received
only emphasize the terrible blasphemy of
his position.
:
a
On the other hand the great gains of

ALL DISEASES OF
“THE STOMACH,
KIDNEYS, SKIN,
&

the Blood, Promotes Digestion, and makes the
skin clear and fair. Large bottles only50 cents.
For sale by Druggists generally. «FP
by
Rev. Walter Clarke, proprietor of
pean
Cough Remedy, West Buxton, Me.

Health
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The

_erwise be easily led astray.
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young Christians, and those who might oth-

CURES
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to his waiting dis-

ciples. Just how the secret of his love is.
great attention from Christians in India revealed Lo the infier consciousness in a.
in public sentiment has been favorable Ye- nd all over the world, and it has been rayer-meeting, we can not explain; but
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feeling more and more the baseness of’
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PRESIDENT GARFIELD
encystad. Internal abscesses revealed the bear them up and strengthen them.
xod, bring us all at last to the morning
The long

days

of

suspense

between Jl °F ossibility of recovery,

hope and fear have ended and the President
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THE END.
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by afftion of the body of the

examina-

late President

is

stain. He lies dead in his glory.
indeed humiliating to science. Poor,
It seems strange at first view that Prov-Jllfinite human skill and knowledge were
,idence should suffer to

be removed

{rom

most astonishingly defective in this case!

a people, the very man towards whom alilAll theories were at fault.

The following

eyes were directed as'one having the dis-Jiliis the official report of the autopsy, which
.position and - the power to accomplishffliwas performed by D. S. Lamb, Actingmore good than ever before, or than anyjlAssistant Surgeon of the army medical
one else.

At the same time the wisdomjuseum at Washington:

and goodness of the Infinite Father is not@l

40 be questioned.

:

It was found that the ball, after fractur-

He can over-rule it tolling the right eleventh rib, had passed

the good of this great nation.
:

L

.

through the spinal column, in front of the
[spinal canal, fracturing the body of the

It comes to us with less shock than its
ot lumbar vertebra, driving a number
would have when the deed was first com-Jlof small fragments of bone into the adjamitted. Time has shown us the stability offficent soft parts, and lodging just below
our government and the greatness, good-fjthe pancreas, [a glandular digestive organ

3
:
situated in the abdomen, below
the
ness and heroism of the man. Itis not often Stomach], about two inches and a half to
so, in such a lingering and distressing@the left of the spine, and behind the perisickness. But,as the New York Tribuncftoneum [a thin membrane covering the
says,
* The President has shown him- internal surface of the abdomen], where
self so grand and true, so patient and
it had become completely encysted. The
:
:
immediate cause of death was secondary

loving, so brave and

faithful,

that the

Bhemorrhage from one of the mesenteric

pain of losing him is infinitely greater to-@arteries adjoining the track

of the

ball,

.day than it would have been when first hefilithe Blood Fupirig the Perlionewm, & and
:
Tati
so
ios
ell, 1 The grea; Nation holds him} nae
heart of hearts, and there he will live for-Bly
ver.”
James

hd
house in. Orange, Coyahoge.

Mlnearly a pint escaping into the a
ina
wiih res
Ta is believed to
ve heen the cause of the severe pain in
the lower part of the chest, complained

a logjllof just before

in

born

A. Garfield was

y
Co.,

:
Ohio,

Nov. 19,1831. When he was eighteen
months old his father, Abram Garfield,

cavity,

An abscess

death.

fsix inches by four in dimensions, was
found in the vicinity of the gall bladder,

oiween the liver and the transverse
@colon, which were strongly inter-adher-

who was born in New York, died sudden-§lent.

; It did not involve the

ly after fighting fires and taking cold. Hejjifthe liver,

and no

substance

communication

of

was

covered with
pleatings of crape, and
around the whole car, at the hight of the
racks, ran a narrow band of the

olors,
black.

nationa

the only relief from the solid
Next in the rear of this car was

one for the Cabinet and attendants,
in the rear of all, the family car.

and
The

latter was plainly but most appropriately
draped. The engine which brought the
sick President here stood at the main
station enshrouded in a pall of black,

as

if it were a living thing, with rights to
place of chief mourner. A platform was
laid from the parlor porch to the train.
A guard of artillery soldiers stood on
each side with hats raised, and the caske

crowned with its palms was carried to its
place in the car by White House attendants. The line of sentinels kept the grea
company of visitors at a reasonable distance from the train, but the coffin was
borne in the sight of the multitude and,
every opportunity was given to the silen

and uncovered crowd to witness the spectacle destined to become historical. Afte
the casket had been placed in position the
family walked across the lawn to their
car. The Cabinet and the few other officials and

attendants

entered

the

train,

and it slowly moved out of the grounds
through the mass of uncovered and tear-

ful

men

and

women,

the

only

sound

breaking the stillness being the heavy
beating of the surf and the tolling of the
engine bell. Many followed the train for
a considerable distance toward the station.
All watched it till it passed from view,
and then the great crowd of residents and

summer:

the

weeks

which seemed months to all, have

visitors—who

for

watch-

ed for every lisp of news from the sickchamber as if an own son or brother was
suffering there—slowly
dissolved. For
have planted four saplings in these woods ; external wound between the loin muscles many years to come Long Branch will
I'leave them to your care.” Thus Jamesflland the right kidney, almost to the righ
not forget its days of hope or its hours of
commenced life in the woods left thusferoin. This channel, now kuows to be gloom.
:
early to the care of a widowed mother
off#due
to
the
burrowing
of
pus
from
the
The
train
left
Elberon
at
10
A.
MM.
and
.
wound, was supposed during life to have
stern Huguenot blood, who impressed @ineen the track of the ball. - On an ex- arrived in Washington at 4: 35 p. M.
James was@amination of the organs of the chest eviher character upon her son.
During the whole route there were maniput to farm work as soon as he was oldjildences of severe bronchitis were found on | festations of the deep sympathy and sorof}
ia
both sides, with broncho-pneumon
:
:
enoligh todo snytsing, and he ofien £0} the lower portions of the right lung and, row of the people who assembled in great

catlariiin his
3 last moments,
said: to hisre wife

«. “I

found betweenchannel
it and extended
the wound. from
A long
suppurating
thel

extent, of the lett.
no abscesses and the
liver was enlarged
from abscesses; nor

work of farmers in haying and harvesting. Bchongh to much less
When sixteen, he demanded man’s pay,MThe lungs contained
and being refused,he mowed by the acre atfilheart no clots. The
the usual price and earned the wages of ajigand fatty, but free

cre any found in any other organ excep
y
ft
the left kidney, which contained near its
-en-engagement.
surface a small abscess about one-third o
He availed himself of the district schooljlan inch in diameter. In reviewing the
his hand in canal-boatingjbistory of the case in connection with the
and, after trying
a a a
lakes a
oy
autopsy, it is quite evident that the differ;
ent suppurating surfaces, and especially
securcdlh

This

M.
J

r.

4 o'dock,

han bv

-suaded by his mother and Rev.S.D. Bates,
a school-master from Geauga Seminary
at Chester, a Free Baptist institution,
to attend that school. When he returned

the

at

a

he had

term

which

he

bution-box

Bbre, furnish a sufficient - explanation of
lithe septic condition which existed.
From these revelations it is evident

in his pocket@able— humanly speaking—from

sixpence

the

mo-

contri-Bment that the cruel ball entered his body ;

the

into

dropped

on

Bhe fractured spongy tissue of the verte-

of the second@that the poor President's death was inevit-

commencement

He@Mlit

the first Sabbath.

circum-

under the

impossible

being

and skillful

phy-

worked as a carpenter on Saturdays

and@lstances for the learned

at odd hours and thus paid his way.

Hefllsicians and surgeons to treat the case in-

commenced

soon

Nothing

hardftelligently.

a

in

teaching

sehool,which he mastered, and gave indi-

interposed

to

avert

but divine

power

natural

conse-

the

qtiences of the injury received, could have

_cation of future success.

n.'e went from Geauga to Hiram andillsaved his life! And that would have been
tiromn Hiram to Williams College. Afterflla miracle. It was divine power given,
attend, the Sophomore recitations a fewllin answer to prayer,in aid to the extraor
weekshe passed an examination success-Bldinary vitality which

the President

pos

Be-Blscssed and the excellent care which he

folly ant entered the Junior class.

fore he graduated at Williams he wasireceived, that prolonged his mortal exist
;
- elected teacher of aicient languages inflence for eighty days.
ls

Hiram Eclectic Institute ; ad a Io

‘he

received

Another year, Nov. 11,1858, he married

Lucretia Rudolph, a fellow student and
ipupil, to whom he was engaged before

who

wentering'College, and

2

neipal.

o

the honors

>

THE FUNERAL OORTEGE.
AT LONG BRANCH.
After brief funeral services on Wednes

sadlyfiiday morning at Long Branch, the remains

now

of Garfield were carried back to Wash
moutns his death.
by the same train that brought him
1856,Mlington
in
began
stump
His labors on the
and in 1850 he commenced speaking atfiithere and placed mn the rotunda of the
‘mass-meetings. He took his seat in thefliCapitol. He was clothed in black and

He read lawjilllaid in a plain black casket with a simple

State Senate January, 1860.

while in the Legislature and was admittedfiibouquet and cross of flowers and branches

to the bar in 1861. But instead of opening[ilof

an office as he intended he went
war.

able.

palm.

to theflithe services by all classes of people pass

His career in the army was honor-Jiling by the casket and taking

Beforehe left the army

before

An hour was occupied

he wasfiithe dead President

a view o

with unmistakable

elected to Congress, and subsequentlyjllevidence of heartfelt sorrow.
The services were conducted by Rev.
promoted to the Major-Generalship of

~ ‘Wolanteers * for gallant and

-meritoriousgliC. J. Young of Long Branch and consist-

conduct at the. battle of Chickamauga.’

Jlled of a brief selection of Scripture, com-

He finally decided to resign his general-flimencing with ** Blessed are the dead tha
ship though affording the most pay, andjgijdie in the Lord.” ‘Che prayer is reported
took his seat in Congress where he be-fias follows:
+0 thou who walkedst through the
came a hard worker and a leader, eve
proving himself an able,

man,

states-gRerave of Bethany, that open grave of the

genuine

true “to his convictions,

In 1880

brother in Letpany 3 10 dthon

Who shalet

who ar
vGengral Garfield was elected to the U.Mwore her beloved dead; O thou
and forever,
4S. Senate for the term of six years, begin-Jlithe same yesterday,
ning

he

March 4, 1881.

In the

nominated for the

to-day

timef@in whom is no variableness nor shadow o

mean

presidency

, have mercy upon us at this hour
‘andfirning
when our souls huye nowhere else to fly.

elected
by the people, so that he took hisflig,t we fly to thee.

Thou knowest

seat in the.President's chair, resigning hisfllsorrows that we bow

under.

these

O thon

od of the widow, help this stricken hear

before thee, help these children and those]

that are not here. Be their father; help
her in the distant State who watched ove
Help this
him in childkood.
is to-day bleeding and bowed

nation that
in sorrow

lbefore thee. © sanctify this heavy chasto ite ‘good. Help those assotisement

with Slated oh
i
hy
night of sorrow there may
Chris-Jday for the glory of God

t the navy yard, at Fort Myer, and by

BM multitudes at the stations, and in

several

instances covered the track with flowers.
Bells were ringing, buildings were covered with drapery and flags trimmed with
black, were flying at half-mast. Men,
women and children were assembled on
embankments and porticos commanding
a view of the track and passing train, and
with uncovered heads and solemn silence
they expressed their sorrow.
:
AT WASHINGTON.
As soon as the train’ arrived at Wash.
ington the casket was transferred to the
hearse in readiness,and the funeral cortége
entered carriages and immediately proceeded to the Capitol. The remains were
then placed upon the catafalque prepared
for its reception,

At a little past five o'clock the lid of the
casket was opened and President Arthur
and Secretary Blaine approached and looked upon the cold form of the murdered
President, and slowly, solemnly left the
hall, and then the public were admitted.
At eleven o'clock P. M. it was estimated
that more than 5000 persons had viewed
the remains and a large number were
still waiting for their turn. The bod

lay in state day and night ender a mili
y guard until Friday evening and the o

Mand Heuse, governors of States and other

the battery near the Capitol, and the va-Bdignituries were there arranged
rious bells of the city were tolled. . Helllorder. All around the square

in du
was s

was placed in a car at the Baltimore &Wdense throng unable to hear anything exotomac R. R. depot, open at the sides sofloept the music. The regiments and sohat the casket could be seen as the trainMaiaties about to take part in the proces-

passed along. - The other three cars Werelllsion ‘were located in the streets out o
ccupied by Mrs. Garfield,family and per
members

train

that

of the

sight:

Cabinet;

attendant

the

remains,

friends west,

them from

was

Long

Branch to Washington. At Pittsburg
they were met by a committee from
Cleveland in a train elegantly draped in
mourning.
AT CLEVELAND.

An imposing catafalque has been erec
ed in the center of Monumental Park. I
is of manmoth dimensions. The platform
is five feet above the ground with a gentle
incline east and west. Upon this is &
square pavilion covered with a canopy,on
the top of whichis the figure of an angel
with hands extended in sorrowing benediction over the moving throng below.
The top of the canopy is seventy-two fee
from the ground, the globe is nearly five
feet in diameter and the statue twenty-

four-feet in hight, its®wings tipped la
total altitude of ninety-six feet from the
ground.
The keystone of each arch is an eagle
decorated with emblems of mourning.
The four columns at the angles of the
pavilion are turrets twenty-two feet high
of festooned flags with a magnificent banner extending from each corner.

Around

the entire pavilion is a decorated cornice
and the whole structure is profusely festooned with black and white drapery and
decorated with flowers.

Cannon

heavily

draped are placed at each corner of the
platform on imposing projections. The
casket is placed in the center of this pavilion on a low elevation and guarded by
soldiers. It lay with the head towards
the East.

The funeral address was

delivered

by

Hayes = andMRev. Dr. Errett of Ciacinnati,a member o!

carried

the same that bore

ITS WORK.

The result of the post mortem

While this was tak-Bihe extensive platform, Who had Gokets

ing place minute guns were dischargedfifor their seats. Members of the Senate

family and

Rwoven

AND

least 40,000 people.

The

:

to a few,

his mame with Lincoln, his compeer,

go down to posterity

Din

six pall-bearers selected by Mrs. Garfieldflunder the arched roof of the catafalque.
from the Christian church witnessed by atfllunseen by the large Snpaby Towed

Another train followed immediately, conining members of Congress, justices o
the Supreme Court and other distinguishpersons who had been invited.

‘Who have
no remedy, : and no appeal,
5
3
But damn the wasp aud erush him under heel?
—7.G.Hot

body was borne from the Rotunda to thelland members of the Cabinet and thei
hearse and frofi the hearse to the cars by@ramilies were seated around the casket

ex-President

nat life so mean should murder life so great |
What is there left to us who think and feel,

:

sisted by Rev. Dr. Rankin, Rev. Dr.l
Family friends and relatives of GarErrétt and Rev. J.« G. "Butler and hisffield, the household
of ths White House

sonal friends;

Ob.
mystery of blind, remorseless fate!
Oh, cruel end of a most causeless hate!

have already proved a blessing to the nation; and what happens

!

;
draught,
And he was lost—our precious, priceless one!

-a position should die in such
a\ way DYE
the hand of such an assassin, seems hard
= ps

At the close of these solemn, impressive services preparations were made fo
immediate departure as reported in th

Envenomed by the insect’s hellish craft,

Indications of
family.
been displayed every-fll

suffering
that
mourning have

And knew not of the fatal mischief done;
And so this life, amid our love begun,’ : -

ry. while he chatted carelessly and laughed,

ers.
None feel it more keenly than they
do, but the whole nation is bereaved, andjil#
Re

that has no shadows, the house that has
no tears, the land that has no death, fo!
Christ's sake, Amen.”

28, 1881.

The words,

the Christian church. It was appropriate, earnest, direct, tender, and gave sg

good idea of the President's

character.

It was based on the following text: ‘‘And
he archers shot King Josiah, and the
King said to his servants Have, me away
for I am sore wounded,” &c.
2h

In speaking of his beautiful, comprehensive character he says:
There was scarce any single chord that
you could touch to which he would not
respond in a way that made
you know
that his hands had swept it skillful ly long]

ago, and there

was no topic you could

bring before him; there was no object
you could present to him, that you did
not won der at the richness, and

fullness

of information somehow gathered, for his
eyes were always open and his heart was
always open, and his brain was ever busy
and equally interested in everything.
he minute and the vast, the high and
the low, in all classes and creeds of men,
he gathered up that immense store and
that immense ‘variety of the most valuable, and practical knowledge that made
him a man, not in one department,
all rounds, everywhere in his

but in
whole

beautiful and symmetrical life and character.
:
:
Dr. Errett was assisted by Bishop Bedell, Rev. Mr.

Houghton,

and Dr. Pomroy.

Rev.

J.

Hall,

The procession left the

Park about 12 o'clock: The six miles o
avenue through which it. passed was

heavily draped and decorated.

The pro-

cession was very much discommoded and
demoralized by exposure to a succession
of the heaviest

showers of

the

season;

and the peals of thunder mingling “with
the discharge of cannon added to the solemnity of the scene.
\
At half-past three the procession entered the arched gateway of the cemetery
having in the keystone the words, ‘‘Come|
to rest;” on one side, ‘Lay him to res
whom we have learned to love,” and on
the other, *‘ Lay him to rest whom
we

learned to trust.” The steps to the vault
were carpeted with flowers.
Rev. J. H.
l Jones, chaplain of the regiment which
appeared in tasty letters on a beautiful Gen, Garfield commanded, made a very
scroll between the two pillars. A crayon appropriate address atthe tomb. Afte
portrait of the deceased was located abou
these services the mourners were driven
a foot above.
Queen Victoria's
{floral
hurriedly back to the city to avoid a threatwreath rested on the head of the casket.
ening shower.
nor
The floral offerings were immense.
- CONCLUSION.
The casket when it arrived was buried in8
Messages of sorrow and sympathy cot
flowers. More than one hundred emcerning the death of this great man have
blems of flowers for the decoration of the
been sent from all parts of our own counpavilion were sent from Cincinnati. There
try, as well as from foreign lands, de“ Life’s race well run,
Life’s work well done,
Life’s crown well won,—
Now comes 1est,”

is no end to the ornamentation.

Arches,

where. A portion of an arch facing the
pavilion consists of flags and flowers

woven together so as to form

a ladder

with a canal boat ** Hiram” at the bottom,

then above

in succession,

‘‘Chickamau-

ga,” House of Congress,” ** Senate,” and
at the top ‘“White House.” This is a
sample of the surrounding decorations.
The remains of General Garfield arrived in Cleveland early Saturday p. M. Gov.

Foster of Ohio and

his" stdff"joined the

train at the State line.

The transfer from

the train to the catafalque in Monumental
Square was imposing and accomplished
successfully. There they lay in state until Momilay P. M. when the final services
were attended by a vast throng. Daur
ing the intervening hours the vast throng
with heavy hearts and moistened eyelids passed through the catafalque on
each side. It is estimated that in twelve
hours on Sunday, no less than 115,000]

k their last view of the insignia of the
eath of him who a short time ago went

portunity of seeing it was affordedfout from them in triumph and now was returned to them for sepulcher, murdered
to all.
President Arthur was the guestof Sen-Wllby the foul, aimless, hopeless and hea

ator Jones while he remained in the city ;Mless assassin. No wonder the people
and Mrs. Garfield, who did not wish to seeflfound it impossible to express the intensihe White House at all where she hadilliy of their overwhelming grief.

experienced so much serrow, became the ll Memorial services were held Sabbath

guest of General MacVeagh.
p. M. in alarge Presbyterian church fron
(All day Thursday a steady processionfling the square on the north side, by the

ploring his death.

The same intense

feel-

igs of sorrow and manifestations o
grief were so universal that it would be
but a repetition of sameness to attempt
to delineate them. They culminated in
drapery, flowery symbols, and memorial
services, everywhere. They came to us

equally from the South and the North,
from

the

East

and

the

West,

from

all

parties and conditions,
From cities and villages—from hamlets
and villus there went up one united wail
of pungent grief éxpressing the heartfelt agony of the people. What more
an be said and what done but to bow in
submission to the great fiat of necessity,

knowing that the Ruler of nations ye
lives and the government at Washington
still survives.
2
When we take into contemplation th
greatness of the man, we must consid
hat he was less than fifty years old, and

hat he worked himself up from povert
to the high position which he occupi
by true merit. Every step upwardh
honored. If we compare him with th
great men of the age, as for instance,
Disraeli, Gladstone or Bismarck, we fin
hat at fifty years of age their laurels
would not compare with his. They hav
won their golden opinions since.
Garfield possessed the elements of a
of 24 general ha go 2
meritorious

ia soli g de

behavior

in the battle

8 tale

Chickamauga which gave him his gen-

in

through Kentucky with the idea of fore-

dress, followed by

reach)

many

were

who

he doors of the Capitol.

The crowd wasfllcollege with Garfield as teachers

lasses and

of persons,

very orderly though it consisted of allfpils.
descriptions

I

js estimated that 150,000 passed through
the Rotunda during

were there.
Elaborate

the time the

flower-work

or pu

President Hinsdale said that if he

re to give

a

summary

of Garfield's

Bcharacter in a word he should speak o
of

remains@the *¢ Greatness

his

If

nature.”

he)

might add anotherit would be the “Rich
was receivediliness of culture.” The services were high

Memorial services were
from the White House conservatory rep-WMlly interesting.
not most of the churches
if
many,
in
Heavenlyflheld
resenting a broken shaft, the *‘
ate’s Ajar,” and the ‘* Crown of Glory,”

with a pillow of white roses.

all over the land.

On Monday

the last sad rites of these

eralship. His first service was to quell
Humphrey Marshall, who was dashin
ing her into the confederacy.

with the dead.

The nation had had ‘con-lery.

Sometime during the week it wil

irol thus far but now she reclaimed himig,o transferred to its final resting-place in
for the last time and there alone

with un-B

0

earth,

on the

crest.of a bold spur]

utterable grief communed in silence withik,verlooking the broad blue lake and the

the mystery of death and the Author of ,
ife, away from

outside,

the swarming

popul

At the end of that time she wentill

quietly out from that presence’ reassured

Said President Lincoln afterward : ¢¢ Why)
was

it that Garfield did

of the govdness of God

was 8 touching event.

in it all.

in two week

what it would have taken you Regular
folks two months to accomplish? ” * Because he wasn't educated at West Point,”
jocularly answered the West Pointer.
It was

*‘ that

because

was

when

no

Gar-

to work for hi
field was a boy he had
living.” This is the lesson of Garfield's
whole life. He worked for what he got.
He was also a great statesman with an

experience which.commends him to all,

for integrity of purpose and - principle
offrarely found among politicians. Havin

he extensive and beautiful prospect.

+ thorough education and being endowed

Early in the morning the processionfllwith good moral and Christian principles,

ThisElyast the remains was

resnmed

.[Rinued until interrupted by the

and

tribute

universal perusal:
Garfleld was indeed a great man. This
will be the judgment of those who knew
him personally and of history. This tragdy prevents the corroboration of that
udgment by results; for he had but just
entered upon the work for which his preparation and development had fitted him,

and has finished nothing but a life of
great promise
and expectation. His growth _
has been a wonderful study to those who
were by his side during its progress. It
was constant to the last moment.
The
last year had turned it into an altogether new and untried channel. It had been
begun and carriedon until that time in
’ uite
a different direction.” He had nevof great power,

shrink from

led him

to hesitate and

what was before

him. ' His

first remark to a long tried friend on
ing his hand after .the Chicago convention

was

this:

“I

fear I am

no

man

or this place; I have felt that I could
easonably count on six years more of

labor and study

and growth

in the new.

nd larger opportunity already secured
to me in my accustomed fleld, but this

is an untried sphere to me

and

I dread

he experiment.’’ The short time he has
been permitted, however, to labor in this
new field has yet been long "enough to
bring out great qualities and high pur-

poses that the nation

can

ill spare.

He

was conscious of great powers carefully
rained, but he lacked confidence to take
hold of new things.
His mind did not
work quickly, though

it

did

surely.

Al-

ways feeling the ground under every step
he took, he never ventured his foot. where
e could not, by some process of reason-

ing, however

slow, satisfy himself that he

knew what was under it.
who was a
unflinching

Hence the

great leader in battle,
personal courage and

man

and of
better

fitted than any contemporary to demonstrate
and defend a political principle, had not
yet come to be a safe political leader ina
sudden emergency, where there is no time
for

logic

or

processes

action must

follow

pression.

At

of

reasoning,

instinct

such

times

and
he

bit

first im.
distrusted

himself and left to others, with not a tithe
of his real power; the guidance of political
movements.
As free from political as
from personal guile, he was too confiding
and open-hearted to be safe in the hands
of men less scrupulous and less selfish.
hose who saw him enter public life and
were

with

him

to the end, have in mind a

wonderful growth, and have in admiration
also a wonderful character, personal, menal and moral, ever charming, sure to be
instructive and always exemplary.
In private intercourse with those he loved he was
as simple and trusting as a child, as tender
and affectionate as a woman, and as true

and

valiant as a knight.

touching

One of the most

scenes, illustrative

of what man-

ner of man he was, is now but a few weeks
old and will never be forgotten.
The
great cares of state had well-nigh worn

him out; the wife of his love lay lingering
between

life and

death, snd

he

had

been

going from official labor and responsibility
to her bedside night after night, and for
he

last two bad scarcely

closed

his eyes.

he report had gone out that Mrs. Garfield
was dying; a near friend : called to inquire,
Coming out of the sick-room and grasping his hand, the President begged him to
sit down, and there this greatest of all

public men unbosomed

en-hearted

woman.

himself like a brok-

Dwelling

passing tenderness upon

with

sar

the love and beau-

ty of his married life and the noble character of her who had made it what it was,
he exclaimed, with great emotion:
“I
have had in this trial glimpses of

a

better

and higher life beyond, which have made
this life I am leading here’ seem utterly
barren and worthless.
Whatever
may
come of this peril, I fear that I shall never
again have ambition or heart to go through

with that to which I have been called.”
To human view he has not been permitted
to finish the work for which he was fitted
and to which he aspired, but he has left. valu-

able material for the study and instruction
of public men, covering a greater range of
topics, a more thorough investigation and
sounder conclusions than have been left by

any one 80 constantly

active in the daily

nd current demands of public life. Tet
us thank God for such a life, of such inflnite value to the republic. Its example,
its teachings, its ambitions, its lofty aspirations and high resolves and its demonstrations of what man can make of himself
have no parallel in history, and will have
no measure in their beneficent effect upon
those who shall hereafter honestly study
them. He dles loved, admired, and mournd before all others, but not yet fully appreciated. His loss is irreparable, his lesson invaluable.

SS
MEETING OF THE OORPORA'TORS.
The annual meeting of the corporators
f the Printing Establishment was held
last week and most of the members were

present.

The past year has been one of

fair prosperity financially, $1250 have
been. given to the two Mission and the
[Education Societies, and besides this there
The subscription lists have

held

hardly

wo dollars.

The resignation of the Edi-

tor, Mr. George F. Mosher, now

consul

and requested to,.contribute occasional,

gy city, six miles away, a place which

he President often visited for the sake

following

from Senator Dawes, which is worthy of

and

“No,” said Mr. Lincoln,

ceme

We have seen nothing more to the point
on this subject than the

counts among the brilliant achievements
of the war.”
It took only a fortnigh
and the State was saved to the Union.

the reason.

View

¢* Garfield's

campaign was swift and vigorous,

_ Friday ». m. the doors of the Rotundafohsequies came to an end at Cleveland
reposes in a tomb in Lake

GARFIELD'S PUBLIC CHARACTER,

t Nice, France, was referred to the next

were closed, ard Mrs. Garfield advancediland now the body of the late Presiden

alone to the coffin and spent a half-hon

the best and will pray for his successor.

of

was passing by the bier of the late Presi-BMifaculty students and friends of Hiram
dent in double line. It was nearly
llege. It was
crowded. Presiden
quarter of a mile long taking nearly threeflHinsdale presided, and made the opening
hours for those at the extremity to

it had not been for the dastardly act of
he bloody assassin! But we hope for

con-Jlihe manifested a well

guard tofloal

character.

rounded

symmetri-

These qualifications fitted

EO
‘og
‘The funeral services in the Rotunda onillihe Labi
of niin
whollhim for the high position which he ocotiarise a better§lt
riday, . M. were conductedby the Rev. Bwere waiting for their turn. - But it could lipied ; and the would doubtless haveif
Wbroved a great blessing to the country.
41
.
and the good offgMr. Powers of the Christian church, as-l n st be helped.
bo

eeting of the Board; he was re-elected,
nted leave of absence

rticles for the Star.

without

salary,

Rev. Clarence

A.

Bickford, now pastor in Lawrence, Mass,,
was elected resident editor, and he haSeses.
the question under advisement. Mr.
Bickford is a comparatively young man
fenlture and ability, and bas been a
uccessful pastor.

If he accepts the posi-

tion he will'bring desirable qualities to
the editorial chair.
:
The Sunday-school publications are all
put into the hands of Rev. G. C. Waterman, who will give his entire time to
Sunday.school work. The
Quarterly,

ittle Star, Myrtle and Lesson Leaves

will all be under his direction, and he is
xpected to promote the causeby visiting
to some extent, large meetings and con-

ventions.

His love for, and interest in

this kind of work, and the success of the
Quarterly now in his hands, are the

promise of his success in this enlarged
:

field of labor.
SO gp

-

a

’

;

eens

THE

-

.

y

MORNING

won

STAR,

:

SEPTEMBER 28, 1881.

:
ois

orial department of our papers, contained this item :—** It is with profound regret

reports referred to them, that, for the
present, at least, the editoral relation
held

have

Mrs. Mosher

which Mr. and

for 80 many years to our denominational
papers has ceased. We deem it fittingly
deserving to recognize the rare devotion
with which they from year to year have

prosecuted their work, and the ability
"which has made their labors successful ;
as they seek

prayers,

in our

them

and that we will remember

through

health

Towa,

and

or REV.“JiM. Bailey

hands

as acting

Shall we willingly accord to the
assassin the mercy and forgiveness which
. Divine Goodness freely offers him? When

we read of the ghastly effects produced in

the system of his victim by that deadly
‘bullet, the heart boils with indignation
towards-the base villain who perpetrated
such a foul deed. And for the safety and
melfare of the nation it is devoutly hoped
that Guiteau may not escape the utmost

penalty of the law. And yet, we sincerely
desire that he may be led to repent of his
awful crime and to seek from God that
pardon, which it would be as wrong for
judicial authority to grant as it is magnanimous in a Saviour with infinite love
to offer.
EEI

LPR

#7 * God bless the little woman,” were
‘the tender, affectionate words of the great

martyr, when told that his brave wife had
left Long Branch to come to him, directly
after he was shet. The same prayer goes
up to-day from the sympathizing hearts
of millions of people all over the Christian world, for the same noble woman.
now a sorrowing widow. A very appropriate expression of the love and esteem
in which she is held by the people at

debt

strong interest.

from men,
women
balance of the fund

most capacity, and miany had

be

augmented,

or

power, showing how communities were

To Free Baptists of the Northwest.
pa

1¢

UI

Programme

O1-

the

of this
ASSOCIO=-

tion of Free Baptists of the North-west.
I
wish first to impress upon your minds the
fact that such a convention

is to

be

held;

that you should feel aniinterest in this Association;
meeded

and that your presence there is

to make

bene-

was dismissed,

to

again at 4 o'clock P. M. At that hour Rev. W.
H. Gibson spoke fromr TIR'Words, *‘ And behold,
the vail of the temple was rent in twain from
the top tothe bottom.”
He made an earnest
appeal to raise the remainder of the money,
which was soon done. The amount raised,
with what remained unpaid on subscription, is
sufficient to pay the entire indebtedness of the
chureh; and the dedication service ensued.

would accommedate

a time

all, there being

that
no

Y.

Ms. nor Q. Ms. held then, and so arranged
that each can be at home over the Sab“bath. It is the first Association that we
have tried to hold in

the

North-west,

and

it is very important that there should be a
“full"délegation from each section, that the
denomination may be fairly represented.
Wykoff' is a pleasant village, situated in
a central portion of Fillmore county on
the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul R. R.
(Minn. So. Div.) Friends coming from
Wisconsin will come via La Crosse; those
from Iowa, via Austin, and those from
the vorth and west part of Minn, via
Ramsey.

You will notice that a general

discus-

sion will follow each essay. We could not
ask each one to write on each of these
-subjects, but we do desire that you give
each of these subjects your careful study
and come prepared to take some part in
these discussions.
Yours in behalf of the Association,
D. D. MITCHELL.
Houston, Minn.
:

Three were baptized and received into the
Mt. Pleasant church, Sept. 28. This church
was never more in harmony;
Sunday-school
ina most prosperous condition; prayer-meetings better attended than ever before since the
present pastor, Rev. B. H. McKenney, began
there.
Towa.

The Utica church is still making some advancement.
The pastor, Rev. J. H. Decker,

has recently baptized two persons, both

heads

A

fore discovered can be

held for

comparison with this.

:

at South Parsonsfield, as pastor of this church,
in the following order of exercises: The pub-

effi

hereto-

moment

in:

2440

Hotices and Appointments,

|

Special Notice.
The ANNIVERSARY
Baptists will be held
Dover, N.

The
Home

(3136)

Mission Society,

for the

writes that

he and

Waduestar, Oct. 5, at 8.30, A.M., in the
the F'. B. church, Lawrence, Mass.

MRS.J. A. LOWELL,

vestry

of

other

business

will”

Cor. Sec.

be held

the First Free Baptist church
of
Thursday, Oct.6, at 9 o’clock, A.M.

in

Lawrence,

C. A. BICKFORD,
Mass., Sept. 17, 1881.

Sec.

Foreigii Mission Society.

Woman's

..

WATERVILLE Q. M.—Held its last sessien
with the Sidney church, Sept. 1619.
Another pleasant season was enjoyed, not only
with members of our own churches but with
those coming from other Q. Ms.;
among
whom were Rev. J. P. Longley from Anson,
Rev. A.J. Baker from Bowdoin, and Rev. S.
P. Morrill from Farmington, Q. Ms., who came
filled with the spirit of the Master and who
greatly cheered our hearts while they presented Christ to us from the pulpit.
.
Location of next session left with the Clerk.
Collection for State Home Mission, $12.26.
G. C. HAYNES, Clerk.
OwWEGO Q. M.—Held its last session with
the Windham Center church,
Aug. 26—28.
We found the interior of the church remodeled and much beautitied through the energies
and supervision of Bro. (ireen, their pastor.
But few delegates were present,
yet God was
with us and that to bless, and a rich: feast was
enjoyed.
The sermen Sabbath morning, by
Milo W. Dodge, was one of interest. The
Woman’s Missionary meeting Saturday evening was a success.
ext sesslon at Rome, Oct. 22; opening ser«
mon by Rev. J. H. Green on Saturday, 10.30,
A. M. Covenant meeting at 1 o’clock, and
Conference at 8 o’clock, P. M.
G. W. MAYHEW, Clerk.

last session was

of more than usual interest. Reports were received from all the churches but two, and were
encouraging.
Meetings well attended and -a

reviyal spirit was

manifested.

We

looked in

vain for some of the ministerial brethren of the

Chenango Q. M. who had signified their inten-

tion to be present.

Rev.

O.

Cooper

was

ap-

pointed Corresponding Messenger to the next
session of the Chenango Q. M.
Next session with the I.inchlaen church.

:

of

;

Missionary

W. A. PHILLIPS,

Clerk.

SUICIDE AND DYSPEPSIA.

A most remarkable cure for dyspepsia “ Wells’
Health Renewer.” The greatest tonic, best billious
and liver remedy known. $1. Druggists.,
DeDover, N. H.

will be held in the

Lawrence,

in the Eastern and Middle States find themselves
‘obliged to contend against the difficulties of a
worn out soil and the scarcity of timber on their
lands. No one will struggle on willingly where

of the

Temperance
ranraciion

HILLSDALE

ot

other

OUusiness,

wil

08

Elam

Rev. L. B. Potter, Lansing, Mich.,

\

At

to

Y. M., should be sent for F. M., H. M.

Baptists

in

North-

West.

Wykoff, Minn.,

Oct. 4—6, 1851.

Tuesday—2.30, P.M.
Call to order; Choosing
tem porary officers; Appoiating
committee to draft

Constitution and nominate officers. 2.15. Prayer.
meeting, led by C. R. Calkins. 3.15. Address of
Welcome, J.
M. Youngs; Response, D. D. Mitchell. Report
of
committee.
Choosing officers.
7.30. Sermon, Subject: The necessity for the ex-

Oct,

whom

money for this Y. M. work should

be sent. Jos)

- Rev. J. H. Durkee, Pike, N. Y.,
Treasurer
Central Association; to whom all its fund¥ should
be sent.
(62639)
Rev. P. W. Perry, Jackson, Mich.

Mrs Vose Prairie City Ill

1.00

May

1.00

““

“"

LL 3

~”

Jlassin Paige St 8 S Lowell
Mrs Jennett MyWest Fairfield Mich
Laura

wh

a

“

25.00
10.00

5.00

“"

1-00

Purchase
:

J. H, Reeves.

8.30.

10.00

4.00

14.00
on special $3000, $1849.95

Money

:

Subject:

R Collins—Miss C

Anderson—J
Blaisdell—F
B Borden—
W Colby—A

Cummings—W D

Dimm—J

T

Delzell—A D
Drumond—A
M Davis—Mrs
A
Dunn—G W Eaton—J
Edgecomb—N H Farr—E

L Farrington—Mrs 8 Folsom—A M Fogg—B H
Gilke
Gordon—J § Gay—B Gale—M
Harris—
E H
Highee—J J Hoag—L B Hall—A S Humphrey—R Higging—J G
Harvey—T Hunlington—J 8
Kitchen—B Lane—M
Lamb—J B Lash—A A
Moulton—T F Millett—G W Mayhew—L A Mains
—J W Martin—Mrs J C Nye—E Owen—N K Potter—Nrs IL, H Page—L T Peterson—D Patridge—
T H Roberts—Mrs S J Robinson—F Reed—W T
Smith—M 8 Stevenson—E M Smith—G B Shore

—D Smith—T H: Smithers—D Stickney—S W Til
ton—P Thorp—A P Tracey—R Vaughn—-C E Van
Antworp—H White—H F Wood—E Wright—O D
Ward—C Whipple—W Williams—A E Wilson—D
Yeaton—L

Young.
Books

led
How

Strength be best promoted?

J.

Village,

Aug.

Wellston,

and
:

20, by Rev.

H,

Canney, both of Ossipee, N. H.

Died
Vt., Aug. 28, after a lingering

illness

of consumption, Erving Harvey, aged 15 years.
In Lyndon Center, Vt., Aug. 25, of consumption,
Mises

Laura

A. Park, aged 20 years.

you can
renting a farm when
'N TIME and TERMS a

and HOME
FARM TS
Fine BEST
almost at your door.
MARKE
With the

RE
300 00. 0 LowACrate

Final adjournment.
Moxom.
At the close of each essay a general

in
Farming Lands
Fin
the est
World. Easy payments.
address

of interest. For terms,

Long ae LO "BARNES, Lansing, Mich.

Freewill

Baptist

rence,

vention.
Rev. O.

7 o'clock,

T. Moulton.

EVENING—Anniversary]Con-

Meeting
712

for Prayer

o’clock,

1tf

1

Business.

by
8

o'clock, Anniversary sermon by Rev. O. D. Patch,
. WEDNESDAY, OCT. 5. MORNING—HOME MiIsSIONS. 8 0’clock, Meeting of the Executive Com-

“erms to Agents.

The

and Musical

AT

BRISTOL,

TURBINE WHEEL.
BnOne Thousand Wheels
now

kinds

will

i

2

m26

LIGHT

PE--DEAF

PERFECTLY

SEMPRE”

(30cts.)

ust issued, 20 months in preparation by ablest

large Pages.

¢ide measure,

Music

AGENTS

ting

C.

PRINCE

C.

OF

CHURCH

One

anything take like it.” ~ Send

Irons,

NERVE

and

MANHATTAN

DYER’S
and

Liver

of 40 Years’ Continuance

have

TESTIMONIALS.
Rev. A. Ridlon,

(Cong.)

Hallowell,

Me.,

says,

«] take great pleasure in recommending your
pills, for they de more than you claim for them.”

pOOKS in the

ORLD

Full de-

seriptive

catalogue

Free.

Book Co., 16 W.14th St., N. Y. P.0.Box 4580

urgative Pills make New Rich
Blood, and will completely change the blood in
the entiresystem in three months. Any person
who will take 1 pill each night from 1to 12 weeks
maybe restored to sound health, if such a thing

Agent says, “pr

4

i be possible, Sent by mail for 8 letter stamps.
1, 8. JOHNSON
& CO., Boston, Mass.,
formerly

Bangor, Me.

TREAT-

€

20 Beautiful Stops, 5 Octaves
Carved Walnut Case. Send for
our Illustrated Catalogue. It
‘gives information which pro. |

ects the purchaser and makes

deceitimpossible. Murchal&
Smith, 8 W,1ith 8t,,N.X.

treats

ment. One dollar a box, or six boxes for five dollars ; sent by mail, post-paid on receipt of price.
We guarantee six boxes to cure any case. With
each order received by us for six boxes, accompa“ited with five dollars, we will send the purchaser
guarantee to return the money if the
or written
treatment does not effect a cure. . Guarantees issued only when the treatment is ordered direct
from us,’ Address
SMITH, DOOLITTLE & SMITH,
Gen. N. E. Agts., 24 & 26 Tremont St., Boston, Ne.
y

Agents wanted. $5 a
made
selling our NEW Ef
Tan
ARTICLES and FAMILY SCALE.
Weighs up to 25 1bs,

Domestic

EYE BELL FOUNDRY
BUCK
Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches

Schools, Fire Alarms, Farms, etc. FULLY
Catalogue sem Free,
WARRANTED,

VANDUZEN

The Hewit

NEW RICH BLOOD!

of

50 cents for Can-

month's

i

4 complete Irons in one: Smoothing, Crimping

Loss of Memory, Premature Old Age, caused byto
over-exertion or over-indulgence, which leads reOne box will cure
misery, decay and death.
Each box contains one

pple

gentlemen to make money,

a specific for Hysteria, Dizziness, ConvulMental Depression,
Nervous Headache,

cent cases.

0

Taine’s History of
tory of England. § J Eng. Literature 11’ge
51’ge 12mo. vols. ® 129mo vol. handsomely
cloth; uly $2.00
bound, for only 50 cts.

Over 450 pages.

BRAIN

H

HEAPEST
Macauioy's His-

Diseases.
AND

sel

please
address THE HEWITT MANUFACTURING
LCOMPAN YX, Box 868, Pittsburg, Pa.

supply the demand. Terms free.
178 Washington Street, Boston.

Brain

to

and Fluting, Band and Glossing Iron.
Terms very lib
eral, Profits large and sells rapidly, as every House=
keeper wants one.
Fxclusive territory
given to agents,
No opposition.
For prices, terms and
full information,

by author of “Pioneer Boy," “Bob-

Fascinates old and young.

EVERYWHERE

the best Family Hnitever invented.
Will knit a pair of

RARE. CHANCE

dozen

CARFIE

W.

‘or Ladies and

& CO.,

Includes his assassination.

DR. E. C. WEST'S
MENT;
gions,

& Co.,

Manufacturing
Company ‘wants an-Agent in every County
in the United States, to take the Agency for the King's

| CINCINNATI, 0.

and

GARRETSON

for circular and terms to the Twombly Knitting
Machine Co., 49 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

SONG.
per

WANTED

Machine

stockings,

WILLIAMS.

Price, 75 cents each, by mail, $7.50
by Express.

No Bmw Yori

BRADLEY,

20 minutes.
It will also knit a great variety of fancywork for which there is always a ready market.
Send

In presenting this work to the musical public,
we believe we can heartily recommend it as fully
meeting the requirements of a bcok of this scope
and design, and that its practical use will demonstrate that it is indeed

JOHN

Address

No, 66 N, Fourth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

The PRINCE OF SOXG contains the results of
the ripened experience of these 2 most successful
teachers and conductors, and is just what might
be expected from real live, progressive, wide-

THE

Pro-

and Advanced

and
Conventions.
and

Tells all about

Social, Educational and Religious

Condition; Nationalities represented; Climate, Soils,

Classes,

CASE

Prices;

ducts, Herds; Wages, all Trades and Professions; Mercantile and Manufacturing
Business; all Statistics; Areas;
Rainfalls; Manitoba,
British Columbia, Alaska, Texas—
every section beyond the Mississippi. Sells to every class,
ond secures the most unqualified endorsements,
Substantially bound
10 inches in length and over 7 in width, out-

|Pg

C.

Retails 88.25 and $5.00.

Farming, Homestead, Railroad and other Lands:

I'ransportation,

PRINCE OF SONG:
C.

Geo=

graphical scholar. County Maps of every State and Terri~
‘ tory in colors, made expressly, showing every Railroad and
every important Town.
Beautifully Illustrated. 1812

CNoIrs;

By

RESTORE THE HEARING

and perform the work of the Natural Drum.
Always in position, but invisible to others.
All
nversation and even whispers heard distinctly, We refer to those using
them. Send for
descriptive circular with testimonials. Address
H.P.K. PECK & C0,, 858 Broadway, New York.

Aa~Any book mailed for retail price.

Secular

PE

Dr. Peck’s Artificial Ear Drums

-AND LIFE (35 cts.) in the iront rank of Sundayschool song books, a worthy companion of which

Institutes

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

rn

common schools the same may be said. Do not
fail also te examine Tilden’s truly excellent
WELCOME CHORUS ($1) which is undoubtedly the best high school song book for those who
desire a new one. Also keep in mind LIGHT

and

/tions.
A specialty made ot
Machine Moulded
Gears.
:

welcome

0

Singing

in use,

the master

(75 cts.) by Emerson, is the singfor the season.
The best of all his
books, as the HERALD
OF
is probably of his church music
his SONG BELLS
(50 cts.) for

for Elementary

CONN,

NATIONAL

who makes it likes to use, and uses so successfully in musical meeting.
27 Choruses, 144 octavo
pages.
Price in koards, $1.25; paper, $1.00.

A Collection of Sacred

Co., Philadelphia, Pa-

| giving perfect satisfaction.
484 Mill Gearing of all descrip-

this new compilation of just the music

is the equally good BEACON

+

Manutacture the

b

_ The IDEAL
ing school book
singing “school
PRAISE ($1)
books, and of

people are

mitations.
y. illustr ated life of
Send for circulars and extra

sident.

Conventions.

Chorus associacions of all

ons of

of * satchpenny

By CARL ZERRAHN.

Nerve

D.

CO.,

Te Notional Waker Wheel Co

Index.

vassing Book and help
JAS. H. EARLE,

Dyspeptic
Pills.

to

1y26eow

Sacred and Secular Choruses,
Selected and arranged

$1.50.

PR.

&

v

Address NarmioNaL Puss

81 Randolph Street, Chicago.

never saw

Headache

boon

Boston, Mass.

Beware

our martyred

Mail.

76 East Ninth Street, New York.

bin Boy.” &c.

been Cured by Them. They are the
Great Mandrake Liver Pill.
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TUESDAY, OCT. 4.

by

BICLOW & MAIN,
:

W hite House,’’

Headaches

6th.

Copy

Agents IDENT

Bat-

Anniversaries, at Law=

Oct. 4th, 5th and

$2.25 per

PRESIDENT GARFIELD
issued since his election. ‘From Log Cabin to

by

:
discussion

THAYER,

ation,

make money.

awake men.

NEVER WAST
rey
i
OY on your 4)

a

1t contains the full Jistory of hignoble and eventful life

:
Compiled by S. LASAR.
852 Pages of Superior Anthems suitable for all occasions, beautifully puted }and bound in flexible cloth covers.

Miss

Wm.

Ward, at the parsonage, Mr. Eli Blaisdell, of East
Grant;—et—Lebanen
Rochester, and Miss Mary
place and by the same, Sept. 1,
In the same
Me.
Mr, Charles C. Whitehouse and Miss Cora B.

In Sutton,

F.
i -

IE

Married
Water

ad

5,000 Agents Wanted for Life of

Mining,

can.

D

H.

MAIL.

G H Pinkham Meredith Center N H
F E Briggs North Gray Me
Rev G P Rice Red HillN B

In

proven

Shousaids

13 Temple Place,

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

Forwarded.
BY

.

gon. 2,P. M.
ports from different fields of
labor, Missionaries leading. 3. Question box, E.
Berry in charge. Social. 7.80. Sermon, J. H.
will follow.

JUST ISSUED!

Letters Received.

FP Adams—O G Augir—GM
Boyd—E D Baldwin—J Baker—J C
E Briggs—F H Butler—A J Bird—S
Mrs E G E Brown—J H Ballard—G

young
men be most
effectually
led into the
ministry and what qualification should be required for ordination? ‘A. J. Davis.
10. Essay, Subject: Our duty in regard to the Sabbath desecration and irreligion in our midst, E. J. Keville.
11. Essay, Subject: How can denominational
Unity and

©

Have

in

women.
ey are prepaied expressly
for, and, if
used as directed, never fail to ps the most obatinate Misplacements, Ovarian Troubles and Chronic Weaknesses, 80 common to the best of the sex.
All letters are answered by a skillful Female Physician. Pills sold b
gists, or mailed
upon
receipt of price, $1.00
per
box; six boxes, $5.00,
Send for pamphlet and list of cured. Address,

For Singing Societies

its future, A. A,

Prayer-meeting;

foseay,

Absolutely Pure.

Q

nominational Doctrines Biblical, and usages consistent ¢ W. Hayden. 3.30. Essay, Subject: How
can we best promote denominational education in
the North-west? E. P. Augir.
4.30. Question
box, E. Berry in charge.
7.30. Sermon, J. F.
M.

RY

Made from Grape Cream Tarter.—No other preparation makes such light, flaky, hot breads, or
luxurious pastry,
Can be eaten by Dyspeptics
without fear of he i 11s resulting from heavy Tir
gestible food. Sold only in eans, by all Grocers.
ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., New York.

48.00

Total

;

JToNIC PILLS

_ Receipts for Anthony Memorial Hall.
C C Foster Garland Me
5.00

Rev. J. H. Moxom; followed by M. H., Tarbox.
10.30. Essay:
How
shall we best sustain the
Mission enterprise
in the North-west?
H. J.
Brown.
2, P.M.
Kssay,
Subject:
Are
our De-

A.

2

(26t)

Wednesday—8, A. M. Prayer-meeting, led by N.
W. Bixby. 3.30. Review of the Sermon by A. A.
Smith. 9.00. Essay, Subject: The necessity of |
Free Baptist Mission work in the North-west,

Thursday,—8,

;

VEGETABLE

all

Smith.

Locke.

°

Moe, Angus Bly

Rev. J D. Batson, Northfield, Minn., Treasurer
of the Minn. Y. M. Mission Socles
to whom ail

Yo

PROGRAMME,

istence of our denomination and

-

Gazette,

Homaspathic Chemists, London, Eng.
Also Epps’ C hocalate
Essence for Affermoon Use.
.
5
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the

vice

and Educa-

tion Societies.

Union.

church in Lawrence, Mass., Oct. 6, at 7.30, P. M,,
to choose officers and transact other business.
L. L. HARMON, Rec. Sec.
Philadelphia, Pa., Sept. 19, 1881.
F.

us, ready to attack wherever there

money contributed within the bounds of the Mich,

Mr. Charles L. McMillin, of
Lydia E. Rutherford, of R.

Unlon,

Sunday School

of

church,

W. A. MYERS,

In Rutland, O., Sept. 18, by Rev. S. H. Barrett,

of the
Freewill Baptist
church in
Mass., Oct. 5, 1881, at 7.30, P, M.
H.F. Woop, Sec.

Association

Q. M., with the Dover

KF. B. church,

The Anniversary of the Freewill Baptist Sunday School Union will be held in the F. Baptist

——————————

Many persons engaged in. agricultural pursuits

vestry

Mass., Wed., Oct. 5, at 130, P. M,
MRS. J. A. LOWELL, Cor Sec.

the vestry
Lawrence,

Q. M. with the Potter church, Oct. 7—
F. H. BUBAR, Clerk.

1—9.

Society.

The annual meeting: of the Freewill Baptist
Temperance Union for the election of officers and
ne

(52638)

HoOULTON

THE ANNUAL MEETING of the Free
Baptist
WOMAN'S MISSIONARY SOCIETY for the choice of
officers, and the transaction ot other business,

@uarterly ¥eetings.

_ McDoxouGH Q. M.—The

munion Baptist Association, Marion, Ohio.

A Curtis—Mrs Z Chamberlain—Mrs F M Conant—
C Cass—T L Cunpingbam—A J Cole—J Coffin—C

Education Society.
The annual meeting of the Freewill Baptist Education Society for the election of officers and the

Rev,

Free Come

election of officers

THERE will be a meeting of the Managers of the
Free Baptist WOMAN’S
MISSIONARY SOCIETY on

Lawrence,

(25622)

Ohio

Womai’s Mission Goodrich Mich

come before it, will be held at Lawrence, Mass., in
the Freewill Baptist chavch, Oct. 5th, 1881, at 9.30
o'clock, A. M.
GEO. F. MOSHER, Rec. Sec.
Dover, N. H., Sept. 8, 1881.

of

;

Treasurer

Womnn’s Mission Holland
M per C A Bassett

Home Mission Society.
annual meeting of the Freewill Baptist

transaction

8. D. Bates,

E. W. RICKER, Secretary.

H., Sept. 5, 1881.

floating around

Clerk.

A S Lansing W Steventown NY

CONVENTION
of Freewill
with the Lawrence, Mass,

church, Oct. 4—6.

*

Rev.

of

Made simply with Poiling water or milk.
Sold in tins, (only % 1b. and 1b.) Jaheled

Post-Office Addresses.

Me.

many

isa
ak point. We may escape many a fatal
shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with pure
bleod,and a properly nourished {rame.”—Civil Ser-

Small.

onthe Ill Central R. R.,
2, P, M.) before the 5th Sabbath in Oct.
G. A. GORDON,

+”

y-

save ns

JAMES EPPS & CO.,

. E. N. FERNALD (to whom all contributiens
from the churches for our Benevolent Societies sbould
be sent), Lewiston, Me.
52¢

Notice is hereby given that the annual meeting
E. J. Keville, Southern Minnesota Y. M. Mis
of the Freewill Baptist FOREIGN
MISSIONARY
SOCIETY
for considering the reports of the Treassionary, have held a two-days meeting with
surer and
Corresponding
Secretary
and the
the Elmore and Joe Davis churches, resulting J transaction of any other necessary business, will
be
held
in
the
Free
Baptist
church
in
Lawrence,
in eight accessions to the membership . . ..
Mass., on Thursday, Oct. 6, at 2.30 o’clock, P. M.
Also, two persons have recently united with
O. B. CHENEY, Rec. Sec.
Lewiston, Me., Sept. 12, 1831.
the Mapleton church,

ts

Sept. 21, Rey. John Q. Adams, recent gradrate of Bates Theological School, was ordained

remedy

one

lo

may

It 1s by the judicious
use

such articles of diet that a constitution may be
built up until strong SLOuEN to resist ev:
tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are

miles east of Desoto,
beginn ing on Friday (at.

specaresaid:
with
and

curative

which

church, Jackson Co., Ill, 8

ciency in obstinate and so-called incurable cases of Bright’s disease in this city. In some of
these cases, which seemed to be in the last stages,
and which had been given up by practitioners of
both schools, the speedy change wrought by this
remedy seemed but little less than miraculous. I
am convinced that for Bright's disease in all its
stages, including the first symptoms, which seem
80 slight but are so dangerous, no

v. Wm.

beverege,

doctor’s bills.

N.
W. Bixny,
A
For Committee on Location.
LOONEY SPRING Q. M., with the Beaver Pond

Ministerial Statement.

Liver Cure, and with its remarkable

flavored

heavy

Notices.

All money contributed for the Maine State Mission should be sent to Rufus Deering, Portland,

cial secretary of Howard University, and is
ially fitted to judge of merit and demerit. In
cent letter from Washington to a friend he
Ihave for two years past been acquainted
the remedy known as Warner's Safe Kidney

pot Lothrops & Pinkham, Dover, N. H.

Maine.

_troductory sermon b

Rev. C. A, Harvey, D. D., is the popular finan.

Minnesota.

DECLINE OF MAN.
Impotence of mind, limb, or vital function, nervous weakness, sexual debility &c., cured by
Wells’ Health Renewer. $1. At druggists. De.

Eastern.

Cherry

energies, and brings good health quicker than
anything you canuse.— 7ribune. See notice.

of families.

pot Lothrops & Pinkham,

Ministers and Churches.

Wild

and the transaction of such other business as may

Wisconsin.

Rev. E. A. Howe

of

Invigorating Food for the Brain and Nerves

meet

it a complete SUCCESS.

With great care we chose

:

that

their mites.

column

out-

fited religiously and morally, as well as financially, in building churches.
Elder Bates of
Marion was present in the forenoon, and did
good service. After having raised about $600

another should be raised, to which all
may have the privilege of contributing {=

You will see in another

to remain

side. Elder O. E. Baker of Marion delivered
an impressive sermon at 11 o’clock A. M., from
the words, “ I was glad when they said unto
me, Let us go into the house of the Lord.”
The report of the building committee was,
that $1051 had been raised and paid, and there
was a balance of $749 to be raised; after which
Rev. W. H. Gibson of Tiffin (better known as
(Gen. Gibson) spoke with his usual force and

The
and

Balsam

provided our breakfast tables. with. a de

DELAWARE & CLAYTON Q. M,,at Buffalo Grove,
Towa, commencing Friday evening ak 7 o'clock,
Nov. 4, and continuing
over the
Sabbath, In-

is what we need in these days of rush and worry. Parker’s Ginger Tonic restores the vital

Ohio.

-. fifty thousand dollars) inaugurated some
time ago, which is to be invested for the
‘benefit of Mrs, Garfield and her family,
has been very quickly raised since the
President’s death; and the subscriptions
have not stopped at that amount.
It
seems to us now very desirable thateither
this fund should

a

The church erected at Morral, Marion Co.—
Rev. Isaac Seitz pastor—was
dedicated
on
Sunday, Sept. 11, according to previous announcement.
The church was filled to its ut-

contributions

and children.
(two hundred

to become

Wistar’s

Sin

BREAKFAST.
2
‘ By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
which govern the operations of
digestion - and nutrition, and by a_careful Applica on of the fine
properties of well selected
Cocoa, Mr. E;
bas’

E. W. RICKER, Sec.

Quarterly Meeting

238

always at hand. It cures Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, Whooping Cough, Croup, Influenza, Consumption, and all Throat and Lung Complaints,
50 cents and $1 a bottle, 87
io

on the

Western.

dollars, the meeting

Have

This

oclock,

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul R. B. will
carry all persens home for one-fifth the regular
fare who pay full fare in gomg
to attend the- Association of Free Baptists of the North-west, held
at Ve kofl, Ming ., Oct. 4—6. Brethren and sisters,
improve
this opportunity,
for social and religious
improvement.
D. D. MITCHELL.

Vegetable Com-

pound.
Send to Mrs. Lydia E, Pinkham,
Western Ave., Lynn, Mass., for pamphlets.’

With a good house of
it ought

at Lawrence, Oct, 4—6.

a

EPPS’ COCOA.

’

6 12

of the Executive Committee of the Sun-

or any of its branches, to attend the Anniversaries

Thousands of women have been entirely cured’
of the most stubborn cases of female weakness by

that city and is successfully carrying forward
the: work there....A. P. Houghtaling reports

worship clear of

4

the use of Lydia I. Pinkham’s

;

SCHOOLS.

a

GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.

day School Union in the Vestry. 7 o’clock, Praise
service, led by Rey. E. P. Moulton. 712 o’clock,
Anoual Meeting of the Sunday School Union. 8
o’clock, Public Services: Report of the Corresponding Secretary, Rev. H. F. Wood, and address
y Rev. J. M. Louden, followed by discussion.
Freereturn tickets have been secured for all
who pay full fare over the Boston & Maine R.R.

Pearls White Glycerine has a remarkable affinity for the skin, making it soft and smooth. Try
Pearl's White Glycerine Soap.
:

Harringtonof Hillsdale, engaged as a supply
for the Elmira church, has moved his family to

Northern Central R. R.

EVENING—SUNDAY

Meeting

Ladics can not read the pamphlet issued by H.
F. Thayer & Co., without being convinced of the
_yalue of Healy’s Vegetable Tonic Pills for the
cure of Chronic Female Weaknesses.

breth-

church is the only one in a little village

Dudley, followed by discussion.

and traveler in malarial districts.

under

au increase of interest at Pine Valley,

15c. per box.

Ayer’s Ague Cure should be in every household
in regions where Fever and Ague prevail. It
should be taken as a preventive by every resident

ren and sisters of the Veteran church....Bro.

large, would be the raising of a memorial

fund made up of popular

the ‘matter

ed by the kindly attentions of the good

must now be intrusted to other hands.”

: ‘editor. :

has

ants, insects.

whose life for several-days was despaired of—
are now recovering. They feel much comfort-

needed rest, as we have been wont to do,
while they prosecuted the work which
The Star for the time being, is in the

y

his charge
resignation
C. A. Hilchurch in

NT

Parsons. 21-2 o’clock, Annua! Meefi ing of the |
Foreign Mission Society. 8 o'clock, Public Services: Report: of the Corresponding Secreta
~
Rev. C. 8S. Perkins, and address by Rev. C.D.

Ask drnggists for “ Rough on Rats.” It clears
out rats, mice, bed'bugs, roaches, vermin, flies:

consideration. Bro. Hilton is needed in the
Rochester Q. M.
Daa
Rev. O. 8. Brown and wife, of Veteran, who
have been very sick—especially sister B.

The report of the Committee on the edi-

that your Committee learn through the

York.

J. B. Randall has resigned
East Kendall church; his
yet been accepted.i...Rev.
received a call to the F. B.

Waterloo,

so
:

& TIFT, Cincinnati, O.

|

Sells at $1.50.

SeALECo., Cincinnati,

Standard Biography
GARFIELD.
of PRESIDENT
Able Authors. Fine Illustrations, Ney,

650 Pages.
His early life, rise into prominAuthentie; Complete;
to the Fresi=
ence as a Soldier and Legislator; election
ou
in
dency; the formation of his Cabinet; the contest

mo
:
an:
writes, * Your pills give the best of satisfac.
ress; the Attempt on his Life; his Surgical Treatment
mittee of the Home Mission Society in the Vestry. H.,
o Fastest Relling
Taste, all fully discussed.
a
tion. Please send me 40 boxes.
i
Everywhere.
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9 o’clock, Prayer for Home Missions, led by Rev.
agents.
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.
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Book
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;
ordaining prayer, Rev.¥. C. Bradeen of No. rich farming lands in Michigan, now offered for ed by discussion.
AND ~~ WOMAN’S
Deacon T. G. Earle, of Park St. ¥. B. Church,
AFTERNOON—CONVENTION
“~¥Berwick ; hymn; charge by Rev, 7. F. Millett sale on very easy terms of payment, and possess.
Woof
Meeting,
Providence, R, L., says,
* 1have used Dr. Dyer's
MISSIONS. 1 1-2 o'clock, Annual
, Buchu,
ing every advantage in healthfulness of climate,
-of North Parsonsfield; hand of f
pillg for headache and dyspepsia, and have re.
man’s Missionary Society in the Vestry. 2 o’clock,
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ceived more benefit from one box of them than
led by Rev. J. A. Lowell, 21-2
Meeting,
abundance
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and
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rich,
virgin
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Benevolent
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from
all
other
medicines
I
ever
used,
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Convention
Dr. Bowen; benediction by the candidate. These are considerations which no intelligent o'clock,
From an honored member of the Society of
Report of the Financial Secretary, Rev, E. N, FerFriends, North Vassalboro’, Me., July 80, 1878:
We think Bro. Adams enters on his pastorate farmer will overlook in making his choice of a new nald, followed by discussion. 3 142 o’clock,
Dressing.
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Services
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B EVENING—TEMPERANCE. 61.2 o’clock, Meeting
Extreme Tired Feeling.
"of Directors of the Temperance Union, in the midsummer.—Death seemed just before me. I
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~dinanceof baptism Sunday, Sept. 18. The
tugraved Portraits of President J.
commenced using Dr. D. Dyer’s pills in October,
Vestry. 17 o'clock, Meeting of Prayer for the Tem4
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A lady tells us * the first bottle, has done my
framework of the parsonage at Water Village
1877, and found relief at once, end am enjoying
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8 month.
i
daughter a great deal of good, her food does not o'clock, Annual Meeting of the Temperance
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your Golden Ointment
We are informed that the recent statement cure. No other preparation contains’such a con- o'clock, Meeting of the Executive Committee of DEAR SIR :—1 have used Iwas
so low when I com.
for piles and your pills,
Copies: . QSCAR MARSHALL,
that Rev. F. P, Wormwood had accepted a centration of vitalizing, enriching, purifying and the Education Society in the Vestry. 81:2 o’clock
menced using your pills, in 1868, that my friends
Meeting of Frage for “Hducational interests led
1
Publisher,
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life. I have been
my
of
call to the New Hampton church was An error, invigorating properties as Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
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and Physicians
Salley. 9 o'clock, Annual Meeting
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cured
By your pills, and now enjoy comfortable
.¥ 245 Broadway, New York, .
The church occupied by the F. B, society at
ob the Education Society. 9 1-2 o’clock, Public
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health. * They work like a charm.
Services: Report of the Corresponding Secretary,
Mill Village, Wolfboro’, has been repaired and From Alonzo 8, Weed, Publisher of Zion's Rev.
24 them is, a continued use requires a less dose.
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A. Given, and address by Rev.
G. 8. Ricker,
Herald,85 Bromfield St., Boston.
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of the Executive 'C
SEA) Book Conee
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prietors,
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Service of Prayer and
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and
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at 7 inthe evening: Singing; Scriptures and
prayer, by Rev. P. 8, Burbank; hymn; ser-
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Rev. 8S. P. Fernald,
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his year with renewed

to remain with the church which
well served the past two years.
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- Five hundred dollars were appropriated this year to each of the Mission Societies, and two hundred and fifty dollars ‘to
the Education Society. We enter upon
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thought of Willie. “I am very, very
found if more than he could do to keep would likely get the prize; for there was
sorry that I was so unkind ; but what can
Johnnie up in the water, for he held on another with Willie's name, Sally said,
Idonow?
to him so he could not swim, and being and Mr. Forbes would never know. He
«Think for yourself, Charlie,” said
Willie
all
about
as large as Willie, they both went down thought for a long time
Mr.
Albertson, “and try to find some
together. Mrs. Brown's gardener brought had done for him mn saving his life, and
way
to show your love for poor little
a rope, and when they saw them come he got up, determined to ask his mother’s
Willie.”
to
‘forgetting
up threw it to them. Johnnie caught it, advice, which he did, not
« Charlie thought a long while, and then
but Willie's strength was gone, and he tell her how Le had been'tempted. His
springing
up, clapped his hands and exsank again. The gardener gave the rope mother thought it best to tell Mr. Forbes,
claimed:
I
know what would be splenit
finding
and
to Mrs. Brown and the servants, who at- who looked at the paper,
did, papa. I will take some of the money
it,but
arrange
would
he
Johnnie
told
tended to Johnnie, while the gardener right,

Poetry,
EXIT SUMMER.
The golden rod is yelloy;
The corn is turning brown;

The trees in apple orchards
‘With fruit are bending down;
'

The gentian’s bluest fringes
Are curling in the sun;

In dusty pods the milkweed
Its hidden silk has spun;

swam out for Willie.

the shore, but it was some tinie before he

The sedges flaunt their harvest
In every meadow nook,
And asters by the brookside

became conscious. He was” placed in
Johnnie’s bed and the doctor and his
mother were sent for. The doctor thought

Make asters in the brook;

| it best not to move Willie for a day or two,

From dewy lanes at morning,

The grapes’ sweet odors rise;

until he was stronger. The day after,
Johnnie sat by Willie's bed, waiting for
him to wake. Willie finally opened his
eyes.
)

At ‘noon the roads all flutter

With the yellow butterflies.
By all these lovely tokens
September days are here,
With summer’s best of weather
And autumn’s best of cheer.

“0,

01d Gosport’s quaint, forsaken church.
No sign is left of all the town
Except a few forgotten graves;

But to and fro the white sails go
Slowly across the glittering waves.
And summer idlers stray about
‘With curious questions of the lost
And vanished village, and its men,
‘Whose boats by these same waves were
tossed.

i

}

2

i

you're

awake.

I

¢ Yes, I forgot. It seems a week since
yesterday.”
«You know the day you showed me
how to de the example ?”
Yes, Willie did remember it.
¢« Do you know I was mean enough to
put a stick in your dinner that day?”
«I didn’t find any.”
«No; I went in and took it out. What
made you so patient when all of us boys
tried our best to torment you ?”

A lonely sea-fowl on its perch,
Blown by the cold sea-winds, it stands,

43%

glad

any one-about it.”

High on the lichened ledges, like

i

so

“Do you? About the example?’
-_
“ No; you know we were not to ask

THE DESERTED CHURCH.

53

Iam

want to falk to you.”

0-0-0

i

not to say anything about it. The nextday
the room was crowded with the friends of

He brought him to

;

« Because I am trying to be a Chris-

_3 wonder if the old church dreams
About its parish, and the days
The fisher people came to hear
The preaching and the songs of praise?

tian.”

‘« Well, you are a strange boy.

Do

you know you almost died trying to save
me?”

Rough-handed, browned by sun and wind,

¢ The Lord died to save us all.”

Heedlessof fashion or of creed,
They listened to the parson’s words—

“ But wasn’t you afraid when
thought you was going to die?”

Their pilot heavenward indeed.
Their eyes on week-days sought the church,
Their surest landnfark, and the guide
That Jed them in from far at sea,
!
Until they anchored safe beside

:

The harbor wall that braved the storm

«“ No,

for

then

be with my

a

week

now

before

school

closed ; the example was in every one's
The church is standing here alone. .
mind. The boys were to giveds their papers the day before, so the teacher could
But still I hear their voices strange,
And still I see the people go
see who were right. Each boy passed up
Over the ledges to their homes;
and laid his paper on the desk and took:
The bent old women’s footsteps slow :
his seat again. The teacher laid them in
The faithful parson stops to give
his desk and closed it. At noon the
_ Some timely word to one astray;
scholars had an hour for dinner. Most of
The little children hurry on
them went home. After they had gone
Together, chattering of their play.
two boys entered and looked around.
I know the blue sea covered some,
. “The coast is clear.”
.¢
And others in the rocky ground
«What do you want to take it for?
Found narrow lodgings for their bones—
You won't get it.”
God grant their rest is sweet and sound!
««] dont want'it. I only want him to
1 saw the worn rope idle hang
be wrong. Every one made such a fuss
Beside me in the belfry brown.
when he saved Johnnie Brown, if he gets
1 gave the bell a solemn toll—
the prize he will be too proud to come
I rang the knell for Gosport town.
-here to school ; he’ll have to go to a pri—Harper’'s Magazine.
yi
vate school when his mother gets rich
washing.”
They went up to the desk, and looking
over the papers took out the one with
«Willie Dean ” onii, and put another in its
JOHNNIE'S TEMPTATION,
nlana
fixing=) things as they were,
place: After
1x16
«dear!
I can’t get this example,”
they went out, taking the paper with
and down went book and slate in a very
them. As the door closed a little black
impatient way.
head peeped from behind a bench, and
«If you will let me, I think I can help
Sally Jones looked as if she meant to do
you,” said a voice near.
something, Taking her basket, she went
Johnnie looked up in surprise, for he to the window and climbed out, seated
Those busy fishers all are gone—=~

Family Circle.

. thought he was alone, and was more astonished still when he saw before him

his mother’s washerwoman’s

son.

They

both attended the same school in N.
“village, and it had been Johnnie’s delight

to tease Willie about his clothes and encourage others to do the same.
Only
that morning, Johnnie had hid his hat at
play-time, and put a stick in his dinnerbasket.

herself undera tree, where the boys

« Are you willing to help me after hidsoonas possible.

:

«¢ 1 found it very easy. What is it you
don’t understand?” and the despised
washermoman’s son sat down on the
grass by the merchant's son, and together
they soon had the knotty problem solved.
Without stopping to thank him, Johnnie
took his book and slate and went into the

school-house to remove

the

stick from

Willie's basket.

looked

tell

were
had

who

Dean

said, *¢ Willie

and looking around

“Go, get us a match, Sally,

Willie stepped forward,

and

after

ex-

the other back and went off.

fast as she could to

have kept very close in their

the term; this example

marks!

was

all

to decide

which deserved the prize. Two boys in this
school, for reasons which I do

not

know,

saw fit to try to take the prize from Willie.
During my absence they took his paper
from

my desk and placed another

in

its

stead. I will not say how Johnnie Brown
got it, but he did. If he had destroyedit,

he would likely have received 'the prize.
He worked hard for it, and when it was
almost in his grasp, he manfully came to
me and told of the deception.

Iknow the

boys who did it, and if Ireturn next term,

it is according to their
they return

or

not.

behavior whether
John

Brown

may

now come forward and receive a prize
for proving himself a boy that will’ do
right in the face of temptation.”

There was loud
received his prize,

applause

as Johnnie

and

father

one

and honest than to be rich and

and

She

ran

THE ELEVENTH COMMANDMENT.
“No, I will not lend you my sled,
Willie; I want to use it myself, so you
needn't beg any longer,” said little Charlie
Albertson, as he and Willie Miller were
standing on the village hill ‘ene winter's
afternoon.
“If your father is too poor to
buy

you

one,”

he continued,

‘I

can’t

help that; so move out of the way now;
for I want to ride down hill.”
The little boy moved away, and watch-

ed the flying

sled

with

longing

eyes.

in

sur-

away the tears and ran home, trying

not

to feel so very sorry.

is the reason that Charlie
coasting as he had done
was no one now to beg
ride,” no one to stand in
why was it the little boy

did not enjoy
before? There
for just one
the way; then
so soon left the

weeks before the time the teacher gave
. out an example. The boys were to work
it out and bring it in on paper, and at the

close
of school the one who got it right
was to explain before the company.

Two

you.see

them,

Brown

Johnnie

In the evening, just as Charlie had
finished studying the last lesson, his
father looked up from a book he had been

“Yes; what are they?”
“Well,

ample.

they

are

do

Willie

Dean's

ex-

The mean old things, they went

days after,as Willie was going with and stole it and tore them up, and was
clothes
to Mrs. Brown's house he stopped goingto burn these, only I stole them,
to see Johnnie rowing his little sister in a

too, I did.”

small boat, which was on a lake near the qf** Whe did, Sally, and how did you
house. As he stood watching, a little know it?”
So Sally told him all about it.
black
and tan dog came running down to.

the

water, As soonas he saw his little
er in the boat hie made a spring and

-om

the

edge, upsettingjt and

you? because

Jim and Tewis might hurt me if they
knew I told.”

“No, I 'won’t tell.

;

:

1'11 fix it all right.”

After making him promise again, Sally

went away.

Jobnnié

sat

in

a

very

| thoughtful mood. Here was a great temp-

tation ; if he did not put them back, he

school

commenced

«« Keep it,”

said

Charlie,

so

excited

that he did not know what to say; I
don’t want it; it’s yours; I didn’t. mean
to be so cross.”
T
Willie could not understand what wa
meant, and it was some

time

before

he

could realize that the beautiful sled witha
prancing black horse painted on it, was
really his own, *‘ to keep for ever and
ever,” as Charlie said. Then how happy
he was, and how happy they both ‘were
together, I can not begin to tell my. little
reader.
“Imean to write the eleventh commandment in large letters and hang it in
my room,” said Charlie, after he had told
his father how happy the sled had made

Willie.

¢* Wouldn't that be a good plan,

papa?”
“Yes, my darling,” said Mr.
Albertson; “but do not forget to ask God to
write it on your heart as well, and give
you strength to keep it always.”
Yes, indeed, I will ask Jesus to help
me,” said Charlie, “for I never could

keep it all alone.”

Will he lay the paper aside, and forget
the beautiful new commandment Christ
has given

him,

or

will

he

not

rather

think of the great love Jesus showed for
him when dying on the cross’ that he
might live, and pray God to help him
show forth his love for that dear

Saviour,

by keeping the new commandment ?
4

—

HOW HE GAINED THE SITUATION.
Sergeant S. Prentiss, a Maine boy, was
the greatest orator of the

Southern

bar,

* The Coniferous Forests of Sierra Nevada,”
illustrated, is here concluded. For this and
Boston: James R. Osgood & Co. 1881, All for the “ First Editor,”we would speak a good
3
y
| _ rights reserved.
word, as well as for the various other articles.
"* This book comprises an interesting story in All continuous articles are concluded so that
metrical verse, The namie of the author is not The Century must commence anew.

GERALDINE: A Souvenir of the St. Lawrence.

given, but the work is nene the less ¢lever and |

success.

*

livery

shirt sleeves, occupying

CONSECRATED.

By

Ernest Gilmore,

stable

a

stool

church; she can give her sympathy and influence to aid the different forms of woman's
This is'a pleasant story of religious pro- organized work ‘in the church; and she can
clivities, got up in an attractive form in 'Jarge
| pray. Whether thisis limiting her work to
clear type and will not be likely to hurt thi too small a sphere you must read the sermon
Publication House,

No. 58, Reade St.

but on the
to improve

‘
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certain

I

suppose?”

boy

before

some minutes before replying,

him

when

in

Mt. Albertson. .

Charlie commenced and ended the tenth
exultantly, without missing one word.

¢ Go on,” said his father, “I want to

Gay attempts to answer

more in my

Bible, at any rate;” and

on the hill this aftérnoon, 1 guess my lit-

ment.
Charlie blushed ; for he knew that his
father must have heard his cross words to
little Willie, and he felt very sorry indeed
that they had ever been said.
«1 wonder if my little son knows how
hard Mr. Miller has to work in order to

tle Willie's eyes, as he turned away from

the hill this afternoon.

If my

little boy

had seen how sadly the poor child looked,
I do not think he could have enjoyed even
coasting afterwards.”
¢¢ And I'm sure I didn’t enjoy it at all,

papa,” said Charlie, trying in vain to dry
the

tears

which would

come,

‘as

he

©

r

in

the

neighbor-

hood of Mrs. Shields Dr. McGruder, a
very learned man.
To him" Mrs. Shields

referred Mr. Prentiss, that he. might, examine him.
The note written by the doc»
tor to the lady read thus;
y
:

ee
Ca
one Shao Sav
ever met, and much better
me than I am him.”

qualified

to examine

Mrs. Shields was a reserved and polish-

ed lady. She read the note carefully.
When she had finished she carefully removed her glasses and remarked, ‘‘ You
are acquainted, I suppose, Mr. Prentiss,
with the contents of this note?”
¢ I am not, madam,” was his reply:
«Will you read it, if you please?’
«I did read it,” Prentiss was

wont

to

say, ‘and feel to-day it was the turningpoint of my life.
;
“1 looked up into the face of the meek

but most elegant matron who sat before
me. She was looking calmly but steadily
upon my features, and I was

astonished

when she asked, ‘ Mr. Prentiss, have you

a mother P’

aa

:

* “My heart,broke. Oh, how dear mother

and far-away home rose up to my

view.

I answered and my tears told the rest.

duction.

entitled
will be

2

in

London
2

by Hodder&

Gram-

is now ready.

‘Prof. George L, Vose
hus
resigned his
position in Bowdoin College, and accepted the
chair of Civil and Topographical Engineering
in the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

:

The fall term opened at Dartmouth College,
Sept. 1, with somewhat smaller classes in the
Academical Department, and larger in the

contains

accepted the Greek Professorship;

Scientific.

J

Rev. Francis

Brown

has not yet

Charles C.
its usual quota of readable articles. Phillips
Applegate,of the class of 1879, has been apBrooks has an able article on ‘* Dean Stanley,”
pointed tutor of Greek.
’
which treats of him as a man, writer, scholar = The fall term of Amherst College began
and preacher.
This is his first article for a
Sept. 8 with an interesting class of ninety.
magazine, and will be read, of course, by
There are twelve additions to the upper classes,
Stanley’s admirers.
Howell's ¢ Breen’s Pracin cluding men from six different colleges.
tice ” is continued;
and Col. Higginson’s
A third and final volume of the letters of
“ Carlyle’s Laugh” wilh tend to change the
Charles Dickens will be published in October.
feelings of those who read it towards its author.
Twenty-six pages of ‘ Carlyle’s ReminisRiver Driftwood ” by Miss 8..0« Jewitt Is a
cences” are said te centaip six hundred anc
simple, fresh New Englind sketch.
Students
fifty-eight parentheses.
of moral science will read the article on the
Editor Hurlburt of the New York
World
¢ Origin of Crime in Society ” with much
interest; aud so all will notice Miss Phelps’s
and editor Reid of the New
York Tribune
essay on the uestion, “Is God Good!” * The are reported to have been operating in Wall
Street, the first named to his loss, the other to
two Hamlet's ” by Richard Grant White will
be of special interest to the readers of Shakeshis gain.

peare.

Henry James continues his story with

_

A“ Centennial History of the Protestant
Episcopal Chureh in the United States,” by
Bishop Perryof Iowa, will seon be published
by James R. Osgood & Co., of Boston; .likewisé “ A History of Hartford County,” Connecticut, by Hon. J. Hammond Trumbull.

increasing interest.
The other articles, poetry
and book-reviews are up to their usual standard, which is all that we need
say
on the
subject.
The International Review for October appears on our desk with more than its a versge
table of contents, It opens with an article on

“ The

Treasury

and

the

G. H. Putnam’s Sons

a continuation

to suit.
The National

Rev.

repay

be

read

to

be

appreciated.

Goethe and

Mr,

.And

_ Mr. Andrew McLegh, of Brooklyn, N.Y.,
is engaged upon a new study of the character
and writings of the poet Burns, which will be

so

published in

that
he was

must

up

forgotten,

with the

tionary colonies was ina death struggle with

to a i

the hitherto victorious army of Cornwallis, who

was compelled to surrender. When the British
prime minister heardof it he exclaimed, * My

Each map is accompanied by a
upon

a

compact

and

of the school histories in common

"use.

We are greatly pleased with Harper & Bros.”

octavo edition, in clear pica type, of the ReIt is a handsome
vised New Testament.
volume for family use and has the merit of
putting at the bottom of the page the special
readings snd renderings preferred by the
American revisers, but not those that are in-

and

up, wiped her eyes and said
quietly, ‘You shall have the situation, | America was free. Everybody will desire to
r. Prentiss. When will it suit you to read this article. It is not, however, the only
Culifor-

is of somewhat

similar interest.
It is well illustrated: by
Julian Rix. * Bear Hunting in the South’
by James Gordon, illustrated, will be read by

:

Letween its

important feature of the publication) not only
to General Carrington’s own larger work, but

Near there at that time the army of the revolu-

a

found

be

the forces,
and subordinate commanders,
nominal and available, and the losses on each

It
to know that it was a hundred years ago.
bad then existed about seventy-five years,

* Primeval

Square

engagement in question, the names of the chief

“ Centennial,” The attention of the. reading
to it, and they have a curiosity
public is

Stoddard,

* Franklin

are

original system, 80 as to present a sfgularly
clear view of the history and significanee of the,

‘which has a special significance on this its

nia” by CO, W.

may

page of text, arranged

It opens with an article on * Old Yorktown,”

one he will wish
to read.

which

Revolution.”

This number is good and we will wait to

come and commence your school?’
¢¢ There was no word said as to the references or salary. My reply was, ¢ Tomorrow, madam.’
Here Tr was to, be

We

of men.”

covers.
X
A. 8. Barnes & Co. have in press a volume
of ** Battle Maps and Charts of the American
Revolution,” by General Henry B. Carrington, the author of “ Battles of the American

by the Century

And so ite was,

“ one of the best

publishers now announce an edition in cloth
binding. There is so much variety in the book
that every taste may be satisfied. One of
its strongest claims to popularity is the number of old songs that are out of print or long

see whether there will be-a-hetter and a best,

over!”

greatest poet

the eighteenth century, but also that

Song Collection ? hus been so great that the

Century is any better than the present num=
ber it will be simply because men are able to
make some improvement on past e xperience.
It is difficult now to see in what it will con+

all

Mr. McLean maintains

not only the

curious.
The success of Harper’s

Co., New York, and is hereafter to be known
by their cognomen, The Century.
If the next

sist.

October,

Burns was

born in

Arnold,”

Scribner's Monthly for October finishes
title.’ It is published

Addressed

His

them all and you will be satisfied.

above

life

perusal,

¢ An Adventure in the Phillippige Isles,” and
“ Two Theories of Poetry,” by W. IH. White,
H. H. Behr and A. Tilley respectively. Read

thé volume and is the last number

The

“ The Old Roman World,” ete., and so wel}
known as a popular historical lecturer. .

idéas of the

Matthew

D.

world within less than two thousand brief
questions and answers. It is written by Dr.
John Lord, author of ‘ Modern History,”

French for the last three centuries. He classifies the literature of the last thirty years under
three heads for discussion, The article must
¢ Byron,

D.

A. 8S. Barnes & Co. have now ready “ Points
in History,” a unique and interesting attempt
to compress the salient points of history of the

Karl Hillebrand treats of * French Intellectual
Life.” He speaks of the great changes which

have token place in the literal

Judson,

to Busy People,” by Rev. C. A. Row, author
of the Bampton lectures for 1877 on
Christian Evidences in Relation to Modern Thought,”
by which he was at once made famous as a
theological and critical thinker and. reasoner.
We look tor something valuable.

by Richard A.
Magazine, Who
his study very
White, though

a careful

Adoniram

Thomas Whittaker is about to publish ** Rea~

which

the same stand-point.

article ‘will amply

i
Rev.

states that

sons for Believing in Christianity,

the portraits of Alexis and his wife are filled
up, or the fidelity with which the language and
style of the period has been preserved.” * En-

not from exactly

Baptist

written by the late Dr. Wayland has been out
of print for years, and could not be bought,
except as one could pick it up at a book stall.
The work will be well done in Mr. Judson’s
hands, and will accomplish great good.

translator says:

American English ”
of the Gentleman's
the English language
has Richard Grant

by

Edward Judson, late pastor at Orange, N. J.,
is preparing a Memoir of his honored father,

of ** Saints and Sinners ” trans-

Nothing can exceed the delicacy with

Spaniards,”

Edmond De A mericis, which, if it be hall as
good
as other works by the same author on
Paris and Holland, will be very good reading
indeed.
De Americis is one of the most brilliant of the modern travel writers. Ife sees
things in all sorts of colors and describes them

Banks” by H. W.

lated from the French of Victor Cherberlieze,
Part Fifth. This is no less interesting than

original Russian.

have nearly ready the

new work on * Spain and the

Richardson, of the Portland Advertiser.
It is
an interesting discussion of the sub ject. Wm.
Myall contributes a biographical essay of ‘‘John

She rose

[}

of Letters’

The new edition of» Harkness’ Latin
mar

facturers and business men. * The Ruins of
Central America” by Charney, and * Wash
ington as a Strategist” by Carrington, will
well repay their perusal, Indeed the whole
number is an interesting and profitable pro-

God! itis

domiciled for how long I did not knoyy,

Men

A biography of President Garfield,
“ From Log Cabin to White House,”

should be settled by a commission of manu-

glish and
Proctor,
has made
much as

There was resident

‘‘ English

:

on necromancy to be found on his shelves.

the question, * Why

«J know Mrs. Shields, and she
want recommendations, young man.

world.”

the

Mr, Quaritch, the London‘ bookseller, has
published an interesting catalogue of the books

Cornwallis was at Yorktown?’
Hon, Thomas
A. Hendricks thinks the * Tariff question”

The

¢ Only my
face,” was Prentiss’ reply.
Foote looked
into his face and then at
the shrunkefi
limb, threw out his tobacco
and calling his henchman said,—
* Bring out the ball-faced mare,” and
turning te Prentiss said, * If your face is
not sufficient security, your impudence is,
and they will carry you through this

in

The English edition (Macmillan & Co.) of
Mr. Black’s*‘ That Beautiful Wretch ” will
include two other stories, ‘‘ Four McNicolls
and * Pupil of Aurelius.”

It is a translation from

Sate

volumes

Johns Hopkins
of the Univerover
the Colculture.
8. H.

the

:

Ed-

Nation.”
President Gilman of
University treats of ¢ The Idea
sity,” showing its superiority
lege as the means of generous

by Ivan Tourgenieff,”

any?”

*‘ Bentley” and Mr.

published shortly
Stoughton.

and it is there I propose going. I have
no money, am a stranger here, and propose to run my face for the hire of a horse
to carry me there, as I am too lame to
walk.”
will
Got

NOTES.

strong vindication of Puritanism.
Senator
Edmunds of Vermont replies to Hon. D. D.
Field on the- relations of ‘ The State and the

the parts which have preceded it. C. E. Turner contributes * Sketches and Reminiscences

« What a question!
I knew them all
years ago.”
;
# Very well, repeat them,” returned

AND

W. Gosse’s “ Gray ” are the coming

series.

the United States government where no ample
provision is made
in the Constitutionor laws
to meet the case; for example, the succession
of the President under certain possiblé conditions. Prof. Fisher of Yale College gives us a

of a school.
I understand a Mrs. Shields,
)
:
:
a few miles from here, wishes a teacher,

if

mund

emergencies in

“Yes, indeed, papa,” replied Chatlie.

boy

NEWS

Professor Jebb’s

interest, coming as they do from authors of
high’ position and influence,
Senator Morgan

of Alabama considers

.

Gaboriau's tales of mystery and murder are
said to be the favorite reading of Prince Bismarck,
n

The North American Review for October is
a number well calculated to arrest the reader’s
attention. The topics discussed are of great

Kant ” in a two-fold manner, as a man and as
a philosopher.
F. W. Whitridge reviews the
political life of *“ Roscoe Conkling,” and seeks
the cause of the great qualities claimed for
him.
Wm. E. Boggs of Atlanta replies to
Edwin Atkinson’s*‘ Solid South” published
in this Review. * The Southern Educational
Problem ” is discussed by Walter H. Page,
showing how far the South is behind the
North in their ideasof education.
These are
subjects of practical interest,

asked Prentiss.

.aird judge for yourself,
ST
J. fh fh fh (

in

at the

-

assist the church by her social life; she can
seek to do some positive act for Christand his

author

of ** White Hands and White Hearts.” New
York: National Temperance
Society and

Wesley.” Edward D. Meed discusses **Imanuel

door of his stables.

“You have horses to let,

:

——

of

the city. Prentiss was without a dollar,
but not deterred by this condition, he
went directly to Foote, who was in his

‘ What Christian Women ean do in the
Church.” A SERMON by Smith Baker, Lowell,
Mass., from the text, “She hath done what she
could.” Mark 14: 8, He treats the subject as follows: Woman can cultivate a sense of her membership as a part of the body of Christ; she can

fascinating. It is written after the model of
Walter Scott, Owen Meredith and Dr. Holland’s stories in rhythm, the scene being laid
on the St. Lawrence river; it promises to be a

he

little

could say all the commandments.

|

There was -a fat fellow named Foote,

is

issued immediately by Charjes Scribner's Sons.

The Atlantic Monthly for October

;

Reffirmer?”

The suthor, Mr.

be amplified in the forth-coming volume to be

|: , Appletons’ Journal for October opens with

grbuy. even bread and clothing for his
#« Never mind, Sally; I'll paste them many children,” said Mr. Albertson. “I
wonder if he saw the tears that filled littogether and put them back.”
Jat
“You. avon't-tg]l,” will

before

concluded in this nnmber.

Schuyler, states that this article, as well as the
preceding, is in a condensed form which will

Yankee style he did so by asking another
question. ‘‘ Do you want to hire a horse?”
“YT do; I am from Maine and in search

tle boy will know why I wanted to hear
it he remembered the eleventh command-

:

and

Foote eyed the lame

hill and dragged his sled into the house?

They both looked at her in wonder.
“ What do you want of me, Sally?”

do

and

Charlie asked Willie if he would not like

fifty years, who kept a

Did the ice melt after Willie left, or
were the sled runners out of order ? What

hear the eleventh.”
:
house and asked to see him.
Mrs. Brown | “The eleventh, papa!” exclaimed the
called Johnnie, but Sally stood looking at child, I never heard of it. There are no

“There,

out,

thirty or forty years ago. He went when
but a youth to Natchez, Miss., and sought
employment as a teacher. He was advised to call on Mrs. Shields, who had
three sons she wished prepared for colMrs. Shields lived fifteen miles
.ones at home, and Willie had tried to 4 lege.
from Natchez, and young Prentiss. had
make one, all in vain.
a dollar. le became master of the
It was a trial for him to see the other not
+
is
1
!
il
|
i I
thinking that Charlie was unkind to re- A writer in the Philadelphia Times narfuse him ** just one ride.” But he brushed rates the circumstances as follows:

brought his little Bible, open at
’ | the twentieth chapter of Exodus.
prise at his sudden departure, but seeing
«I want to whisper. I'm afraid some
¢¢ Suppose God should give us a new
some boys coming, thought Johnnie was one will hear.”
commandment wouldn't you call that the
ashamed to be seen with him. Witha
“Don’t you want me to hear?” asked eleventh P” asked his father.
flushed face he wandered off alone till the
Mrs. Brown.
‘
Mr. Albertson then turned to the thirbell rang. It was near the end of the
¢ No, ma'am ; if you won't be angry.” teenth chapter of the Gospel of St. John,
term.
The teacher had offered a prize
“No,” said Mrs. Brown, smiling, as and asked him to read the thirty-fourth
for the best number of marks during the she walked away.
verse.
hs
term in arithmetic. Johnnie,
among
Sally took Johnnie's hand and went out . “A npew commandment I give unto
others, was trying very hard for it. His
undera tree, where she sat down and
you, That ye love one another; as 1
futher had promised him a velocipede if
told Johnnie to. Johnnie obeyed, won- have loved you, that ye also love one
he obtained the prize. As the time drew dering what would happen next. Sally
another,” read Charlie.
~~
- near, the boys knew the prize was beemptied the contents of her basket in her
“Now, when I tell you,” said his
tween Johnnie and Willie, but it was
father, ¢¢ that I passed through the woods
hard to tell which would getit. Two lap.
Willie

started

bought the prettiest sled” in the village

Charlie was right, though he did not
know it. Willie's
father could
not
afford to buy his little son a sled; for it
took all his hard-earned money to pur| chase clothes and food for the many little

Brown's

both with red cheeks and flashing eyes.

Charlie

Al-

Now I wonder what the littlé boy is going to do who has just finished this story.

SO
bag

reading, and asked the

as

dishonest.

— Christian at Work.

.

Johnnie

and

Mr.

¢ Peter the Great as Ruler and

~ Literary Bebietw,

with me that it is well deserved. There
were two boys which you all know, who

:

Jim felt guilty and was afraid. So,
putting the paper Sally gave them on top,
they went after the matches. As soon as
they were gone, Sally pulled out the paper, as she knew there were no hornets
there, and taking out the white papers
and hiding them in her basket, she put

Very early the next morning

|

to try it. The poor boy was delighted, . eyes or the morals of the reader,
and after having rode down the hill sever- other hand will be very sure
al times, brought the sled back to Charlie, him,
> 0-06
**
9 +e
with many thanks.
;
MINOR REVIEWS.

you?

You go, Jim.”

:

«That is a capital plan,” replied his
father, ‘and to-morrow we will go to select one.”
a
:

could, supply the place of my mother.”—
Youth's Companion.

store,

We want to burn out a hornet's nest that
is in here.”
+ can’t reach the matches, but here is

some more paper for you.”

buy

a certain class of readers the first thing.

and with a lady who could, if any woman

plaining it satisfactorily received a hand-

I
Mr. Forbes then said:
some book.
I
which
give,
to
prize
have now another
did not offer, but I think all will agree

saw

will

ed?”

bertson

forward and explain it on the board.”

and

a sled for Willie; wouldn’the be pleas-

is the only one who is right; he may step

*.% No, I won’t; you come with me.”

ing your hat?” Johnnie thought of the
stick and determined to take it out as

exercises
to

received the prize. He cleared his throat,

her quietly eating her dinner. She watched them tear up the paper and hide the
pieces in a hole in a tree.

«¢ All right.

“Did you get it?’
“Yes.”

After the

Saviour.”
{ mother felt proud of their son. He reJust then Johnnie's mother came in and ceived the promised velocipede,
and
told them Willie must not talk any more
Willie enjoyed a great many rides on it,
then. The next day Willie went home. for Johnnie found it was better to be poor
It was only

With its resistless strength of stone.

I should

you

the children.

over, Mr. Forbes arose

that you gave me at Christmas,

—

cluded in their * Classes of Passuges.”
handsomer editipn has been printed.
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this beer and procure from it a Very

Kvumiss is the native name

‘tent brandy.

of the mare's milk beer, and rack, or
racky, of the koumiss brandy. This koumiss has at times become celebrated

bent blue flame.

This

proves

that

a health

traordinary, and not necessarily dependent upon any good Jualiy of the koumiss. The regular doctors and the standard medicines fail us so often ‘that we
must not be too severe on the afflicted,
who, in their despair,resort to quacks and
the outlandish devices of the barbarians.
The following account of the - preparation of koumiss by the Tartars is on the
authority of a memoir by Dr. Grieve, in

ter particularly abundant
there. I had
two great experts in
Bo
solved to brin
public hospital
a man 1Cthe
worst stuge
of intoxication, and draw blood from his
arm and burn the alcohol in it. 1 refused to have it done on my platform,
because I feared it
would give me the
name of being
melodramatic, or some-

people as

among enlightened

reviver—a fact, by the way, not at all ex-

1788, to the Royal Society of Rlinbatgh;

Take any quantity of mare's milk, dilute
it with a sixth of water, pour it into a
wooden vessel,

ferment

a

as

add

and

about one-eighth of very sour milk,or butter, of old koumiss ; cover Lhe vessel with

and recovering rapidly.

the later stages of

and

So much

tf

in 1880.

and Texas, the total decrease being only

fast as the koumiss is

reaches the middle term of life, and

consumed.

properly
product

in

all.

the

same,

and

yet

In alehouses,

Medical

Journal

has

an

convincing

tations a friend would

Q's;”

steps a case

mination of 4spergilii Coprint

and

other

ferment fungi. As long as the dry
weather continues these germs remain in
the cracks; but when rain falls heavily
the air in these crevices is forced out by

the + water

which

flows

in,

and

the

whole atmosphere is then filled with the
dangerous floating germs. Thus the
heat on the decaying vegetable matter on
the Potomac flats might not produce’ disease of any consequence to the Presi«dent so long as the drought lasted; but
when the degp crevices shall fill with water the air may be tainted, At least, this
seems to be the direction scientific thought
ig taking.
a

Ee

,‘R- S" S-

Council

land, and

government

the Dominion

wax

Pranl lle
LULU

The

mounted to the

hornet’s nest;

pped from

Spanish name and sold for an importe

One feels not so much sympathy

for the people who smoke them as for the
children who aid in the manufacture. For
fourteen hours a day they are kept steadily at work, inhaling the poisonous nicotine, while at night they sleefr in the
same polluted atmosphere.
* GOLDEN MEDICAL DISCOVERY” (Trademark registered) is not only a sovereign reme-( v for

consumption, but also for. consumptive

reform.

and

¢ the

sum

of $46,875,000,

ex-

it is

very

quickening, but

not particularly nourishing.— Gough.
The British W. C. T. U. has united
with the American W. C. T. U. in petitioning the Evangelical Alliance for one
day to be deveted to Temperance dur‘ing the week of prayer, 1882.

by |

the stems by the children, while the women make the fillers ‘and the men of the
family roll and trim the segars, turning
out seven hundred in a day, which are
duly branded with some high-sounding

Shackly, died

investigate

ng much

and

Lydia

very severe.

The

ly and‘hopefully, until her frail nervous

sys-

his cause.

vacancy is made in this community, The

Pittsburg,

Alleghany,

Cleveland

and

Cincinnati, all have mayors who enforce
the Sunday laws against the sale of liguor.
The first temperance paper in the
world was the Nutional
Prohibitionist,
established at Boston, Mass., in 1826.
Unlike other cathartics, Dr. Pierce’s * Pellets” do not render

the

bowels

contrary,

healthy action.

costive

after

establish

Vegelable no particular care is required

while

By druggists.

The State Prohibition Alliance

as, organized in June

last,

a

eing entirely

of Tex-

publishes a

paper called The Texas Prohibitionist.

The Signal says: * The first step towards
- securing better Jaws is the observance of the laws we have.”

A WONDERFUL

bowels,

and

Mr.

writing to the editor of the Luporte
gus, says:

‘* I wish you would

(Ind.)Ar-

allow

me

to

say, over my own signature, a word in behalf
of a remarkable curative agent—Compound
Oxygen.

Itianot a medicine

buta

vitalizer,

andits effects are natural, direct
perma~
nent. Its use involves no risk or" inconven=
ience of any kind. I speak both from observation and experience. I was induced to tr
it by the recommendations of such men asl.
8.

Arther and Judge

Kelley,

sonal friend, and have found

promised.

and also

a per-

it more than was

This was over six mopths

ago and

the good effects have been permanent, A gain

of fourteen pounds in six weeks was the avoirupois

result,

but

my

general

lightened up at least a ton.
other

men

here

who

have

it is the thousands

pound Oxygen with even more

and I um acquainted with the history
sults,
of each case, One of them lost his voice last

‘Winter; aad was so run down

in’

general

health that little hope was entertained of his
recovery. The Uxygen cured him without
thange of climate or stopping work, and he
says he is as well as ever. Another; who

night-sweats, Lronchitis, coughs, spitting of
lood, weak lungs, shortness of breath, and
kindred affections of the throat and chest. -By bad ‘worked for years us
paying-teller ‘of a
«druggists,
:
bank, and was-all used up or A expected
»
RL TRL ET
1

)

it is

celebrity.

and all Skin Diseases.
it in well with the hand.

pounds since I began to take it.” Hastaken

* two bottles.

8

a

Sold by all druggists, Price 25 and 50c per bottle

—

HoOD’S SARSAPARILLA is sold by all druggists. Price $1 per bottle; six for $5. Prepared by C. IL. HOOD

& CO., Lowell, Mass.

SS —

I

AVIS

PERRY

* PAI

IS A

PURELY

N KILLER

VEGETABLE

LL

N

Perfectly safe to use internally or externally, and certain to afford relief. No
can afford to be without it. Sold by all druggists at 5¢., 50c. and $1.00 a bottle.

DAVIS

of Pepperill,

family

A TRUE TONIC

God

M.

WEST

church;

always

constantly

maintained

ship; loved his denomination

some

family

wor-

well enough

Council

SALT LAKE,

Cedar Rapids, Des Moines, Columbus,
and all
oints in the Territories and the West.
Also, for

ilwaukee,

HARVEY

He had

paper.

MCALISTER,

Mrs. Abbott came

to South Berwick a few weeks since to visit her

parents, Rev. J. Rand and wife, bringing her

two children with her. Here little Earnest
was taken sick, and after less than two weeks’
suffering passed through the gate into the heavenly city.
J. R.

W. IRVING, son of Mrs, R. H. Harvey,
died of consumption in Lyndon, Vt., Aug. 28,
ged 16 years and 11 months, Irving was a
well

disposed

ly from a child,

and

boy

om

developed -virtuous-

a very

early

age

he

was religiously inclined, blessed as he was with
the influence of a devoted Christian mother.
At fifteen he made a Jblie profession of faith
| in Christ, whichhe id heartily and continued
faithfully.
He was intensely in love with life,

fectly one, and their separation was like dividing a living child, One son remains to the mothery smitten ‘with almost uncontrolable
grief,
et resting in the Christian’s hope of a blissful
Jereafter.
NANCY,

wife

of

Peter

Hanaford,

died

in

Ashland Sept. 7, aged T4 years, She was a
Christian and member of the church for many
years,

She held

a large place

in

her

Green

Bay,

Oshkosh,

Sheboygan,

Marquette, Fond du Lac, Watertown, Houghton,
Neenah, Menasha, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Huron,
Volga, Fargo, Bigmark, Winona, LaCrosse, Owatonna,and all poifits in Mitmesota, Dakota, Wisconsin and the Northwest.

..

At Council Bluffs the Trains

of the Chicago &

North-Western and the U. P. Ry’s depart from, arrive at, and use the same joint Union Depot.
At Chicago, close connections are
made with

TRON BITTERS are highly recommended for all diseases requiring a certain and efficient tonic ;- especially Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Inter-

the Lake

Shore,

Michigan

Central,

Baltimore &

Ohio, Ft. Wayne and Pennsylvania, and Chicago
& Grand Trunk Ry’s, and the Kankakee and Pan
Handle Routes.
;
Close connections made at Junction Points.

mittent Fevers, Want of Appetite, Loss of Strength, Lack of Energy, etc. Enriches

the blood, strengthens the muscles, and gives new life to the nerves. They act
like a charm on the digestive organs, removing all dyspeptic symptoms, such
The only
as Tasting the Food, Belching, Heat in the Stomach, Heartburn, etc.
Iron Preparation that will not blacken the teeth or give

Itis the ONLY

LINE

running

Pullman Hotel Dining Cars

headache: Sold by all druggists. Write for the A B C Book, 32 pp. of
b)
useful and amusing reading —sent free._

BETWEEN

CHICAGO and COUNCIL BLUFFS.

BROWN CHEMICAL CO., Baltimore, Md.

Sleepers

on all Night

Trains.

selling you

Tickets

MARVIN HUGHITT, 2d V. P. & Gen’l Hauprs
Chicago.

family,

iA]
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EXAMINING
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SEE
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nond

«\Uwatonas
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BILLIOUSNESS,

POOR

Such as
APPETITE,

4)

s

2

a

AA

44%

NS

for

& PACIFIC R'Y
West

the

Its main Jine runs from Chicago
to
Bluffs, passing through Joliet, Ottawa, La Salle,
- Geneseo, Moline, Rock Island, Davenpo:
Liberty, Iowa City, Maren

Des Molnes (the capital 0

atta
Mian

and assured him that he might safely recommend
it as the «best known reme: ¥ for sick headache.

te

dy-

e0sauqua;
a

Reon to Monroe: Des
0
Winterset;

3
Atlanticto

principal

The
sis

vith

a

RK. R. copnections

Bluffs,

of

3
h Line
all diverging lines for the

th.
with the L.S. & M.S., and P.,
EA owooD,
Ww . & C. R. Rds. HEIGHTS, with P., C. &St.

At ir SanINGTON
® with Ill. Cent. R. R.

L.R. R.

s

He says it is not. advertised half enough.
I hope
you will let it become better known.
Mrs. M. A. SHIVLER.
447, W. 224 St., New York.
For sale by all Druggists,at $1 per bottle, or six
bottles for $5.
v

kee and Kansas City; via the ** Milwaukee and
Rock had Short Line.”
/

FREEMASONRY
EXPOSED!
|

P.P.&J.;P.D.&E;L.B. &A
At fa A
W. Rds.
W.: 111, Mid,; and T. P. & “Milwaukee
and Roc
At Rock ISLAND, with
Isl'd & Peo, Rds.
Rock
and
Line,”
Island Short
Division
Davenport
the
At DAVENPORT, with
& N.R.R.
R.
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B.
the
with
LIBERTY
Corr
Lowa KR.

‘At GRINNELL, With Central
R.R.
with Union Pacific
(in Neb.)

0. R. R.R.
At OMAHA, with
with B,C.R.&N.]
At COLUMBUS JUNOTION,
Iowa R. Rj
Central
With
At OTTUMWA,

Trains.”

people prefer

entire

us Nets
passenger
purposes (and the immense
to
are pleased
Ol f this line warranting it), we
Palace

W.,

Peo. & War.; Wab, St.
Se FI hoR GK andwithBt.Tol.
Y ioe, & MN: “R. Ris.
Louis & Pac,

with Ateh,,

Topeka & Santa Fe;

At RTOHSON,
Ras. Ko
U. P. R.
Atch, & Neb, and Cen. Br. Union
Kan,
Fac. and
At LEAVENWORTH, With
Cent. R. Rds.
for the West
UU K ANAS CITY, With all lines
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the fact apartme
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nounced ‘ Masonry soon after his
CO., 13 Wabash
‘Messrs, £. A, COOK &
Christ.

They algo keep a full assortment of Anti-Mason- a
ic Books, and Dublish the Christian Cynosure,
16 page weekly paper opposed to secret societies.

You

Express
Through
hotel,
meal, ns good as isserved in any first-class
{
for seventy-five cents,

By Rev. C. G. Finney, D. D.
A Distinguished Author, Noted: Preacher, and
He relate President of Oberlin College, Ohio.
n to

4

\

and the

Saget tron Brggesapes ted

on to {iirney. Oskaloosa. and Knox-

ani

invaluable to her. She is now using her fourth
bottle. I told our druggist how excellent it was,

Paper
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Oars for sleeping
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ssouri riversat a
fine, and transfers are avojded at Council

her sick headache, but never found any relief until she took the Liver-Aid.
It has, indeed, been

yl

DN

Val

unchecked, in paralysis, insanity, or death, Dr,
Grosvenor's Liver-Aid is a wonderful medicine
for immediate action upon the Liver, and thousands of testimonials have been received as to the
benefit it has given.
ere
Liver-Aid has been a blessing to my poor, afflicted mother. She tried many, many things for

in

J
ZX

ho)

5

INDIGESTION,

hundred
evils in its train, and also occasions
nervous diseases without
number;
resulting, if

Price

4

\

AID

DYSPEPSIA, DIZZINESS, PILES, BOILS,
JAUNDICE, HEARTBURN, SOUR STOMACH,
RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA, ERUPTIONS, SCROYULOUS SORES, FEMALE COMPLAINTS, IM' PURITIES AND SALT RHEUM,
The Liver is the Largest Organ of the Iluman
Body. It is the largest beeause it has the most to
do. "It is intimately connected with the digestive
and nervous systems, consequently any derangement in the Liver produces Constipation, and a

Avenue, Chicago, 11.
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an Internal Remedy
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Whsecall

CEOGRAPHY OF THIS
THIS MAP, THAT THE
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HE

to

been a subscriber to the Star 44 years, and
:

FRANCISCO,

Sioux City,

All Ticket Agents sell Tickets by this Line.

been a resident of Stowe some more than 60
with the
years: ever ready to sympathize
afflioted and bereaved, and honored by all; had
often spoke of its value as a family

SAN

Deadwood,

¥2.AND WILL TAKE NONE OTHER.

late Dea, Wm.
1881, ver sud-

69 years.

Omaha,

via this road.
Examine your Tickets, and refuse
to buy if they do not read over the Chicago &
North-Western Railway.
{
If you wish the Best Travelling Accommodations you will buy your tickets by this route,

Christian for more then Bry years.
. L. EEGERLY,
denly of heart disease, aged

Ne-

Colo-

LEADVILLE,

Insist upon Ticket Agents

died in Barnstead,N.
She had a
71 years,
off one week;
sic
to go, having lived a

W. R. CHENEY, son of the
Cheney, died in Stowe, July 9,

Bluffs,

DENVER,

Pullman

make for her great sacrifices, and to count her
success and growth his greatest joy; was a
constant subscriberto the Star for nearly 50
ears. He was beloved by all and filled in the
earts of all a large place. His family Seenry
has
miss him, and the little church in Newport
Muy
lost one of its ablest and best members.
Services
his mantle fall on other shoulders.
GEO. N. HOWARD,
attended by the writer.

81sTER JULIA Lock
H., Sept. b, aged almost
shock of palsy and was
but she was .all ready

Utah,

rado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, and for

raisé¢ up

with

Wyoming,

braska, California, Oregon, Arizona,

H. TARBOX.

connected

all points in
Iowa, Dakota,

Northern Illinois,

A PERFECT STRENGTHENER.A SURE REVIVER.|

DEA. NATHANIEL
ANDREWS died at his
home in Newport, Maine, July 15, after a
short illness.
Bro. Andrews was born in Waterborough, Maine, Feb. 7, 1811; was converted at the age of 18 years, under the labors of
Rev. Benjamin Hobbs, by whom he was baptized and received into the membership of the
Waterborough church.
He retained this connection 3 years, and moving to Great Falls, N.
H., united with the church there, where he remained about 3 years; during which time he
was one of the foremost, both in means and in
work, in building a house of worship.
Afterwards he moved to Detroit, Me., and was a
member of the church there 6 years. Then he
removed to Dover, N. H., and worshiped in
the builling now used as the Siar office. Remaining there a year ‘and a half he again removed to Detroit, Me., where he wus a member of our church for many years until the
church was organized in Newport, of which
he was a member at the time of his death.

Bro. A. was
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EQUIPPED!

A Sure and Speedy Cure for Sore Throat, Coughs, Colds, Diphtheria, Chills, Diarrhea,
Dysontery, Cramps, Cholers, Summer Complaint, Sick Headache, Neural gia, Cuts,
Bruises, p Sprains, Rheumatism, etc.
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REMEDY

and our loss is very great.
She was the most
successful teacher in the Sabbath-school I ever
saw; always ready in social meetings, and her
house was a pilgrim’s home.
Her husband
and five children deeply feel their loss, and the
whole town came to her funeral to pay their

to her worth.

RAIL W.
Grynaon

THE OLDEST BEST & MOST WIDELY KNOWN PAMILY MEDICINE. |

tio Houlton, died at Elk River, Minn., Sept. 2,
of typhoid fever; formerly of Houlton Maine.
she was the daughter of Rev. N. Harvey of
Atkinson, Maine.
‘Early in life she confessed
faith in Christ and was baptized by her father
and identified herself with God’s people. She
was one of the most efficient laborers in building up the cause of God in Monticello and this
town, till her death.
She was the principal

respects

SATISFACTION

Far INTERVAL
and EXTERNAL use.

ed with a_patience that was surprisin g Never were theseuls of mother and son more per-

re-

and

-. i Wind

li

were

striking

its great

CHURCHILL,

Gained

power,

of cures which

which gives:if

Youstmiy,

ba

the Com-

spirits

tried

it such curative

|

(Firm of Carter & Churchill.)

5 A gentleman who
has been suffering from
the Debility and Languor
peculiar to this nga
§ 0 Pounds
says: ‘Hoopn's SARSAPARILLA is putting
new life right into me. I have gained ten

GENTS WANTED for the Best and FastestSelling Pictoral Books and Bibles.
Prices reed 33 per cent. National Pub. Co., Phila. Pa.

in Rox-

et was enabled to make a gracious surrender.
His sickness was long and painful, but endur-

There are three

:

iquid (very concentrated) or dry, both act
efliciently.—N. H. Journal and Courier. -

Mass., died at the residence of her father, Mr.
John Chase of Hampton, Sept. 3, aged 19 years
and 10 months.
She left the home of her father, with her young husband, not a year ago,
for their home in Mass., where she was to
share with him the joys and sorrows of life.
But alas, how brief was that life, and how
great the change and the disappointments in
that family! ** Go to, now, ye that say, We
will go into such a city, and continue there a
year.
Whereas ye know not what shall be on
the morrow.
For what is your life!” Consumption, that fatal disease, was her sickness.
But she was reconciled and ready to depart and
be with Christ. Fuueral in the Baptist church,
where she had formerly worshiped and attended S. school.
Sermon
by Rev. W. H.
Waldron.
Ww.

aged 9 months and 18 days.

R. P. Lewis, of East Saginaw, Michigan,

which gives

periorming

EARNEST MELVIN, infant son of Mr. and Mrs.
A. M. Abbott of Boston, Mass., died Sept. 6,

REMEDY.

G. W. G.,

Complicated Diseases.

27, aged 68 years and 4 months.
native of Virginia.
In early life
went to Washington county, Ill., where he
professed religion and received Christian baptism. There he was married to Miss Araminta Smith(a sistenof the late Rev, J. A. Smith)
who with their ten children are left to mourn
for one so dear.
Bro. B. was one of the original members of the first F. B. church formed
in Towa, in 1848, and hus served the church as
clerk or deacon for a large portion of the time,
till he resigned the office a few years since. The
writer was his pastor for eight years, and can
testify to his wisdom and prudence in counsel,
and faithfulpess in Christian duties. He was a
kind neighbor, a valued citizen, and a conscientious Christian.
His
funeral services were
performed by his present pastor, Rev. O. E.
Aldrich, of Wyoming, Iowa.
N. W. BIXBY.

enterprise

LEBANON, N. H., Feb. 19,4879.\

Messrs. C. I. Hoop & Co.: Dear Sirs—:
Although
greatly prejudiced against patent
medicines in general, I was induced,
from
the excellent reports I had heard of [your
Sarsaparilla,
to try.a bottle, last December,
for dyspepsia and general Jostration
nd I
have received very
gratifying results from
its use. Iam now
using the second bottle,
and consider it a very
valuable remedy for
indigestion and its attendant troubles.

com-

tion which it has on the liver, kidneys

bury, Mass., July 2, 1856; came to Barrington,
N. H., when ten years of age to live with
Franklin Demeritt.
He was from home when
taken sick, and returned home hoping soon to
regain his health, but he gradually failed and
died with quick consumption, June 28, aged
22 years, 11 months, 26 days. He experienced
religion last winter under the labors of the
Young Men’s Christian Association of Barrington, who held meetings at his home.
When
death came he felt that he was ready to go
home, and dwell with his Saviour.
He leaves
two brothers, one sister and many friends to
mourn for him.
A. E. BOYNTON.

LAWRENCE,

did

forting thought to the deeply afflicted family
and many friends is: ¢ Asleep in Jesus blessed
sleep, from which none ever wakes to weep.”

.

3

My friend, you need not take our word.
Ask your Delghbior, who has just taken onebottle. He will tell you that ** It’s the best
dollar I ever invested.”
«

A prominent gentleman in Cerro
Gordo
County, Towa, writes us that he finds KidneyWort to be the best remedy he ever knew for a
complication of diseases. It Is the specific ac-

days after her little boy was call-

ARTHUR

the human body through the blood, giving to

she fully
embrace Christ. Her evidence and
experience
became clear and satisfactory. Her
testimony to the love and power of Jesus to
save was most emphatic. Thus another sad

ed, 2 years, 7
ay and were

was born

But not until her last sickness

- BOSTON.

SARSAPARILLA

all renewed life and energy.

ed and risen Saviour for her personal friend
_and portion. Aft times she was almost persuaded to take a public stand for Christ and

ed away.
She was a member of the F. B.
church in Nottingham,
She was sick with the
diphtheria when
her little boy was buried. May
God comfort those that mourn for their dear
ougs=ibe dear husband in his loneliness and

MRS.

HOOD’S

, HUNT, BROS. |
+ Gen. Managers,
608 Washington §t,

It works like magie, reaching every part of

fully convicted of her great need of the crucifi-

Shackly,

H. MCMAHAN

was

tem was, by degrees, paralyzed and death closed the earthly career of one highly esteemed
and greaily beloved.
For many years she was

Both died the same

sadness.
THOMAS

ofthe time,

best of medical aid was Jrosured, and kind
friends waited upon, and
watched over her
with great solicitude. She suffered on patient-

in Nottingham, May

some one to fill her place.

They
tell us that alcohol gives
strength and nourishment.
It does not.
It gives stimulus. You sit down on a

over

domes-

Camp-

and.”

dirty rooms, where they not only work
us alo eat aid sleep.” The tobacco is

article.

Temperance

Seeding half the total valuation of all Ire-

in their

In the morning, while it’

Lydia

support in our new

value of the beer and whiskey consumed
there during the year of the famine, a-

are made in East-side tenements by Boheavian families, who perform all the vari-

is yet damp and soiled, it is st

Lake

was arrested for drunkenness,

‘manufacture of segars in New York
which can hardly be agreeable reading
for smokers. Five-eighths of all the segars
that are sold in New
York city, he states,

tic operations.

Domin-

The evident tendency of the movement of
thought and effort is towards prohibition.
In 1879, one person out of every fiftyfour of the whole population of Ireland

using them.

the family in the pursuit of their

the

various phases of the temperance

TEMPERANCE,

en upon meanwhile

has

IXNTaUuCvo,

operation,
but, oii the

spread u pon the floor

of Eng-

blest speakers in the nation presented the

A contributor to the Tribune furnishes
that paper some information about the

wet
down and
aan

desire to

to com-

Mrs. Marissa J. HouLToy, wife of Hora-

meeting this year was a grand success.
The attendance was larger than ever before; many earnest, enthusiastic workers
were called together, and some of the a-

EH

processes of manufacture

the

Alliage

y

Silver

permanently

ous

use

dian courts to the Privy

3

as

fresh yeast will. Investigations are being'pushed in the same direction with
malarial fevers. It has been customary
to refer these to mere decaying vegetable
matter on marshy ground; but no one
has been able to detect any deleterious
ferment fungus from mere decaying vegetable matter. One may ‘‘ camp out” on
a manure-heap made of rotting vegetables without getting fever thereby. The
suspicion gains ground that a ferment
fungus breeds in the mud cracks of a
marsh,
At the bottom of these cracks
there is just enough of moisture, shade,
and a low temperature to favor the ger-

would

accordingly be defended by

discover

matter,

ale-dealer

unjustly refused to defend the Act. It will

their cell’ generations have become ex+ hausted.
This is the secret of the success of vaccination.
It is exhaust virus,
just as exhausted yeast will not cause ferstarchy

the

P’s and

constitutionality has been attacked and the
question has been appealed from the Cana-

that they are stronger and more ‘virulent
when they commence to breed than when

moist,

or

pointing

your

the Dominion the privilege of Jocal option on the. question of prohibition) are
opposing the measure to the utmost. Its

interesting

so-called epidemic or endemic diseases
with ferment fungi. Pasteur has made
some wonderful discoveries in this line of

in

exclaim,

The enemies of the Canada Temperance Act (which gives to every county in

the present time is to connect most of (he

mentation

chalk

same expression as to the growing.account still unsettled. In this way originated the old saying.

the occu-

so far, indeed, as to

times,

to the chalk score, *‘ Mind

of diphtheria to this same minute fungus,
and the tendency of scientific research at

late vears;

ancient

to show the pumber of pints and quarts
for which he was in arrears. When a
person was indulging too freely in his po-

When

paper from Dr. Tavler, of Perth, in Scotland, tracing by

in

““Q" at the head of every man’s account,

pants the past nine years have had perfect health. A recent number of the Zrit-

ish

He conone will

‘¢ scores” were marked upon the wall, or
behind the door of the tap-room. It was
customary to put the initials “P” and

trouble from the Coprinus was suspected
the house was vacated for one near by,
and for the ten years past no diphtheria has.
appeared in the family. The house was
rebuilt ‘when vacated, and in the new.
construction the walls were stripped, so
as to avoid the dampness and consequent
fungus growth. All other circumstances
continued

then

forget that he was that dissipated fellow.
This is not the case; people are apt to
remember the bad deeds and forget the
good ones. Besides, it is nv easy thing
to break off, in the middle of life,bad habits that have been formed in youth.— The
Signal.

The agency of zymotic fungi in promoting disease in organic beings, is being
traced more clearly day ‘by day. It occurred, some years ago, to the writer of
this that only the existence of Coprinus
domesticus, a small biue mold which appears on damp walls, could account for
diphtheric attacks. During six successive
years diphtheria attacked the whole household, in four of which attacks one child
time—four

may

Is designed to meet the wants of a large portion of our people who are either too poor to
employ a physician, or are too far removed
to easily call one, and a still larger class
‘who are not sick enough to require medical
advice, and yet are out of sorts and need a
_ medicine,to build them up, give them an appetite, purify their blood, and oil up the maSShinery of
their bodies so it will do its duty
willingly. No other article takes hold of the
system and hits exactly the spot like @

Miss LOUISE 8: TRUFANT, daughter of Mr.
John H. and Mrs. Alice Trufant, died in Bowdoinham, Me., July 80, aged 81 years and 9
months. For more than three months she was
prastrated by nervous dyggebeis
Her suffer-

benefited,

DEA. CHARLES J. BARKER died near Delhi,

fools, destitute of memory.
cludes that if he repents, every

SCIENCE.

each

who

ed only a few

repent and make a good steady citizen, is
delnded.
He thinks that people are

be a sort of *’alf and ’alf.”

died

might

I have sought

STE

Hits SARSAPARILLA

The coni-

plication of dropsy, heart-disease and a tumor
rendered her last sickness exceedingly painful;
but she was patient through all, and her end
was peace. She leaves a husband, aged and
helpless; also children and other near relatives
whose loss is her great gain,
Wale Na

A young man who thinks he can lead a | Towa, Aug.
reckless and profligate existence until he He was a

be secured, but’ of course it would

would

others

buried the same day.
ELLA ISIDORE, wife of Mayo TUTTLE and
oldest child of Leohard and Lydia Shackly died
May 19, 1881,
23 years, 7 months. She liv-

15,903 barrels.

. If the

rate of using and filling up be
regulated, a pretty uniform

Any

months.

of in-

of the bottle. We understand that it is the
practice of some of the tribes to prepare
koumiss in the skin bottles by simply
filling up the bottle with fresh milk as

should

Leonard

lows: Alabarha, Arkansas, Georgia, Kansas, Louisiana, Nevada, North Carolina,

the leg part forming the neck
hind quarter,

making

12, 1881, of diphtheria, aged 7 years, 2 months,

which

percentage

in

25 days. This lovely bud of earth has been
taken home to blossom with God. Also, of
“diphtheria, May 12,W ILLIE RAY, only child
of Mayo and Ella Tuttle and grandchild of |

crease is in the Territories. Eight States
showed a decrease in production as fol-

of the

from the skin

The largest

to grind

VENA GEORGINE, youngest child of Leonard

snd

in the United

York,

I have no axe

PARTICULAR NOTICE. Obituaries should be
BRIEF and for the public, For the excess over
ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and fer those sent DY pet
gons who do mot patronize the Morning
it
is but just that CASH should accompany the ory.
at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER LINE of
words,
are inadmissible,

alcohol is

New

tried it

tells me he

Obituaries.

brewed 410,280 more barrels of beer than

in bottles made from horse's skin ; a com-

plete bottle is made

in

He

in

edy, can receive pamphlet, testimonials, &c.,
postage free, by addressing MrsSSRS. STARKEY & PALEN, 1109 and 1111 Girard Street,
Philadelphia,
Pa.

or an average annual increase of
hours, a thick coagulum rises to the top, years
which must be well mixed in by beating about 1,000,000 barrels, und an increase
and churning. After reposing for anoth- over 1880 of 1,324,666 barrels. Alabama
er day, it is again stirred till it becomes brewed but four barrels the past year.
quite homogeneous, and in this - state it No beer at all was brewed in Msine,
forms-the new koumiss, which has an Vermont, Florida, Mississippi and Arkanagreeable sweetish, acescent taste, Kou- sas. Arizona more than doubled its
miss keeps well, and like other beers | product, while the largest ingrease in any
was

Jou

pass.”

a thick cloth and keep it at a moderate. 1881, afhounted to 14,125,466 barrels,
temperature. After standing twenty-four an increase of 4,378,436 barrels in five

single State

was

the claims made for this new and natural rem-

States in 1877 was only 9,752,030 barrels,

with age in taste and becomes more al:
coholic.
It is often preserved and transported

who

Consumption, has

improved.

which is all the end

the total sales for the year ending May 1,

and wines, with proper care improves

greatly

remedy.

there in the blood of a man in a state ‘of
intoxication.”
;
While the sale of beer

is

Another

this statement, and if you should not publish
it 1’would lose nothing by the refusal, though

simple fact that there is albuminous mat-

thing of the kind.

and was a useful member ofsociety.

the

would have been dead long ago but for this

the

alcohol has an affinity for the brain; but
it is not so striking a proof of it as is the

took

0

times they have ‘learned how to distill
po-

or two,

:

of beer from mare's

later

in

and

milk;

month

\<

==: The Tartars and some other equestrian
tribes, from time immemorial it is said,
have practiced the art of brewing a sort

a

2

KOUMISS.

beyond

i$
oP

—
EE

live

Treatment, and is a hundred per cent. better

S

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 1881.

to

a:

The Rev. Joseph Cook in a speech lately delivered in England, said: ‘One of
your British physicians caught up from
the street the'brain of a man who was
run over by a cart and his brain pressed
out of the skull. He took it to the dissecting-room and cut it in pieces, and so
marked was the odor of alcohol that some
of his students, coming in, asked whether a puncheonof rum had been opened.
Forbes Winslow said before a committee
of Parliament, that alcohol had been
dipped out of the ventricles of the brain
of a man dying in a debauch, put into a
spoon, and when a lamp was passed beneath-it the alcohol burned with a lam-

53
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WASHINGTON

that
my earnest endeavor to profit and to see
and exthe nation shall profit by his example
Our
y.
countr
our
perience. Prosperit blesses
ed
fiscal policy is fixed by law, is well ground isand is generally approved. No threatening
sue mars our foreign intercourse, and the wisdom, integrity and thrift of our people may be
The prestrusted to continue undisturbed.
ent assured career of peace, tranquility and
welfare, the gloom and anxiety which have
enshrouded the country, must make repose especially welcome now. No demand for speedy
legislation has been beard; no adequate occasion is apparent for an unusual session of Congress. The Constitution defines the functions
and powers of the Executive as. clearly as
those of either of the other two gepartments of
aaswer for the,
the government, and he must
just exercise of the discretion it permits, and
the. performance of the duties it imposes,
Summoned to these high duties and responsi-

LETTER.

WASHINGTON, D. C., Sept. 22, 1881.
THREE NOTABLE DAYS AT THE CAPITAL.
On the fourth day of March last, I stood

upon the portico of the Treasury and glancing

down the avenue, my ears were filled with the
music;—my imagination
clangor: of martial

ch#fmed with the sight of these moving masses

of disciplined men, and vision enchanted with

beautiful colors, that
fare as never before.

ie

thorough-

this

adorned

in

On July 2nd 1 noted a passing carriage upon

the almost deserted street,containing two men—
nt and his Secretary of State—equal
4
in physical structure, and both the embodiIt was a
ment of the full measure 6f health.
depopulated. To-day, my senses were lulled
and subdued by the mournful dirges of military bands; and, though the sun shines brightly,
there is a solemn and somber air all around.
The news of this death at Elberon, became

generally known at eleven at night; and when

-

the sun shone upon the Capitol next.morning,
as if by magic, a spectacle of mourning was
presented, never equaled before.” Over 15,-

His First

and

a large number of distinguished public men,
. formed in line with uncovered heads, follow
ing the remains lo the Capitol, amid the silence
'" ‘of the great multitude, while all the bands
with mufiled drums, poured forth, ¢ Nearer

my God to thee,” as it was never heard
on this earth.
:

4
a

I

Ee

before

last resting-place

awful

: _ between
the once great manliness

contrast,

of strength,

and this woful emaciation of such a cruel
death.
The funeral ceremony on Friday will'be co-

equal

in

solemnity

and

interest

with

Two

that

cently, a similar crime

Certain political complications, while
it
seems unworthy to contemplate them now,
are sure to come. A Senate and a House
without a President or a Speaker leaves but a
single life between lawful authority and no legal authority at all for the next three months.
Hence the seeming necessity for an immediate
extra session.
The second contingency is the fact that
Pres. Arthur committed himself with partisan
zeal into a late political complication; it can
not, therefore, be claimed that he is in accord
with the present Cabinet.
+The third emergency, in a party light, is the
probable organization of the Senate.
It is not
quite definitely known what influences were
at work that influenced Vice-President Arthur
at the last session from not vacating his seat
long enough to effect the choice of a President

The

There will not be
gress.

The
Tunis

if

of Sen-

ators and Hepresentatives, and others. The
Clerk of the
Court opened the Bible at the
very plage upon which Gen. Garfield laid his
was

God.”

He

then

delivered

the

inaugu-

hand upthe readBible to
belp me

following

rae
e people
03

fath

Spooner’s

to

at

table,

the

the farm.”
«How do you

make

“I thought

Spooner.

that

discussion,

Indians

are

in rebelreserva-

quiet

as

the

house.

It is quite possible now, in the

towns

Sheep

where

But, owingto

pain and mental distress, her

system needed a ,onic and restorative medicine.
‘0 do this work the doctor prescribed * Kennedy's
Favorite Remedy,” which sustained its reputation
and
laid a sure foundation of health.
:
|
Dr. HKelinedy 7s ¢ Favorite Remedy,” re| moves
all impurities of the blood, regulates the
Liver anc Kidneys. Cnres Constipation, and all
diseases and weaknesses peculiar to Famales.
1t is for sale by all our druggists at ONE DOLLAR a bottle.

cheaply, a good
quarters

for

deal

the

depends

swine.

upon

The

the.

finished,” the
hours

eight

of

Sleep is quite as essensound sleep every night.
the hed and
tial as food to vigorous health, and

its surroundings should receive as careful atten.
tion as the table. In the olden time, when the
habits were more simple, the food plainer, the

there were fewer crops, fewer

of rural
wealth.
our harcrowded
summer.
open to

rural region, and disturb the dreams
people with their boundless display of
Our shore towns are dotted with villas,
bors with yachts, and little steamers are
with pleasure-seekers all through the
Farm houses in more retired towns are

:

summer

j

boarders:

splendid

with

country roads;

gay

“The

Prin-

relieve the’ Michigan

sufferers until another

his | harvest.

forever illumine the pages of our

The court of inquiry at Cape Town,

fourth time the. otficer electand ordained by the Consti-

investi-

gating the loss of the steamship “Teuton,” has
found that the vessel was lost through the
default of the captain.
;
:

)
even the most dire posThe French have occupied Kalagrande,
ade ‘sure that the
ernment
led because of the uncer- | Tunis, after an obstinate resistance. General
e Men may die, but the Logerot is to be made commander-in-chief of
n life.
our
stitutions Ror unshak- the French forces, with orders to pursue
operations vigorously.
a
‘assuring proof could
permanence of
|

The authorities at Copenhagen have been in-

formed that Nihilists and Fenians in America
have arranged to ship infernal machines to that
port for reshipment to Russia and England.
' A new telegraph company has been inaugura-

dyspepsia.

Itis

good for a broken

spirit.

We

might change the hymn a little, without damage,
and sing, ¢ earth has no sorrow that sleep can not
care.’ Sleep, to be perfect and profound and restorative, should be so prepared for that not a single discomfort should interrupt it. We should
get ready for it just-as we prepare for
a day’s work
—have the tools all ready and every hindrance removed.”
:
A Well, how are you going to get it when it don’t
come ?” inquired Mrs. Bunker.
“It will come,” continued the Doctor,
if you
get ready for it, like any other welcomed guest.
The pleeping room, if possible, should be ‘in the
most quiet part of the house, above the first story,
well suiined and ventilated, with as little farniture as possible in it—consecrated to sleep.
Put
away your feather beds and comfortables, as un-

friendly aids to sleep,

and wood bedsteads and

bed-cords, with their untimely «squeaking,

Have

solid iron bedsteads,with sheets and blankets that

ted in Canada, as a rival of the great monopoly

:

will take care of the perspiration, or rather pre.
vent it, and keep the body at the most comfortable
temperature. Rule your own house, and have a

are about to bé tried in Russia on a charge of
Nihilism. A ukase has been issued,ordering a_

o'clock the better--when every member of the
household shall be ready for the main business of
the night, no matter what is going on at the lodge,

ad | recently established throughout the Dominion
under the influence

Seventy-five

of Jay

Gould.

persans,
fifteén of them women,

time set for going to bed—the sooner after nine

:

dry

‘ The breed is in the trough,’ is only a half-truth.
The other half is in the*blood

and in the sty.

The

common notion that any place is good enough for
swine is a very expensive hearsay. The pig takes
a mud bath in summer to keep cool and to get rid
of vermin, it may be; but give him a clean, dry
place, and plenty of straw, and he will keep himself as clean as any other animal. If well fed,
he will sleep a large part of the time by day as
well as by night. The more sleep you can induce
you

can

make

Vitalizes and Enriches the Blood, Tones
up

the

ef

A

down,

i

If your coal fire is low throw

on

a

the

Weak

Invigorates
Brain, and

the

Will always Blessthe Name

of “Woman's Friend”!

table-spoon-

Would

half done, and

"PERUVIAN SYRUP

letting

spoonful-of stewed tomatoes in the

A Victim to Consuthption or
the Insane Asylum.

Supplies the blood with its Vital Principle, or

Dr. Hardy’s forty years’ experience is compounding medicmes resulted in the discoveries
which render the Woman's Friend the most sucSoesfo] remedy ever made for all Female Com-

Life Element,
IRON,
iafusing Strength,
Vi or and New Life into all parts of the system.
BEING FREE FROM ALCOHOL, its energizing effects are not followed by corresponding reaction, but are permanent.
SETH

W.

FOWLE

& SONS,

Harrison Avenue, Boston,

Proprietors,

plaints.
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TESTIMONIALS.
DR. 8. HARDY’S SONS :—I am doing good business with W. F. I sold one to-day and three yesterday, had a call for two more to-night but did

Sold by all Druggists.

gra-

vy of either roasted or fried meats is an improvement.—The skin of a boiled egg is the most effi.
cacious remedy that can be applied to a boil. Peel
it carefully, wel and apply to the part affected. It
will deaw out the ma‘ter and relieve the soreness

DR. R. V. PIERCE, Buffalo,

feelit my duty to write

and

Medical

N.

Y.:

thank

Discovery”

not have it, so thought it time I had some ordered.

A lady sent to me esterday

Dear

ache, and

is in other ways

it that

Yours truly,

face,

|

MRS.

MARCELLA

head-

VENTILATE

YOUR

CLOSETS.

think

|

é As Yellow

ments or the wash-clothes should not be put toa
closet, ventilated or not

ventilated.

They

should

be placed in a large bag made for the purpose, or
atoomy-basket, and then put in a well-aired room
at some distance from the family. Having thus
excluded one of the fertile sources of bad odors in
closets, the next point is to see that the closets
are

properly

ventilated.

It

matters

not

how

clean the clothing in the closet may be ; if there is
no ventilation that clothing will not
should be. Any garments after being

while

will absorb more

as

a

Lemon,”

fact that jaundice has set in.
liver has turned like

the

and asserted her rights.

be what it
worn for a

soon

ill-used

worm,”

health

is

the

return to the cheek
Seltzer

and

health

be

of

fortunes;

2t38

old and was feeble

when I bought

“I

and nervous

am

Ayer's Cherry Pectoral,
The

few

but

means

to

prevent

are

employed

TORAL.

It

has

been

known
to the public
about forty years, by a
arvelous.cures, that have

time,

once,

nations,

extraordina.

Perhaps no
secured
so
:
reputation, or
maintained it so long,
a8 AYER’S CHERRY PEC-

Ginger

at

many

have

f8\ ry virtues.

no

Way of Treating a Bad Cold.
A bad Cold will run its course of about.ten days,
and may end in Consumption and death, unless

en a feeling

of immunity

from their painful effects,

Board

NATURE'S REMEDY.

er called to her house and

and

to be.

from an ultimely

I long

to

have

the

time

I know

grave.

that

it saved

me

1 was prostrated with feand

1 tried

t with but little faith. When 1 had used one bot.
tle could attend to my household duties, a thing
I
had not done for three months ; took three bottles
and am completely cured.
J
Mrs. Hill of Greensboro’, Vt. says that she nev-

¢r had anything do her so much good as the Wom-

keep

Mrs. 8, J. Wells of Calias says the Woman's
Friend saved her sister's life when everything else
ailed.
J
Mr. Lyford says: Never saw any avyihing like
the Woman’s Friend, it is better than gold ; would
go fifty miles for it rather than let his wile be

without it a single day.
Se
Yours with many thanks for so good & medicine.
MRS. LUCENA A, CROSS,
Hardwick, Vt., Feb, 2, 1881.

1 write vou in behalf of your
cine. the Woman’s

medi.

invaluable

not

1 can

that

Friend ; I feel

say too much in its praise as I was a great suflexer. Iam satisfied that had I not used it as my
a viebeen
necessities demanded, I would have
tim to consumption or the insane asylam ; but, as

it is, one bottle and a half made all things right
for me, and I am hale and hearty, and I feel to

say I am thankful that you have heen led to
invent so excellent and remarkable a medicine as
Asistant.

the Woman’s Friend org\ature’s Grand
1 think it rightly namedst
:
‘ours truly,

ABBIE HATCH,

Craftsbury, Vt., Jan., 1881.

$1.00

a

Bettie.

GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, Wholesale
Agents.
DR. 8. HARDY’S SONS, Prop’s. Cornish Flats, N.H.

THE

A dm ration
WORLD.

Mrs. S.A. Allen's
WORLD'S

the Rocket.

several Articles enclosed.
The owner can
have the same by applyingto Rev. E. W. POR"TER, Lowell, Mass,, proving property, and _paying for this notice.

QUERU’S COD LIVER OIL JELLY:

secured to the patient by a single teaspoonful of
this Ji elly thau by double the quantity of the liquid
oil, and
the most delicate stomach will not rel t
For sale by all druggists, and E. H. TR
.
Platt St., New York.
1y6.

recommended

that is well founded if the remedy be taken in season. Every
family should have it in their closet
for the ready and” prompt relief of is members.
Sickness, suffering and even life 1s saved by this
timely defence.
The prudent should not neglect it, and the wise will not. Keep
it by you for
Jue Protection it affords by its early use in sudden
attacks.
:
PREPARED BY
;

Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New
York for coughs, colds, bronchial and tubercular
consumption, scrofula and general debility. The
most mild, bland, and nutritious form in. ‘which.

Cad Liver Oil can be used, and with more benefit

she is right;

Price
can be made b
RY PECTORAL has really robbed these dangerous
diseases of their terrors to a great extent, and giv-

At Ocean Park, A SHAWL-STRAP with

WARRANTED.
Henry & Johnson's Arnica
and Oil Liniment is warranted to please all
who use if.
4136

con-

pleasure that I recommend the “Woman's Friend,”
for truly it is the woman's friend; it is all it is

compositions

which have won the éonfidence of mankind and
become
household
wordg, among not only

re-

Tonic. I have used little more than one bottle and feel as well as at 30.” See notice.

some

for

with

an’s Friend.
She says, in fact she could not
house without it.

For
Diseases
of the Throat and Lungs,
such as Coughs and Colds, Bronchitis,
Asthma and Consumption.

65 years

all the

a bottlé of Parker's

No

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

remedy has so often restored this prize to the sufering, as Hood’s Sarsaparilla. Try it.

An Old Lady writes us:

restored.

Aperient.

one

greatest

and your

ve me a bottle of Woman’s Friend,

medicine is better for the general system than Tarrant’s

must

Good

Northfield

to die

male weakness of eight years’ standing, had tried
several doctors and they did me no good; a lady

regularly according to directions; get the system
in proper shape; and soon the bloom of youth will

or less of the exhalaair can

the

poor,

Use at once

tions which arise from the body, and thus gontain
an amount of foreign—it may be hurtful—matter,

which free circulationof pure
move.

The

expresses

*‘ trodden-upon

Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient

under-gar-

given up

come when I can start and tell whatl know
about it.
8. C. BuzzeLL.
Waterbury Center, Vt., Sept. 17, 1876,
DR. HARDY’S SONS, —Dear Sirs: If, is with

MYERS,

Soiled

doctors had

left some; and now she has another daughter the
doctors say must die,but she don’t believe it,for she
gays
it is the best medicine in the world; and I

Sir—I

no

the

sumption,

* Favor-

greatly improved.

from

somesaying that she had two daughters cured with

you for what
and

Life.

Two Danghters Cured
Of Consumption.

ALL DISEASES ORIGINATING IN ABAD STATE
OF THE BLOOD, OR ACCOMPANIED BY
* DEBILITY OR A LOW STATE
OF THE SYSTEM.

out about

Her ‘Sister's

Saved From an Untinely Grave.

Humors, Female Complaints, Liver Complaint, Remittent
Fever, and

plying buckwheat plentifully.” Never put water to
such a grease spot, or liquid of any kind.——Broil
steak without salting. Salt draws the juices in
cooking; it is desirable to keep these, if possible.
Cook over a hot fire, turning frequently, searing
both sides. Place on a platter; salt and pepper
to taste.——Beef having a tendency to be tough
can be made very palatable by stewing gently for
pepper, taking

Go Fifty Miles for it

Saved

|

extract the juices, If the meat is wanted for itself
alene, plunge it into boiling water at once.—You
can get oil off any carpet or woolen stuff by ap-

ter.—A

Makes

=——CURES—

ful of salt, and it will help it very much.—A little ginger put into sausage meat improves the fla~
vor.——In icing cakes, dip the knife in cold water.
——In boiling for meat soup, use cold water to

when

System,

Strong, Builds up the Broken-

pork.”—

dog-carts

which helps to cure 'irratibility of temper, peevishness, uneasiness of any kind, like nervous

:

proverb,

on

Mr.

were

women

kind, for

{Lung and Throat Affections.

the

‘clean,

common

more Sess, has more color in her

I

The astonishing: success of this Elixir, ana
the unparalleled sale, are sufficient evidence of
its superiority over all other remedies of the

law is enforced, to raise mutton, lamb and wool,
and recuperate our pastures.
In making pork

te Prescription” have done for my daughter. It
is now five weeks since she began their use. She is

when we
grown

turnouts,

eye.

law has helped that matter very much in thinning
.out the worthless curs that used to chase them.

our * Golden

tion, and in summer our city cousins invade every

of

the

smell.—Clean oilcloths with milk and water; a
brush and soap will ruin them.—Tumblers that
have milk in them should never be put in hot wa-

wants, and less money. Now the city has pushed
its iron arms out into the country in every direc-

have

as

[f

ELIXIR

Rondout, N. Y.. who removed the injured eye

NO. GREECE, N. Y., April 25, 1880.

out?” inquired

or

where

at night they are turned into. ‘the pasture, where
they always have the choice of a dry, clean bed.

a pint of the liquor

Doctor said; * but alas! a large per cent. of thent}’
especially women, are broken down in health, and

mainly for the want of seven

trees,

of

by a very successful operation, setting aside all
danger of further harm to the sight of the other

pas.

the rest boil into the meat.
Brown the meat in
the pot. After taking up, make a gravy of the
pint of liquor saved.-——A small piece of charcoal
in the pot with boiling cabbage removes the

take tea last

glory of our Connecticut farms.”
“Very true, if they were only

shade

their

My

PULMONARY

en-

in a few hours.— Springfield Republican.
"FE
——

remarked: “Sleep,

men and

tures are provided with

disturbs

of milk.

RESTORED FROM A DECLINE,

the couversation, and

in

lead

the

that

cattle can lie down in summer during the day, and

two hours with salt and

the morning. The aspirations of men and wom‘en were limited, and there was little outside of the
Farming was more of
farm to worry about.

The mayor of Detroit telegraphs that it will
require at least one million dollars to properly

a vacancyso created, is calledto
Zins
assume the Executive chair. The wisdom of

our

in the con-

crop came up for

herd

FAOTS FOR HOME USE.

stellation of Virgo. It is a striking coincidence
that this new and bright comet appeared at the
same hour President Garfield was breathing
his last. It was first seen by E. E. Barnard in
Nashville, Tenn., who has made claim through
Prof, Swift for the Warner prize of $200 in
gold. This makes the fifth comet seen since
May first, and of this number four have appeared from almost the same spot in the heavens.

a routine business;

A dispatch from London says:

eed our land, and the memory of the
his life, and the pathos of

the

discovery of a new comet located

in the

quiet always lessens the flow

a

were rare, and when nightfall came, deep sleep fell
upon the household,and it remained unbroken urtil

cess Louise is about to make several farewell
visits previous to her departure for Canada.” °

murdered President, his protracted sufferings
his inyielding fortitude, the example an
will

Ob-

Any excitement

shears

- Found!

ad-

dress:
i
:
“For
the fourth time in the history of the
Republic
its Chief Magistrate has’ been removed:by
death. All
rts are filled with
fief an horror at the hideous crime which

death,

Warner

announces

important

On

at noon; in the Vice-President’s room in the
Capitol at Washington, in the presence of the
Justices of the Supreme Court, the members of

he

the

Y.,

as

of the

Many a useful life
has been saved to
the world by
the prompt use of Dr. N.G. White’s Pulmonary
trappings, whirl along
In a riot between stevedores and police in and other odd vehicles abound; society is pene- | Elixir. When sensible of having Cold; ‘commence
at once taking the Elixir according to directions on
Savannah, Ga., eight people were killed and
trated with foreign elements; picnics, festivals,
bottle and you will soon be well.
4316
order
in
are
twelve wounded.
chowders, exhibitions of all sorts
old
the
Sunday
Warner’s Safe Kidney and Liverr Cure.
The negotiations for the re-establishment of six days in the week, and on
meeting house, with its gay bonnets and bright
DR. J.C. AYER &CO., Lowell, Mass.
the German legation at the Vatican have been
The Peruvian Syrup has cured thousands
a
than
colors, looks more like a flower gar
Practical and Analytical Chemists.
concluded. who were suffering from Dyspepsia, Debility, LivWhat average
company of devout worshipers.
er Complaint, Boils, Humors, Female Complaints,
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS
At the opening of the Spanish Cortes King
family with Yankee bloodin their veins is going
IN MEDICINES,
Alphonso affirmed the cordial relations of to get seven hours sleep under all these social etc. Pamphlets free to any address. Seth W.
Fowle & Sons, Boston.
‘
88
Spain with all the great powers.
excitements ?”
About 60,000 acres, much of it valuable tim- | « Well, Doctor,” inquired Mrs. Banker, “the
AGENTS AND CANVASSERS
By CAPT. ROBERT C. ADAMS.
railroads are built; the folks keep coming; what
ber land, has been burned over By the fires in
Make from $55 to $50 per week selling goods
are you going to do about it?”
=
E.G.
RIDEOUT
&
CO.,
10
Barclay
St,
New
The
story
of an East India voyage with thrilling
Maria country, California.
‘ “Do the best we can, Mrs, Bunker,” continued
ork. Send for their Catalogue and terms.
1y34
incidents of sea life and amusing stories. IllustraA terrific hurricane visited Clare county, the Doctor. * There is so much in society and in
ted with appropriate Siena) cover in eight colors
AN ESTABLISHED REMEDY. Downs’ Elixir
and silver.
Quarto,
$1.00; Cloth, $1.50,
Michigan, on ‘Wednesday night, and caused an
our artificial habits that sleep will no longér grow
has been widely known and used as a cough remeD.
Lothrop & Coi, Publishers, Boston.
as a wild plant and take care of itself. We must
immense destruction of property.
dy for
years. No other cough medicine has
cultivate it as we do corn and potatoes. There is stood the test half this length of time, The people
&
By the explosion of a locomotive boiler of a
stand by that which is good.
:
:
train on theMissouri Pacific railroad, four per- no health without sound sleep; and thrift on the
Dr. Baxter's Mandrake Bitters are pure.
farm as everywhere else, depends largely upon:
sons were killed and a fifth injured.
ly vegetable—the product of the hills and valleys. |" “ "
physical vigor.
Sleep is a powerful medicine

tion.

ministration which he succeeds.
The follow~
ing particulars of his inauguration will be read
‘with interest.
The ceremony was performed on Thursday,

ago, when

of Con-

A slight strug-

Timothy Bunker in American Agriculturist.

The literary societies of the Indiana University at Bloomington were called upon to elect
an orator for commencement. R. G. Ingersoll
was elected. The faculty will not permit him to
come. The students say he shall. The faculty
has power to prevent his coming. On the other band the students can rent a hall and invite
him. This they threaten to do if Ingersoll is
not
permitted by the faculty to come. Both
students and citizens are beginning to wax
warm, and it promises to be a big quarrel.
N.

sleep is just

in the sty, the cheaper

America in 1887 was authorized, *

Rochester,

And

sufler very much from want of quiet, but the dog-

1iéalthy, and large families were the rule, as they
arenoiw the exception. Unwholesome excitements

2

lion, refusing to remain on their new

any changes in the Cabinet and that he will

six months

session

shears with which it was playing.

tered Mrs. Warner's left eye, entirely destroying

for oar domestic animals as it is for men—in short
one of the best crops raised on the farm. It hasa
very important bearing on the production of milk.

the barn is kept

He intimates that as soon as the

Intelligence received from

my house.

sleep,” in-

In the winter they have a bedded stall to sleep in,
and after, their evening rations are given them

The Methodist Ecumenical Council closed
Sept. 20, with the adoption of an address to all
Methodists, recommending the views favored
at the various sittings, calling upon all to cooperate in the work of Christ, to maintain the
traditional Methodist means for the promotion of earnestness, and declaring that a call
should goforth for a great spiritual awakening. The meeting: of the next council in

servatory,

tor in

on

worth

to women, and
Mrs. Warner of
Y, some. weeks
child a pair of

the sight. Mer family physician did what he
could, but intensely painful inflammation arose,
which, by sympathy, threatened the loss of the
other eye. Total blindness to a woman havin
the care of a househeld isan irretrievable calami
ty. In this strait Mrs, W— applied to the well:
known and skillful surgeon, Dr. David Kennedy,

ant in two suits for embezzling upward of
$200,000 from that city, has been in Montreal,
if ‘he is not theré now.

so orthodox

be

Domestic accidents dre common
some ot them are very serious.
South
Rondout, Ulster Co., N.
ago attempted to take from her

soon be without patients. I have followed your
theory for thirty years and have hardly had a do¢-

“I am glad you are

houses better ventilated, and the demands of social life much less than now, the women were

French consul has assured the Bey
that he will not be deposed.

The White-river Ute

carry out the policy and measures of the Ad-

. President Arthur placed his
on the book and at the conclusion of
ing of the oath favatetily raised the
his lips, kissed it:and said, “* 1 do, so

extra

-

gle ensued, in which the point

think, is about the most profitable crop

devices

PARENTS BE CAREFUL.

is

terrupted Deacon Smith. #* But
am afraid, Doctor, if Hookertown adopted your views you would

were seated

More fine buildings are going up in Chicago
then ever before in a single season. .

the nation.
His admirable inaugural address
is very reassuring in tone, and is generally in-

hands

and

; During the past year 100,000 emigrants
left Germany for America.

and prayers of
few

an

of the Senate for Oct. 10.

assassination of President Garfield, he is enti-

the Cabinet, General Grant, a number

contrivances

that

George A. W! Stuart, the ex-secretary of the
Brooklyn Beard of education, who is defend-

took

President Arthur has called a special session

By

State. officers by

which may be profitable for some of your readers
Dr. Blosrom
to cultivate more systematically.

The Porte is about to send 6000 more troops
to Tripoli.

virtue of his commendable conduct since the

that be will make

of new

shalt

neitlfer

to society

Operation-Lov=

Mother Attempts to Take Pair
of Shears from Her Child.

shattered health? Cultivate sleep and
something while you are sivake.”

We were at Pastor

One of its leading features is the great

owes any duty

and

ing

acclamation,
The
platform
takes advanced
views upon civil service reform and the financial issues of the day.

evening, and a new

Miscellaneous.

the same time, he succeeds to the office under

terpreted to mean

has

is more generally illustrated than in former
years. The art department has been so wisely
delegated that the art galleries rival those of
toe European cities,” and present a feature
which can but elevate and instruct the vast
crowds of visitors to the exhibition.
=
~*

fair trial ip. the high and responsible office,
which has been thrust upon him, despite the
fervent prayers of the people—his own included. General Arthur takes the Presidential
chair under most favorable auspices for an
honorable and successful administration.
At

Convention

SLEEP AS A FARM CROP.

hall, fitted to accommodate an audience of
from 8,000 to 10,000, and this vast auditorium
is a perfect museum of the manufactures of the
day in all the finer lines of goods.
The mechanical exhibits include fully as large a number of novelties as usual, andthe practical

support of the nation until he shall have had a

tled to the respect, sympathy

which

nor woman

* ‘Thou

Qdecalogue,

Necessitating a Sargical

not compatible with a sound mind in a sound
body. Sleep is the one thing needful, if we would
have either. What'is a man worth to society with

Bural and Domestic,

to its utmost power.
The magnificent structure just completed by the Association consists
of a group of three great buildings united ; the
whole has a frontage of 598 feet on Huntington

The new President of the United States will
doubtless be accorded the confidence and loyal

circumstances.

avenue, Boston,

and thus created a friendly rivalry

working

man

THE DAY KIDNEY PAD
is by far the best remedy for diseases of the kidneys and urinary organs.
$2, of all druggists.
Children’s (cures bed-wetting) $1.50.

stimulated the inventive genius of our people

Of 76 Senators, there

painful

has renominated the present

them familiar with each other’s achievements,

avenue,

Republican

not kill,” is a part of the

¢ 0ld Mechanics Fair.”

will continue throughout the coming month.
For over half a century this Association has
been a power in the development of New England industries, its successive fairs having
brought
together her mechanics, and made

" President Arthur.

and

was committed
‘on a

new building on Huntington

ebos Summary, "

trying

Crimes.

The triennial exhibition of the Massachusetts Charitable Mechanic Association, in their

are 37 Democrats, 37 Republicans, with Davis
of Ill., and Mahone of Va., independent.
But
until the Senate meets there are three vacancies, all Republicans.
When it is called to order, only 34 Republicans can answer and proceed to organization.
It is a complication that could have been undoubtedly avoided, in the interests of a Republican administration.
ELLIOTT.

most

to be observed

French railway train, the victim being Herr
Niemark, the German consul ai. Leghorn.
It
appears that the villain with whomhe was, according to the custom, locked up in the miserable car, assaulted him and threw him out of
the window; he fortunately escaped serious
injury. It will not be long before public opin.
jon in Europe will demand the substitution of
the American car for the uncomfortable box
modelled after the old stage-coach which is the
standard railway vehicle in England and in all
Continental countries save Switzerland.

to the imagination of an unfinished tribute #nd
a finished life,
THE NEW ADMINISTRATION.

tem.

Shameful

Massachusetts

YAY

his body,” responded the Doctor.

The marriage of Gustavus, Crown Prince of
Sweden,
with the . Princess Victoria, only
daughter of the grand duke of Baden, was
solemnized on the 20th, at Carlsruhe, The
King of Sweden and Emperor of Germany
conducted the bride, and the duchess of Saxe
and Queen Sophia of Sweden the bridegroom.
The Crown Princes of Denmark and of Germany were present.

A few months since great sensation was
created in England by the murder- of -a Mr.
Gold by his fellow passenger, in‘one of the antiquated coaches of an English railway.
Re-

which occurredat the Capitol in Apr., 1865,—
both men martyrs in the memory of their
countrymen for evermore.
No decoration of respect and sorrow at the
Capitol, attracted more attention or seemed so
peculiarly significant as the appearance of the
unfinished Washington monument now looming up‘into such massive proportions.
To its 17afeet have been added 60 or 70 feet.
The flag at half-mast, the graceful folds of
bunting that huug looped from its sides, spoke

‘of the Senate pro

earth,

erable
reduction
in their operations. The
spinners allege that cotton is too dear, while
the iron masters state that the market is overstocked.
’
The

a

“ What is going to become of our duties to 80ciety?” inquired Mr. Spooner.
©
"A man’s first duty to society is to take care of

of

state of the country shall justify the act all the
prisoners will be released, but says that it
can not be done yet.

throughout the United States as a day of humiliation and mourning; and I earnestly récommend all the people to assemble on that day,
in their respective places of Divine worship,
there to render alike their tribute of serrowful
submission to the will.of Almighty God, and
of reverence and love for the memory and
character of our late Chief Magistrate.”

laid in state. Of what tears and emotions
were seen there, no words need here be said,
this

on

masters

prayer-meeting.”

northern England have decided upon a consid-

punishment.

and beloved dead will be consigned to their

This evening, in the center of the lofty
dome that surmounts the Capitol, the body is

as aching hearts viewed

~

¢ Whereas, In his inscrutable wisdom it has

departed

The cotton spinners and the iron

TERRIBLE ACCIDENT,

the hall, the ball, the temperance discussion or tha-

the exceptional
os

Mr. Forster, secretary for Ireland, replying
to a letter in regard to the imprisoned ‘‘suspects,” says that the coercion act was designed
for the prevention of outrages, and not for

€

ke J

Proclamation.

codify

Every theater ,in St. Louis was wide open
and in full blast Sunday evening, and arrangements have been perfected, it is reported, to
continue such performances throughout the
season.
The Sabbatarian Society, however,
proposes to call a mass meeting of citizens in
this matter,
;

pleased God to remove from us the illustrious
head of the nation, James A. Garfield, late
President of the United States; and whereas,
it is fitting that the deep grief which
fills
all hearts should manifest itself with one accord toward the throne of Infinite Grace, and
that we should bow before: the Almighty and
seek from him that consolation in our affliction and that sanctification of our loss
which he is able and willing to vouchsafe.
Now, therefore, in obedience to sacred duty
and in accordance with the desire of the people, I, Chester A. Arthur, President of the
United States of America, do hereby appoint
Monday next, the twenty-sixth day of September, on which day the remains of our honored

evidences of sorrow.
g
All that was left of the great sufferer, arrived
Grant

of their

President Arthur’s first official act as Chief
Magistrate, was the issuing of a proclamation
to the people of the United States in the following touching words:

mense public buildings, business and private
edifices with doors and windows often being
entirely covered, adding more than usual to the

President Arthur, ex-President

conscious

ae.

000 yards of bunting, serge and crape, hung
from the White House alone. All of the im-

at the same depot he was to have
: from, on that fatal July day.

profoundly

magnitude and gravity, I assume the trust imposed by the Constitution, relying for aid on
Divine guidance, and the virtue, patriotism
and intelligence of the American people.”
After the reading of the address by the President, Secretary Blaine stepped forward and
grasped the. President’s hand, and after him
the other members of the Cabinet and others
present shook hands with the President,

was parched and

and Washington

sultry day

bilities, and

special commission to
laws lately decreed.
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